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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRIIDUCTION 
1.0 Statistics, it has been said, is the reduction of 
data. This definition fails, however, to bring out one 
of the most important and interesting aspects of modern 
statistical theory - the making of estimates. Let us 
consider a typical example. An investigator collects a 
body of data, consisting, say, of the heights, or other 
attribute, of some members of a community. He calculates 
a few quantities - such as a mean, a measure of disper- 
sion, perhaps one of skewness - which enable him to appre- 
hend the properties of the assemblage of figures. This 
is the reduction of data. But now curiosity or prac- 
tical need poses a new question. What can be said regard- 
ing the heights of all the members of the community - not 
merely of those in respect of whom information is tabu- 
lated? Of course, nothing can be stated with certainty. 
The heights of the members who were measured may vary 
widely from those of the others. Nevertheless, intuition, 
or experience, suggests that at least a guess might be 
hazarded. One suspects, too, that in some instances a 
better guess is justified than in others. Can one, then, 
measure in some fashion the reliability of a guess? 
questions such as these are the subject-matter of the 
Theory of Estimation. 
This theory, as our example indicates, has nothing 
in common with the deductive problems frequently encoun- 
tered.in Pure Mathematics, such as the deduction of a 
particular geometrical theorem, given a few general 
axioms. On the contrary, Estimation is concerned with 
the realm of induction; with passing from the particular 
to the general; with the making of inferences regarding 
a population from the data of a sample thereof. By their 
nature, these inferences are uncertain. Perhaps it is the 
insufficient appreciation of this which has led to the 
well -known criticism that statistics "can be made to prove 
anything." It would be fairer to say that statistics 
proves nothing - but that it may suggest a great deal. 
1.1 The Probability Distribution:- A probability 
distribution - the concept is one of the most useful in 
Mathematical Statistics - is defined thus : 
Let a variate ac be capable of assuming all values 
within some range, and let the probability that x should 
lie within the infinitesimal range : , t' c4c, be cp'("x, 
/ 
6, - -- 9,,) ct c., 
where the ®° <; are constants. Then 
I 
x f 9, 
is the probability distribution. 
The coefficients 0064.--- 0 once specified, we can 
evaluate the probability that an observation of x should 
lie within any given range; and, out of a large number of 
of random observations, we would expect the number within 
the range to be times this probability. 
R. A. Fisher ("On The Foundations of Theoretical 
Statistics," Philosophical Transactions, A, Vol. 222 
(1922)) associates three distinct problems with a probability 




The first concerns the choice of the mathematical 
form of the distribution 9P most apposite to a given body 
of data. Though often of considerable difficulty, this 
problem is, as Fisher points out, essentially practical. 
The choice having been made, the actual data are regarded 
as a random sample of observations drawn from an infinite 
"universe" distributed in the form' . 
The problem of specification is assumed to be solved 
before that of estimation is begun. The latter is 
formally defined thus: given a random sample of 
observations x,, x w of a population 
a whose probability distribution is y9( x B. t9 v) 
what functions of the observations Tt( .xg, 
xa, - ' x) give the best estimates 
of the unknown coefficients b,, 63, - _ ®;' respectively? 
The final task is to determine the sampling distri- 
bution of the selected functions , 7T. , ' F r:, 
While the analytical difficulties are often formidable, 
this is in principle a straightforward exercise in math- 
ematical deduction. 
1.2 Criteria For The Selection of Estimating Functions: - 
In the preceding section, the phrase "the best estimate" 
was left unexplained. "Best," as applied to a question 
of induction, need not, of course, bear the same connota- 
tion as in the field of deductive logic, and different 
statisticians have adopted many different definitions. 
Nevertheless, the consensus of current opinion tends to 
regard consistency and minimum sampling variance as neces- 
sary attributes of a "good" estimate. 
1.2.1 Consistency;- Let á( x, x,,,,Ì be an 
estimate - or "statistic" - of the coefficient 6/, in a 
sample of '' and let the probability that 
- e' -. E 
vulle.r:e 1 is any positive quantity, be F 
no matter how small. is said to be consistent if 
R 
ct. s 
In words, this definition provides little more than 
a warning that, if we wish to estimate e, we must beware 
of estimating something other than to . The condition of 
consistency is thus not very severe. It certainly does 
not determine uniquely, and it leaves open the question 
which one of various consistent statistics is "best." 
Nevertheless, the postulate is of some value in itself. 
For instance, its rigorous application enables us to 
derive Sheppard's Corrections for grouped data (Fisher, 
loc. cit.). 
1.2.2 Sampling Variance : - The . observations 
of a sample provide a statistic Ì- which serves as an 
estimate of 8 . If another / observations were made from 
the hypothetical infinite universe, we would doubtless 
obtain a different value as the estimate of 6. Imagine 
that an infinitely large number of samples, each of size 
were drawn, and the corresponding estimates of 0 noted. 
This set of estimates would possess a mean, and a variance 
about the mean - which is termed the sampling variance 
of The stipulation is commonly made that the best 
statistic will be taken as that with the least sampling 
variance. 
1.3 Methods of Estimation; - 
1.3.1 The Method of Moments:- For a continuous 
probability distribution [o( v) j. 
the moment, about the origin, is 
- x1t4(x /8, 
The are thus functions of 
If the random observations are 
the moment of the sample, about the origin, is 
r 
Karl Pearson estimates the coefficients by equating 
population. and sample moments - 
and solving the resulting equations. The estimates so 
obtained are obviously consistent. 
1.3.2 Maximum Likelihood : - A fundamental 
theorem concerning the existence of statistics of minimum 
sampling variance has been derived by R. A. Fisher. 
A very wide class of estimates is distributed normally 
(especially in infinitely large samples), and the 
variance is then inversely proportionate to the size 
of the sample ? , The theorem is that -- 1/ cannot be 
less than a certain quantity, which is independent of all 
methods of estimation. A statistic for which ./ '' is 
equal to this quantity is called "efficient." Fisher 
demonstrated that the Method of Moments failed in gen- 
eral to yield efficient estimates, but that his new 
method succeeded. 
This new method is developed in terms of "likelihood." 
For a distribution ef2r c 1 9,,, a_, the probability that 





rX. 4E, / 
The quantity L. is defined as the Likelihood. 
(A more descriptive name is simply "probability density ") 
Fisher chooses as estimates of 8,, 8z.,- eV those values 
of the coefficients which make the likelihood a maximum - 
i.e., he solves the V' equations 
DL = 
lC e i 
1.3.3 The postulate cif maximum likelihood is - 
though the inventor might disagree arbitrary. Its 
value is that the statistics so obtained have the important 
properties: 
(i) they are consistent 
(ii) they are efficient, in large samples 
(iii) if "sufficient" statistics exist, they will be 
found by Fisher's method. Such a statistic contains the 
whole of the information which a finite sample can provide. 
1.4 Estimation by an Unbiassed Statistic of Minimum 
Variance : - While the objectives of Maximum Likelihood 
are consistent and efficient estimates, they are attained 
indirectly -- via the maximising of a certain function. 
An alternative approach is to assert initially that 
statistics should have these, or similar, attributes, and 
to omit any reference to likelihood. This was the start- 
ing point in the paper by A. C. Aitken and H. Silverstone 
( "On the Estimation of Statistical Parameters," Proceedings 
of The Royal Society of Edinburgh, A, Vol. 61) who adopted 
the criteria that an estimate should 
(i) be unbiassed. That is, the expectation, over 
all sarples of .) of an estimate of 0) should equal 6) - 
even in finite samples 
(ii) have minimum sampling variance. 
Why, one may ask, was unbiassedness selected, Which 
is a more severe condition than mere consistency? The 
reason is simply one of convenience. Requirements of 
minimum variance and consistency do not lead to a solution. 
Those of minimum variance and unbiassedness do. 
It is interesting to note some divergent opinions on 
the question of bias. R. A. Fisher considers it of little 
importance. Thus he says ( "The Logic of Inductive 
Inference," Journal of The Royal Statistical Society, 
vol. 98 (1935)) "the consideration of bias need not detain 
us. Eith consistent estimates it must tend to zero 
We can always adjust our estimate so as to make the bias 
absolutely zero, but this is not usually necessary n 
On the other hand, many writers do strive to avoid biassed i 
statistics - witness the preference for 
y R 
to -,T á - as an estimate of the variance of the 
normal curve of error. 
1.4.1 The study of the criteria of unbiassedness 
and minimum sampling variance is the main concern of this 
thesis. As we proceed, we shall discover both analogies 
with and differences from the Maximum Likelihood treatment, 
which shed a new and instructive light on the latter. We 
shall find that the theory we develop is independent of the 
size of the sample - whether large or small - and necessi= 
taies no assumptions whatever regarding the sampling dis- 
tribution of statistics. 
Interesting conclusions, too, emerge from the study 
of simultaneous estimation. One's first intuitive thought 
is that each statistic should be unbiassed and of minimum 
variance. Unfortunately, no such statistics exist for 
the estimation of two or more parameters. Alternative 
criteria, which are developed, are not free from surprising 
implications. Thus we shall set out to minimise a quantity - 
generalised variance - but we shall succeed only in making 
it a weak minimum. The size of the sample must be in- 
definitely great, before we find statistics which make 
the minimum strong. 
Such results as these suggest that the postulates of 




LINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
2.0 The need to solve a linear integral equation 
often arises in statistical problems; for instance, in 
the problem of determining what probability distribution 
has a given moment generating function. In later chap- 
ters, a certain homogeneous linear integral equation will 
be encountered. We shall require to solve it, and to 
know whether the solution is unique. Since this particu- 
lar equation is treated rather cursorily, and in some 
respects incompletely, in the text books, we shall establish 
in this chapter the various results which we invoke in the 
sequel. 
Let us consider first the n- dimensional form of 
Fredholm's equation, viz. 
+ 
á 
which we abbreviate to 
u(x`) --zr (xj Oaf f "),4,,(C) dF 
where x` denotes the vector (x,, xz, .. - - x,., Our problem 
is - given f and K, can a function (or functions) u be 
determined so that Fredh.olm's equation is satisfied for 
every value of x - x,.) in the range ,re < x, ,rr, 
4 x .2. 4 r , ç ? ` . ,' a 
(For compactness, we may express this set of n inequalities 
by ,ei x < 4). 
The problem may be simplified by imposing the fol- 
lowing restrictions (Some of them will be relaxed later) 
(1) is continuous with respect to each of its 
n arguments in the ranges 42, we 
(2) ii (z' ('> is a finite continuous _unction of all 
its arguments throughout the 2n ranges At 4,r, 4 < 5 
Let us suppose that Ik (' s"'/ is everywhere less than M, 
a finite quantity independent of o:' &$z.d : 
(3) (tee;) & ,Let K (c' t11 are real functions of real 
variables. 
(4) > is a real cons tant . 
(5) a and b are finite. 
2.1 The Associated Series: Corresponding to a given 
"kernel" K( ' t) we introduce the following series. 
- o f 
4- 
K(£; £ ; d i, ° -- A f `" t:.,' (3' d OL f2, 
.9 (x', 1, K (x' _ )P4'1 ( K (I( f J 
P=' "° "° f 
4 
i ° 
.(a[: --- X$,, y, ';'A) = X. K x'r . -- 
1, - ---- Yr 
K (x,' K(x, - - - - - - - K (-Y, y fi i 
F( ys' l . _ e _.,- p{ . yf / } 
t . 
E( (xr'l°'J ñ (xt - - - J yz - K (xr yr ) 
The second series, D (_ is of course a particular 
case of the third series, viz., the case when r 1. 
2.1.1. Convergence of The Associated Series: Since 
(i. is bounded, we may apply Hadamard's lemma on 
the maximum of a determinant (Whittaker and Watson's Modern 
Analysis, 4th edition, p. 212), whcnce 
Now consider D (A) . If we write this as d- - a P ¡p 
then 












= M(tr-t) 71-0 
since P 
Hence the series 
tiP/ 
( 40 42151: 
p/a. 
P. 
P ph- 4- 
P 
. , 2 
00 
tP %sP is absolutely 
P 
convergent for all values of , \; the series for D(A) 
is therefore absolutely convergent for all values of ) 
and represents an integral function of N. 
With regard to Dr x,'. x r' 
we note first that by Hadamard' s lemma 






f K x, t, r -- ÍPf á f r- u fP f r+ ?-.. p) r-.. (. d a) 
yr scl . 
eo pi-i 
Applying Weierstrass' test, we consider the seriesJ'I cp 
each term of which is greater than the absolute value of 
the corresponding term in D(x,` 
The ratio of the (p t- , st. term to the p term of 
this dominant series is 
, 
' 2 t 
1 M` + x , h rP ÇY;f,) 
- 
It follows that D( ° -- A :r ,' "- &r' ; A) 
is absolutely convergent for all finite values of A , 
and is uniformly convergent for all values of the vectors 
x r' J° -' __ d r' within the ranges 
Further, since K (x y', is a continuous function of 
all its variables, it is readily seen that each term in 
this series is a continuoue function of all its variables. 
The same results obviously hold for D(s'/ '; ,) 
since this series is obtained by putting r=-é in the 
foregoing. 
2.1.2. The Principle of Reciprocity: Certain 
important identities connect the associated series with 
one another. The simplest of them, termed by Volterra 
"the principle of reciprocity," is derived as follows. 
Since D (x' l y 
' ;A) is absolutely convergent for all 
finite values of X, rearrange the terms by picking out the 
coefficients of K(x'.y') and writing these first. There 
results the equation 







c x', f' 
K ar '19 ((et. f,) 
. . . _. 
1((x' rP ) ot,-df 
K(('. ft) 
Expanding in minors of the first column, we obtain Qp as the 
integral of a sum of p determinants. The first term in 






t ,: 1 






on changing tff' ,to C', f4, L0 (,' , 
in the variables of integration. 
The second term is 
KUr'- K(t.(;) 
If we write, for the variables 
A 
( g A 




K ((ei. Pl 
of integration, f 
, 
' d£14 dip 
in 
A / 
place of f/ ; 2 in place of r!3 ; - -- 4 _, in place 
of (F ) and if we moreover interchange the first two 
columns of the determinant, this second term becomes 
hC 
K (:41. I 
' 
P ` ) (fl') `T Kl"-') 
. 
rt 
1 c 1 2 ` k r1 1.1 1,4 p-, a , 
K(6') f d f: - d íP_, 
The second term in the expansion of Qp(x11`) is 
therefore equal to the first term. Similarly, all the 
other (P- .) terms 
are equal to the first term, so that 
equation (l) may be written 





+bo(_.íp., '1d£ .. x,f1_ °Á{ 1 y t P.' 
, J4 ` 'c, 1 P:, (Pi. 
Recalling the original value of . b ( ' / ' ; ñ ) this 
becomes DO6'Íj';\) = X1110)K(.x'- ')+->1- 
1"K«y')D(x'/tf;A), f 
Similarly, by expanding Qp in minors of the first row, 
we obtain 
D ( p g '; = a D (A) KCx " y') - x ) A(' fK(.()D(í'/'; 
Formulae (2) and (3) constitute the Principle of 
Reciprocity. 
Corresponding formulae involving the D(x, -a 





.i. t f 
K" I. 
t - -- 
re . 
y r 
! 1< (x,r NrJ t -f x--- xrs 1,' .. p' ['- 
P d c 
f, f 
. 
f,'.... A tP 
4 




-i- C"+'-2) r ter-m.6 
r-_ K /xr r (x l ' . - r! J ` r xr' t, '. ._- r 4. r_, --- 
(p - 1) similar terms. 
Now thé last p terms are equal to one another, with 
alternate signs (since they contain the same determinant, 
with the columns in different order). They may therefore 
be replaced by the single term 
! ' 7 xr r 
r a . 
( 
I 
r yr -r yt 
j g / g, X' ®.s C. )c.".Ì'd(`I '-dl 
.. le+ ° " . 
. _ - ' r`_" Pi r r - 
Using this expression in the original series for 
r ' 






p } ,r ïr .4- 
r+ l _. ..(..` '__._ f 
r=r P. cr r-- _ 
g 
1) (x, -- - -,tri 
J 
= K (X, ( ¡,' } 1 /1 xy'- - xr ' - r1 .. 
/ . / .fa ,) 
12' -- Yr P 
;.- 
r-o t(-9 Kxt. i,_ J P, 4 ,--, 
tC , - A , . _ .jC r. '\ 
r . 
f 
(The rearrangement of terms is legitimate since the series 
is absolutely and uniformly convergent) 
Recalling the original expression for the 
this last identity may be 
rewritten in the form 
v ^y 
K y(x¡----- xr ,' -- ,. ; n _ f` X,' y,' Dxi'. _ xr'I '4, --_- yTi ;A) 
, --r'ct,'/;) D(xa '- -- xr I'13 --- JrI 
T -/ 
-f- i{ (x, 7-) 0 (Y`'- xr' I j,'- - r' ; )) 
If we had expanded our determinants in minors of the 
first column instead of the first row, we would have deduced 
xr, --- 1-' }ç (x,'. 'b(x ._ x r 'I '.. -Jr, ;A l t! ` J 
K( ' - -- 
r-i i % K (x' ' D ( 
+f K(r' Ili )D(.x,'-- Yk` 
_" `Jrr ; A) 
`4A 
yf' ; a) of 7` r (a) 
The formulae (4) and (5) have been termed the 
Generalised Principle of Reciprocity. 
2.1.3. The Iterated Functions of The Kernel K(x`'y') 
In addition to the series studied above, the "iterated 
functions" K, ( x' ' {(; 
They are defined by 
4 
are of importance. 
'<13 ( x' sY = ,f, KP-1(x' t ') I{, (f'- y') 
I(, ( x' y') :. K 49 
We can readily show that the reciprocity 
y') J((')oL(' 
I. x, (x'. t9 Kr_, (f ey) 
(P'a,3,'' 
subsists ( p _ , 2, 3 --- ) For suppose it is true for 
the value P - 1. Then 
1t p _ , l ac ' ( > K, (C- A, [ I 
114,4 K, 
, 
K (11. d 
, 
-( 
= f K, ' y') Ire I{, (x'- 7') Kp_2. 
L K, (:)`1.72 c1'/ I I{P-a, (7' f) I{ ( y) dt' 
f k, Hp_, 
by hypothesis 
:. j'1 
Since the reciocity is obviously true for p a 2, it 
is true in general, by induction. 
If K ( x ° F, °) is bounded, all the iterated functions 
are bounded. For suppose this is so for the (p - 1) 
iterated function: suppose in fact that 
/ K p_, (x` y') J < 
where r4-. , is 
variables ac' +/ -' 
finite and independent of the 2 n 
Then 
21 
y31 =í.í KP-,'.£'K,(t. IL 
A 
where M is the upper bound of K ( = Kl). The truth of 
our assertion therefore follows by induction. It fol- 
lows from the last inequality, too, that we can take 
. M 
- ( ( P _ ) 
whence 
P r¡ (P_, 
(fa - , -- 
2.2 The Solution of Fredholm's Equation: We are now 
in a position to tackle our initial problem, viz., the 
solution of the integral equation 
. x j 1 f\ r 44.(r)d° 
Let us multiply by D .. l / ° ; ,?, J and integrate 
with respect to the n variables X' between a and b. 
We have 
J '441)0, ¡ aj cLx<, (x) A) 4.4, 
hfaDly'lx 'a)°f Kfx'./ f 
= fa h(Y')D'x ) aL' 4- ¡114.(£') f K(x' ;') 1' (x'. A d:' 
(the inversion of the integrals being legitimate for 
our continuous, bounded functions) 
J6 .t (x')b(' ¡x ;A) six' -t-4 (f )61.1 f (ii'/ ('; ),) - X o(A) fl(1' -f 
by the Principle of Reciprocity. Hence 
Lfr) 
4 
(/) 44(2 r) b( y , x) d,x. 
or, from the original equation, 
D ( A) 
pi` (gr) (19 a 1 (x) D (í ; )%) dx ' 
Therefore, if D -# 
.4 ( y') 
:7'7 
(') ITT , r ( 6) a 
If, then, Fredholm's equation has a solution, it can 
be none other than (6). Substituting in the original 
equation, we see that this is in fact a solution, which is, 
therefore, unique and continuous (by 2.1.1), provided 
2.2.1 Solution by Successive Approximations: Let us take 
as a first approximation to the solution of Fredholm's 
equation 
AL ( xßì = x) 
Substituting in the equation, the second approximation is 
Rl.a(x9 _ 1(') fK(x'C2(1)1' 
a 
The third approximation is consequently 
113(9 _ 
` 
K (x'. (c) act.' 
,4 % , 1 : 4 f j K(.xe. (,') K ( r , r. 0 1( 0  1 [ 4 
or, in terms of the iterated functions of K, 
3 rx' _ j(e) + , ., ' . . ) ) 




Let the upper bound of J be Jvj Then, 
using the inequality established in 2.1.3, the modulus of 
the general term of this series does not exceed 
tk 
Hence L p ("c'') converges uniformly ( as p 
when 
to a' `, , ° say; and, by actual substitution 
satisfies the integral equation. 
Since, as we know, Fredholm's equation has only one 
solution if D ì) t O it follows from 2.2 that 
Dl 'fix' ; A. 
provided 1 ñ r M -, ( L° c-) - 
2.2.2 Taking - (x7) w we deduce from 2.2 that 
when D L c') the only continuous solution of the 
homogeneous equation 
u ( .X') = / j 
is . 
2.3 Fredholm's Homogeneoue Integral Equation: 
A theorem of fundamental importance is that the equation 
admits non -zero solutions, when X is a root of J A 
by definition 
/) = - s 
p =1 P ' 
Differentiating with respect to X (a legitimate 
procedure, by 2.1.1), we have 
D TA) _-r.f - D(('If ;)tf ° 
® "0) ,£, £z° 1 f,' rZ' ; A) Ai,r °'o £a, 
DIP)( = .7)(r,',-- 
c ' ¡ f °... _ (e' ; , \o[,f; , (t: 
The equation D(A) a O has roots of finite multi- 
plicity. Let X be a root of multiplicity m, so that .: 
=dhv =D(?)t O, but D Q. . 
So °° tp,' ( ' ; ) o . Whatever the value of 9è, 
there is therefore always one at least of the quantities 
D(£°.°- r,,' t,' ) not identically zero. 
For our particular root X , let p be the smallest integer 
for which D (cä p / ° ° - -- /pi ; ,\) is not 
identically zero. ( Therefore f ÿro, the multiplicity). 
The quantities D(C- -- {° -, f 1;_- gy ; A) being 
identically zero, the generalised principle of reciprocity 
reduces to 
gyp'; 
)) = XL K(£ /e 7,,,) a(r'(L'.. 
Now put y \ r' . t 2' . - re' ' - P ; ñ) = Al (r') 
so that D (f ° - (01/i- ni ;A) "44' (f,'l 
and we have the result that it, (7-') is a solution of the 
homogeneous equation: 
A / ,u, _ ) fa k (r . -') u --')'r. 
Similarly t 
 _ 
.44.4r j_ D ( f r' [31-- fP' ,'--- p' ; 
µa (r/ =-D( t/ (s' r_. - (P' / $' ; J 
are solutions of this sanie equation. Also the linear 
combination 
A 
is a solution, where the A's are constants. The 
and which enter the expressions for the u's may 
be given any constant values) 
The functions A,° -- Ltp are described as the 
"fundamental solutions" corresponding to a given root 
of b A ), = The number of them, p, is termed the 
index of the root >. From the foregoing, we see that 
the index is not greater than the multiplicity of the 
root (Another proof of this important result is 
given later, in 2.5.4) 
We shall now prove that the fundamental solutions 
are linearly independent. For, if we put 
(i.e., if we put each of the n variables in °" equal 
to the corresponding variable in ( ) in equation (4), 
we find that 
K( t,° ( /-1. ' [ / 
`, 
-- 1P` ,'-__ ; P ' .a r° 
, , 
C f,¡ t, a - íP -" '1P ; - 
since the right hand side is the sum of determinants 
with two identical rows. That is, (since 
DtT` Ilr 
Jai k 
A 1= '1)(r' ' 7 r,'.. rr r 1 ?:... 1P ; 
s - 44- 1, ( 71 
44,, (" r1 d 
similarly 
(y,6- ñ ( (`t' - r > ..u. ( r') 4L r' provided 
and, of course, A( &' - Atí ,ir. f 
Let Al - -- A p be constants (complex if necessary) 
and let Ai denote the complex conjugate of Ai. 
Consider 
L _ A ``¿ (r') 1 { 5._ 4i,° K ( t'' r ) 1.1 
By the orthogonal property just established 
A g ¿ xl ¡ % Y: [ l Tr, d r°. 
. A ` ( ri r) - 
But Ate í `, ,u.,, ( r ') _ w . _ _ ¡ ' ?j (`r' f r.., f . `a.lPlP r- 2 p °'' , ,' p 
Therefore 
= ,13( as - ,` /1,1 ; íi) Z- 6ï fl iarr 
Now if the fundamental solutions are connected by 
any linear relation I i uc 7---C then I is by 
definition zero. Therefore 
, 
Since tais is a sum of squ.res, it requires 
it The fundamental solutions 
are therefore linearly independent. 
AÌ) 
2.4 Symmetric Kernels: Suppose that K;; 
Then all the iterated functions are also symmetrical, and 
none is identically zero. 
To prove the first assertion, assume that it is true 




(x' y9 _ ` R p (x'. t 'ÿ f ((' ') d, £ 
K P ( t ' x') x (y' ( 
, 
(since K, Kp are symmetrical, by hypothesis) 
L 
(on writing the expression in full as a p n fold integral, 
and reversing the order of integration) 
Since K1 is symmetrical by definition, the result follows 
by induction. 
Suppose, if possible, that the second assertion is 
false, and that Kp, say, is the first iterated function 
which vanishes identically. Then K - , is also 
identically zero. Let p or P whichever is an even 
integer, equal 4 Therefore 
i. 
(x'. ') = e, K(m'.(') K(' '1 
1- f 4 K ( . (') ,K: (f' - ¿t 
(on writing the expression in full as a 0.Q_i)x n fold 
integral, and changing the order of integration) 
since all the iterated functions are symmetrical. In par - 
ticular, when the vectors x', 
j 
are equal 
b(41, , - .x.) - ( (x'. /I 
So K g O ) which contradicts our hyp.;thesis that K p is 
the first identically zero iterated function. Hence none 
of the iterated functions of a symmetrical kernel is zero. 
When a kernel K .` is symmetric, the roots of 
are called the characteristic numbers of the 
kernel, and the corresponding non -zero continuous solutions 
of the homogeneoue integral equation are called characteristic 
functions. 
2.5 Characteristic Numbers and Functions: 
2.5.1 Schmidt's Theorem: A symmetric kernel has at 
least one characteristic number. 
Let the kernel be K (x' y'1 _ K (1'"c3. From 2.261 
we have 
1C, ' x ) + X2- K2- 61. x) 
Now D(. ' 
Ì 
s' ; A) and j) (A) are convergent for 
all finite values of >%, and the former is uniformly con- 
vergent for all values of the 2 n variables in the ranges 
< 
o Hence if, for some particular 
value , p A) /i .D (A) is not uniformly con- 
vergent , that value must be a root of 
Assume that D ( ° ! x' s/.¡J (Ay is uniformly con- 
vergent for all values of ir, Then 
A a ( 7L fi. -I- >N 3 K a . .s ,x ° ) - 
is uniformly convergent for all values of the vector 
and for all finite values of )4.;. As its terms are con- 
tinuous, it can be integrated term by term with respect to 
the n variables X' Let r Kr ( ' 
Then 
/I% 
converges for all finite values of .. , As it is a power 
series, it is necessarily absolutely convergent. Therefore 
a part of the series, say 
A4- .2 t Xie 41,4 -H Ab lib + 
converges for all finite values of A . 
Since K is symmetric 
= K p t % ., 
K 
, d t -f f (x'.;Kg(('.x' J., _ kP (.,cr. '1 K (.x' f obx' d 
j t 
anda r 
Let 4,/3 be arbitrary real parameters, whence 
r i 
,%, t d KP C e' `,` ° - ` r° d 
Therefore e,tlP_f + a. ok fa Aar t-U j0® 
lLkPfz P-1' 71 -11.24 
Since K is symmetric, none of the iterated functions 
is identically zero. So the agr '4 are (from (7)) 
positive and non zero, and the foregoing inequality is 
equivalent to 
/ 
Now the ratio of successive terms of the series 
w v + .pi' 4-1.0 
is sVL.a Ì 1p) 
% 
which is therefore , k,ux, / S; i h 
If we choose r\ = c /tz,i' the terms of this 
series do not decrease, so that the series cannot converge. 
As this is a contradiction of our previous conclusion, it 
follows that D (À) has at least one root, of absolute 
magnitude < ,4i:7 ,1a.ß, 
2.5.2 Orthogonal Property of Characteristic Functions: 
Let a, kA' be a characteristic function corresponding to 
a root A r, and let Aa be a characteristic function 
corresponding to a different root ñ.4 . Then 
(x.`) (x') obe = 
For, by definition 
A., (X) )\, jR K(x'. t') ,a, (t' eit 
(3.`) = 
J,, (x'. u,(ribit 
Multiply the first of these equations by ñ a, 44x (.x) , 
and the second by ÏO , ., (x') . Subtract, and integrate 




4.1.*. ( ux 
r 
Ala )4.1 C i _ >I _ + K x' )d ( £' ) µ ' , (x' ( 
= i, 2.11. fKG(./.(-1) + L' z (' - ñ(i ' x'Jux1 u; (J r'df > > 
(since K( t') x K ( ')) _ i 
Since % , 
2.5.3 Theorem: The characteristic numbers of a sym- 
metrical kernel are all real. 
If D ( A) = has a complex root a* , p then (the 
coefficients in the power series for D t Arp being real) 
is also a root. Let Pt 4; V- A, be a characteristic 





Separating real and imaginary parts, and recombining, 
we see that 4 3 is a characteristic 
function corresponding to the root 4, Applying the 
result of 2.5.2, we have 
a ,, 
This is impossible, since it implies that v and w both 
vanish identically. (If they did so, then J-1° . could 
not be a characteristic function, which by definition is 
non -zero) 
2.5.4 Theorem: livery characteristic number of a 
symmetric kernel has a finite index. 
Before proving this theorem - which we have already 
encountered in 2.3 - we ièquire to derive the following 
Lemma (Bessel's Inequality) . Let µ (x) ,,42 (X9, (,c) 
be orthogonal and normal in the ranges a X -fr. i.e., let 
44q, ( % (x') dx' = o 
Suppose we wish to find the best representation (in the 
sense of "least squares ") of a function . by the 
finite series = 4, k, (x', ti A. aß.2. CIO + - ÷-cp (x') 
where the cis are constants. We require, that is, to 
minimise = - ¿'x 
Differentiating, and using the orthogonal and normal 
properties D r1 D ti. = Z t a: - zJa (x> 41. 1; (X')CtX 
Putting DV /2 t¿ = ®, we determine our constants 
-' 
as 
44 e =.4( l 
f 
.]c') e (.x .,t s6 
Since )1 ,T/,) 2; ,);TP-ci tj = o (it 7 these constants 
make J a minimum, of value 
I- »,,,,, = (x' - u. 4 (.x') ¡ l , 1 L ( 'i r. 
Expanding, and again utilising the orthogonal and normal 
relations, we obtain 




there results Bessel's Inequality 
-a 0. 
Returning to our theorem, we note that if K 
is symmetrical, the characteristic numbers are all real. 
Corresponding to a particular number let there be p 
real linearly independent characteristic functions. We 
can form from these p linear combinations (also charac- 
teristic functions, since they satisfy the same integral 
equation) which are orthogonal for the ranges 
(Whittaker and Watson, fourth edition, p. 224). After 
normalising, denote these by 
Taking these as the u's of Bessel's Inequality, and 
taking K 3 x' : for i ..s 8, we obtain 
je. 
But v 
oc u ` ( x' J K, t, y } ,U.` (i) {) . L í - I, .i' %3j . sl ! 
to ..e x /x z .f 
Kix`y,).11°V 
b 1 
Integrate with respect to the n varia ? - les :. 
between a and h. Since the u's are normal over these 
ranges, we obtain 
4s -ar 




11 ( j 0/7 ` <; 
Thus there is an upper limit to p, the number of linearly 
independent real characteristic functions corresponding 
to the root .A P Also, it is readily seen that the number 
of linearly independent complex characteristic functions 
cannot exceed the number of linearly independent real 
characteristic functions. Therefore the index of the 
root A is finite. 
2.5.5 Suppose we write down all the characteristic 
numbers (of a given symmetric kernel) whose index is unity. 
Let us add the other characteristic numbers, whose index 
exceeds one, according to the following rule: numbers with 
index k are written down k times We thus 
form a set or 
a 
of characteristic numbers; not necessarily all distinct,' 
The number of occasions on which a given value appears is the 
index of that characteristic number. Since the index is 
always finite, we can write down the complete set of char- 
acteristic numbers. 
Let us also write down the set of characteristic 
functions corresponding respectively to the characteristic 
numbers >o,A4, _ (When we have a characteristic 
number of index k, we form k 
corresponding characteristic 
orthogonal in the ranges A,* 
This set, like the set 
linear combinations, of the 
functions, which are mutually 
as ih Section 2.5.4) 
can be written down completely; 
and every pair of members is orthogonal over the ranges 
. . c x < ..qr ; by (2.5.2) . A characteristic function 
remains a characteristic function, of course, if it is 
multiplied by any numerical constant; we may therefore 
introduce suitable numerical factors so that the members 
of the set are normal, for the ranges tea. -' 
the normalised set by 
f 
kL (.xfjj or 
Denote 
AA,. t' ,C' , ,u,a. x) , - 1 L ¿ x') , - - 
Let us recapitulate the properties of our two sets. 
(i) they are complete. 
(ii) Each member of 
Ç 
1 is a root of (í\y = 
(iii) No member of 
L 
AI( is identically zero. 
(iv) A member A¡ of 01 is connected with the correspond- 
ing member &+L ; x1 of(L(x')) by the equation 
4 Kl . 4, µe ( ')1f 
where K is symmetrical, in the sense that K O = K(rx) 
(v) 
= f- 
2.6 The Development of A Symmetric Kernel: Let 
k 
XI t.' m Form the sets ,t, and 




+. u; (3e) 
as 
p e 
provided that the series on the right is uniformly convergent 
everywhere in the ranges /14? 
Suppose this condition is satisfied. Since the func- 
tions u are continuous, the function represented by the 
series is continuous in all its variables. It is also 
symmetric. So 
"14 k 0 44±1.1:)._ 
r,f) x, 
is symmetric, continuous and finite everywhere in the 
ranges Assume that the theorem is 
false, and that, consequently, is not 
identically zero. By Schmidt's theorem (2.5.1) it has 
at least characteristic number, say Let the cor- 
responding characteristic function be ie, 
Multiply (8) by and integrate with respect to 
the n variables between a and b. We obtain 
(using the orthogonal and normal properties of the u's) 
Again, from (9), we have 
jet( ' t ` _ -J As: g j ) , ui 4, J l 
1/09c1111,-* ß c1 µ , . 
= a (") 
(using (lJ) and recalling that Q is symmetric) 
Finally, multiply (8) by 
whence 
or, from (9) 
and integrate; 
Ndw is continuous and not identically zero (since 
it was defined as a characteristic function) so that this 
last equation shows that it is a characteristic function 
of K (s', 4') . It must therefore be linearly dependent 
on a finite number of the u's. But this is impossible 
since 9/ is orthogonal to all the u's (equation(11U). 
Hence 9= :.a and the theorem is proved. 
2.6.1 Generalisation of the Preceding Theorem: The 
theorem just proved, while valuable, is rather restricted 
since it demands the uniform convergence of /Ai (x)At i 
a 
The following theorem is somewhat more general: 
If the series t. L. (x') ut (y')1 A t converges 
Cniformly in Cesaro's sense, with index r, then its sum 
. t ' 
) is li ( 
If the series converges uniformly (L 'r ) to the sum S 
then, by definition, 
k 
e, 
.44 -.1G1. j T" g 




. . 1 +  ! t 
1-2-f. kt3-! k-I l 
Write 
Qk K ( x'- 
V 






By definition, Q 
the ranges 
converges uniformly in 
and each 
term in the series representing Q is continuous. There- 
fore Q itself is continuous, and also C 
since K is symmetric. 
Suppose that the theorem is false, and that 
By Schmidt's theorem it has at least one characteristic 
number 
ie, 
and a corresponding characteristic function 
Multiplying (12) by t, 
respect to the n variables 
and integrating with 
between a and b, we have 
Since ,i: (3C9 i r,_ , ) is uniformly cora- 
1 
vergent, this result (depending as it does on a term by 
term integration) remains valid as Ali vo, when we have 
va 
(xe )«j ( y) w (dtLi(JC). hj 
If we multiply (13) by aj (x2 and integrate, there 
results 
A,- 
y ) ( x ' p (x) , " C i ( X,1 L X 1 c Q (x , Y ( 1' ) dAi 





(on usi (14) and recaling the symmetry of Q) J j 
1;4 
_ 




k - 1 i 
Suppose (A) holds. Then Q has as many characteristic 
numbers as has K (previously we could only say that it had 
at least one) and they are given by 
Xi 
.aIk 
Now from the definition of the b's, we obtain 
it 'It (it +I- jtrxk4- +rj - -- ( °k -qtr) 
(k4. i- j t-rx k }z j -r)- --- (k- r>-ik+4-jÌ(ktx -j)- (k-i) 
Multiplying out in powers of r, 
11 0(0-) rO(ki-4 
C (. ) 4;h- s 
yr- O ( 0-'9 i- - - -/- 3 ' 
as 00. 
Hence 141 _ ®( k) as k o . i.e., all the characteristic 
numbers of Q are indefinitely large. But this is impossible, 
since at least one root is less in absolute magnitude than 
1 
4 ) 
where U2 and U4 are defined in terms of the 
iterated functions of Q - see 2.5.1. We must therefore 
rejedt hypothesis (A) and consider (B); viz., 
C '9 41 ( y 9 ." s) 
Let us multiply (12) by f .y./(1`) and integrate. V e obtain qk (x1 y) =K (X'- y ) w) tly' _ c7- ii : 44i <y', v( `j 
= 1 
f K (x' (0 y" `> 611 from (15) 
Proceeding to the limit, k --sco, and remembering (13), 
it follows that 
(ic) z= I: K (ze. g) yÌ(:9 
As in the preceding section, this equation is incompatible 
with (15), and we conclude that Q = O i.e., that the 
sum (C r) of ; 444 (x"}.u.e ( /') /ñe is K(.)ci -y °) 
This theorem includes the preceding one, since 
Cesaro uniform convergence with r = o is 'ordinary' 
uniform convergence 
2.7 Theorem: The set f u (x')} is closed. 
To prove this theorem, we require to show that there 
is no continuous non -zero function 10 N') other than 
members of the set f .0 (x') } for which 
r"- ox u(x clc"_ (d _,,z,.___ ) (16) 
Suppose that Lµ(x') I is not a closed set, and that 
a non -zero continuous function -41,0 does exist which satis- 
fies (16). Then (x9 _ /} 4. (x') also satisfies 
(16), where A is any numerical constant. 
Consider 
cx" U = K(x' - io(x") 
Since K is symmetric and continuous, and since 41,0 is 
assumed continuous, Q is symmetric and continuous. It 
has therefore at least one characteristic number c, with 
corresponding characteristic function y,;(39 i.e., 
y(x9 = Q (.c'- g ") 9) (y) ell 
'. 
4.1 
Multiply by 104 = A no (xJ and integrate. We obtain .. J()(9' f .4.(x)06.'f 4Q(x'. y') (y) ` 
..% 
b 




,l(y)0'y;fa1'{k(7')c)4(x9 - io(x) 4(41_06*u 
Suppose that the series 
67) 
44.1 (x) ,u4 
(s') 
is uniformly convergent (C r) in the ranges 
FrIm the last section we know that 
k 
it4": 6 s 
the series on the right being uniformly convergent 
throughout d ! < 41" 
term by term 
<( 
.9 41- (.9 ? 
. Hence, integrating 
(by equation (16)) and (i ) reduces to 
_ 
, Y (xl 
r 
x - -c-(C w(J) 'L¡ J 9) 1`f ) 
Therefore, either 
(A) J-k0 t x) (x9 Ax, = -1 /AC . 
Y) (x) -4 
t'Lx' r 
Suppose hypothesis (A) is true. This implies that 
° (9k (.JG') cLz ̀  = ) ¡t (..x96Lij 
can only assume certain particular values, viz., the 
values -äiÿ ¿' where c is a characteristic number of Q. 
But this cannot be, since A is any number and . by 
or (B) 
ñ, (4 (z) 61,c ) 
hypothesis. We therefore reject hypothesis (A) and 
consider (B), that is . 4419./141/pi 
Substituting this result in the equation 
we obtain 
Thus c is a characteristic number of K. It follows that 
all the characteristic numbers of K and of Q are respec- 
tively equal. Now these numbers are, respectively, the 
and of 
(2 )61-60 ` 
fz 
C) 
We require that these equations have identical roots. 
As the left hand side of each begins with unity, the 
coefficients of in the one must equal, 
respectively, the coefficients of Ae, in the 
other. To achieve this, it is obviously sufficient that 
K ® Q. This condition is also necessary, since (equating 




, e f, G 
. 
=1 fig( r,) - o(f d 
6 whence " . 
6 ,f;0.£, =. 
As was assumed continuous, we must have and, 
therefore, K w. Q. 
It follows that the set 1. 4.1- k x.') 
1 
is closed. 
2.8 Expansion of An Arbitrary Function in Terms of 
Let us try to express an arbitrary function 
f in terms of the members of the closed set 
in the form, say, 
At; (x) 
where the coefficients are constants. If we multiply 
by and integrate with respect to the n variables 
between a and b, we obtain at once the value of these 
constants, viz., 
4 
á = i c) r x ,: 
since the set {L(_0 is orthogonal and normal. The 
constants F -, 
Fourier coefficients" of f relative to the set 
are termed the "generalised 
It is a well known result that the foregoing expansion 
exists provided fx'r is a function of class L2 over 
the ranges A. = A,'4 & i . , provided 
is finite. 
(f, may be discontinuous, and, if necessary, the 
integral may be interpreted in Lebesgue's sense). If, in 
particular, f is continuous and finite, and if a and 
b are finite, then the condition is obviously fulfilled. 
The converse question - given a set of constants 
or 
does there exist a function of which they are the generalised 
Fourier coefficients relative to '4.4(x9 < ? - has been 
answered by Riesz (Göttingen Nachrichten, 1907) in the 
following 
Theorem: Given the set of constants cB the necessary 
and sufficient condition that a function f t ) exist, of 
the class L2 over the ranges 41.;y.' < whose generalised 
Fourier coefficients relative to 
f 
t.txr are is that 
be convergent. 
2.9 The Homogeneous Equation 19 K (x',:' rAfr 
with Symmetrical Kernel: This equation, in which K and f are 
given, and in which g is unknown, frequently arises in 
statistical theory. The necessary and sufficient condition 
for a solution to exist, and the expression for this solution, 
have been obtained by Picard (Comptes- Rendus de l'Académie 
des Sciences de Paris, Vol. 148, p. 1563 (1909)). His 
results are as follows: 
Theorem: The necessary and sufficient condition that the 
integral equation with symmetrical kernel 
(1/1) 14 ( x ̀ ') 
should have a solution of the class L2 is that 
(18) 
should converge, where Al is the set of characteristic 
numbers of K, and [.c1 is the set of generalised Fourier 
coefficients of f (x') relative to (x')j . 
When this condition is fulfilled, a solution of (18) is 
1 (79 = Ai Ci 44i (4) (19) 
and this is the only solution of class L2. 
It is easy to demonstrate that, at least formally, (19) 
satisfies the integral equation (18). Assume that a solu- 
tion exists of the form 
where the ai o are constants. We also have 
l x ) = t ¡ ` (x) 
K (x'. ') - y µ= ( x,),_44_- 
e 
and we may suppose for the moment that this last expression 
is uniformly convergent when .4 x° Kr, . ç : r < 
If we substitute these three expressions in (18) we obtain 
j`ijo. 414( 19 If 414. ( x9;:. h (.xj d- ice 
Since the set u, (x') 
J 
is orthogonal and normal, 
this reduces (at least formally) to 
di i (x9 _ :Lt 
c Ai 
Multiplying by .Llj (x) and integrating 
of I 
Therefore 0 ) _ L 
) 
satisfies (18) formally. 
2.9.1 Necessity of Picard's Condition: Let 
be a solution of class L2, so that 





Substituting the expression for 
equation, we obtain 
since 
we have 
(x9 into this last 
. 4 ' ` tx''4 K(x' ' `) ( 9'41, 
f4LS iYi) 




Ktx'') = K(' x') 
Now the set 
[ 
.0 (x') j is the set of characteristic 





1-(1,1) 11-( ,1) ut (1')411 
Thus is the set of generalised Fourier coefficients, 
of a function a of class L2. relative t 
Therefore, by Riesz° Theorem (Section 2.8) 
is convergent. 




converge. By Riesz' theorem, 1 is the set of generalised 
Fourier coefficients, relative to Ç u.(x')JÌ of some function 
of class L2, say of 
Now 
Wt it e 
d"\ 
We shall find the generalised Fourier coefficients of 
. If these are 4...' then 
j 
F( X9 
= , ( x) xxP ÇK( y) ,ç d 
cycodd' y ) "c(x) ' 
K (x' y K ! ' z : í xi) 4.`'j Cy9 
(supposing this series is uniformly convergent). By the 
orthogonal and normal properties, therefore 
J K (x' u f x'ì x' - tic (y'),/ À, 
whence 
= 
` ,) / r(, ' 
But, by definition of the function g, 
J )a`°(' &114 
So = CZ 
i.e., the generalised Fourier coefficients, relative to 
1 
Au (xq of tine function F ..'; are identical with those 




i.e., when Picard's condition holds, . tz .ue(x')is a valid 
solution, of the class L2, of the integral equation (18). 
It is clear, too, that this is the only solution of class L2. 
If the series 
4 (x,).: ¿ ( 
lï 
')/ A 
is not uniformly convergent, but merely uniformly convergent 
(C r) -t-70i we may repeat the foregoing analysis step by 
step; using, where appropriate, the uniformly convergent 
series 
We find that the equation (18) is satisfied formally by 
where 




We thus have the same solution as in the simple case 
1- ktzpZ1 
treated already. Continuing the analysis, we readily find 
that this solution is valid, is of class L2, and is the 
only solution of class L2, provided E( 
converges; this condition being both necessary and 
sufficient. 
2.9.3 Corollary: In the foregoing, let 1P (,e) 
Then 
= . 9 ' /e 
and b 
LLB 
is convergent. Hence the equation 
(y, i(°,3')d.y' 6 
has only one solution of class L2, viz., 
(2v ) 
( ) /`6 ti .L! ( J') Fa C . 
Since a continuous, bounded function is of class L2 over 
any finite range of the variables, it follows that the 
only continuous solution of the integral equation (2) is 
2.10 The Homogeneous Equation fw ij') H Cx' 1') ' = (x) 
With Unsymmetrical Kernel: The integral equation 
jQ, 
( '/ (z'. Y') 13 l = A. (x') (21) 
in which the kernel H is unsymmetrical in x' and y',can be 
solved by solving an "associated" equation with a symmetrical 
kernel, viz., 
f j 6{ 
`tea (.1') (i k xf ' J' it (22) 
where K (x1,11) `Lije H( C x') i-f ( C1') df' ( 
and 
i 
x' ' 1 4 
4 , 
) - x . ) 6 1 ( 1 . 
Theorem; The solutions of (21) and of (22) are 
identical. Suppose that a solution of equation 
(21) exists. Multiplying this equation by UV 






Fg, - ! 
o ()L +- L 
Hence any solution of (21) is also a solution of (22), and 
the latter can be solved by the method of Section 2.9. 
We shall now demonstrate the converse result - that 
the solution of class L2, of (22) satisfies (21). 
Denote the former by g,(1 t l so that 
i / f . 4419 (1 1'% °1J ' ` i (x9 
or (by definition of K and of f) 
.1,102013".4 `/xrH`IciJE/ -Ja`£/N`£'x'd/ 
Hence 
J H(C'x941 f 11(1 H(C:I'P°7t -f t1(C H(C xi) c/ C 
f 1.()H(y)641' -11-(01 = o 
Put r 
( f ') 
/a ',., ¡ £ ! 1 ,) ' - -ñ. (r ) ,/ l 
so that , (23) H(£.x9(')( _® 
multiply by H C n l ,x) and integrate. We have 
it, H(71x9ei4G'J N(lr)cij/ `(,)G1E' =C 
, rtr or . ff// , C ( ) 8 f H ( £'. .G') H l A `. J,', ßL )C' . -0 
ór writing 44' H( cr. x')H(1!x')áex': K,{ri', =K, (or (1)] 
f tr , ') () K1 C 
Now, we have seen that if (23) possesses a solution, this 
solution also satisfies (24). By Section 2.9.3, equation 
(24) (with a symmetric kernel) has only one solution of 
class L2, viz., 
ó 
SO 
By actual substitution, we see that this does satisfy (23). 
In other words 
4r 
vi a, c ') (/(/ " J1 '/ 441 ` -- 4 ( 
that is, the solution, of class L2, of (22) also satisfies 
(21) 
2.10.1 Corollary: If a continuous solution of (21) is 
known, it is the only continuous solution. For if there 
were a second, equation (22) would possess two continuous 
(hence class L2) solutions, in contradiction of Section 2.9. 
2.11 Transformation of Variables: A known solution g of 
an integral equation 
f:/(1) /<(' ` _ ( x) 
can be used to obtain the solution of another integral 
equation 
J) 1)4(A') K x( 1) ' = /I( 
derived from the first by a transformation of the variables. 
Let the transformation be 
g_de!;( ti. k - f, J 
or, in abbreviated notation 
y' (4') 
Substituting in the first equation (in which g is 
regarded as already known), we have 
(di 
44: k ) Obt = ( ) 
where (c), (d) denote the limits of integration of the 
variables t,, AF,I corresponding to the limits a, b 
of .z,, x,, and where J is the Jacobian 
--- y.,.. 
( , - - vj 
If we now put 
tµv(x)] Jr = 1)1(4) 
KCx' µ'(0) = 
the last equation may be rewritten as 
which we may regard as an integral equation in an unknown 
function gx. But if the solution g to the original equation 
has been found, we can at once determine g )the solution of 
this new equation. 
Conversely, if the solution gx of the last equation were 
known, we could deduce the solutioh of the first, on applying 
the transformation inverse to 
2.12. Singular Kernels : - It was stipulated at the 
beginning of this chapter, that the kernel K i x y') of our 
integral equations was continuous and finite throughout the 
ranges This restriction has 
been implicit in all our results hitherto. Looking back, 
one appreciates that the corner stone, upon which the subsequent 
development was built, was the convergence of the "associated 
series" of Section 2.1. This observation points the way in 
which our restriction on K may be relaxed. If K has singu- 
larities, but if the associated series (defined as before) 
still have a meaning, and remain absolutely and /or uniformly 
convergent, we expect that all the preceding theorems will 
be valid. The question of the solution of an integral 
equation with such a kernel has been investigated by Hilbert, 
(Grundzize einer allgemeinen Theorie der linearen Integral - 
gleichungen, 1924, chapter 6), whose results may be summed 
up as follows,: 
All the results of this chapter remain valid if the 
kernel K ( -' has a finite number of singularities, the 
order of which is less than 1/2. 
(K (' t'} is said to have a singularity of order :. 
at say, xi, = toL if 
[ 
is infinite, and 
if there exists a number such that ìx -a 
) 
k (x 
is finite and continuous in the neighbourhood 
of jr-i when As ), but is infinite at 
2.13 Integral Equations with Infinite Limits of 
Integration:- Thus far, we have consistently assumed that 
the ranges of integration were finite (an assumption 
demanded, in the first instance, in our proofs of the con- 
vergence of the associated series of the kernel). The con- 
sideration of an equation with infinite limits in the integral 
does not, however, introduce any radically new feature, since 
we may apply a transformation of variables which will make 
the range finite. 
Suppose, for instance, that the range of all 




the new range of the variables is o ' i; o ç 
r 
The transformed kernel may, however, have a singularity at 
(i.e., when any of the n variables of integration 
assumes the value unity). If the singularities are of order 
where then all the preceding results remain 
valid. For instance, an equation of the form 
j.,' 
U'i) le(3(!y9cyi.;-. 6l'x; will have a unique solution of class 
L2, 7nd this solution, by section 2.11, will also be the 
unique solution of class L2 of the original homogeneous 
equation with limits in the integral. 
If the range of integration is or 
'we proceed in exactly the same manner; if the kernel, after 
applying a transformation which makes the limits of integra- 
tion finite, has singularities of order less than 1/2, then 
the equation can be solved by the methods discussed above. 
2.13.1 Probability Distribution as Kernel:- In 
statistical work, it frequently happens that the kernel of 
an integral equation is a probability distribution, say 
continuous in both x and -5 . Let the range of 
. By the total probability condition 
for all values of 
Suppose we transform this distribution by the trans- 
formation The probability distribution 
of is consequently F where 
and the total probability condition becomes 
or all values of 
(25) 
Since is continuous, positive everywhere, and always 
',it follows that re is continuous everywhere except 
possibly at x5 f 
) 
and is always positive. From (25) 
therefore, it is necessary that 
where X is any positive number less than 1, which we may 
choose arbitrarily close to 1. Hence is 
finite, and e t < -, ? has no singularities. 
If, therefore, we encounter an integral equation whose 
kernel is a probability distribution of range 
may apply the transformation ... and obtain 
a non -singular kernel in the transformed equation, for which 
the theorems of this chapter are valid. 
2.13.2 Examples: We give below some examples of trans- 
formed probability distributions. 
Example 1. The normal distribution with mean zero 
404ei, z- 
transforms (when x x, f ï x, ) 
and, let us assert, 
This function 
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(0 
is bounded and continuous when 
.1C G 1) 
This is obviously true when O .1: .44 F. Also 
x . .e4404 s-x, 
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e- t 0('E-4-) 
is continuous and bounded throughout 
Example 2. The exponential distribution 
transforms 14ke Y1. 
1 
_ - ,cl 4 
into J 
ca. 
.."13 x,) 2 
x, 
aCi 
and, let us assert, 
7 , C 
J/ ü.) O. 
( 
This function is bounded and continuous when O xi °lc/. 
Also 




= A -el/00 
o. 
E 
- e si 
a if: 
e -loto e 2 12412 1/4 e:) 
6-vat° 
- 
[feat- + 0(e-91 
.17 
is continuous and bounded throughout 
Exanole 3. The Cauchy distribution 
Tr I 4- - 
53 Xii i .X. C 
t X O 
t X (i 
transforms 
921(x1 j -ra'/ 11 
into 
and, let us assert, ,ef't "-) - f = 77. 
This function is obviously finite and continuous when 
_ 1. Also 
i- , 
"Vt". t19/ (X s 1 14) 7 --1- a- 'Z' -M fl( ,.. 
77 .x, -4 1- 0 0 - -'f) 2--1- t -3', - 014, ( 0 - xt 77 i 
Similarly 
Hence is bounded and continuous throughout the 
range 
2.14 Recapitulation: - Let us summarise the steps by 
which we can solve a homogeneous integral equation of the 
for 
If the range (a, b) is infinite, we apply a transforma- 
tion of the variables so that it becomes finite. We verify 
that the transformed kernel has only a finite number of 
singularities, the order of these being (or, if the 
function K is a probability distribution, we know that the 
transformed kernel has no singularities). The solution of 
the original equation is known once that of the transformed 
equation is determined. 
If the kernel (after the foregoing transformation has 
been applied if necessary) is unsymmetrical in the sectors 
we "symmetrise" it as in Section 2.10. The 
solutions (of class L2) of these two equations are identical. 
We form the associated series A(A) of the symmetrised 
kernel, and abstract all the roots of 1a ()) = 0 , (There 
will be one root at least, and all are real). The charac- 
teristic functions corresponding to each root ), can be 
found in terms of the other associated series of the kernel, 
r , D(x: ̀ ;t) ; D(x,'xí¡/, yz etc., 
as in Section 2.3. We observe the smallest integer 
for which the series b(z,° =° yep f, °° is not 
identically zero ( being a particular characteristic 
number). This value of is the index of that particular 
characteristic number, and there are linearly independent 
characteristic functions to be determined, as in 2.3. 
If . exceeds 1, these functions are to be formed into 
linear combinations which are orthogonal over the range we 
are interested in. These, along with the other character- 
istic functions corresponding to roots of index 1, are to 
be normalised by suitable numerical factors. We then have 
the complete and closed set i,m(x')J of characteristic func- 
tions and the complete set 
f 
ñ) of characteristic numbers. 
We verify that the series I. µt (x',) ii (1'9 J AL is 
uniformly convergent (C. r ) where r Z 0 If so, 
the unique solution of class L of our equation with the 
symmetrised kernel can now be obtained, as in Section 2.9. 
Chapter Three 
THE ESTIMATION OF A SINGLE lARAMETER BY MEANS OF 
AN UNBIASSED STATISTIC OF MINIMUPdi VARIANCE 
3,0 The probability distribution of the population we 
are sampling will be denoted by f (x r 3)> a function con- 
tinuous in both and I , and possessing continuous deriva- 
tives, with respect toe , of all orders. The range of the 
variate JL will be taken as independent of f}, though it may 
be either finite or infinite. 
The probability that an observation of the variate will 
have a value within t he small range x, ± -tea is 
x, I e) doe, 
Since an observed value certainly lies somewhere within 
the total range of x, we have the "total probability condition" 
J q2 xI 0) = i for all values of , 
the integral extending over all possible values of . 
Suppose we take a sample of n random- observations 
s X (which may be denoted by the vector-x-1). The 
probability that it observations will lie respectively within 
the small ranges xi t j okce L L = rU is, of course 
tiP (xi le)°(,,EL = (ie o) 01,,x1 say. 
ice, 
On integrating, over their total range, with respect to the 
n variables; we obtain 
(.%769 06` = t9611,xif f (xx I Of, - - - 
for all values of 9. 
Were the value of 0 mown, we could calculate the probability 
of our n random observations lying within any given limits. 
The problem of estimation is in a sense the converse to this. 
The value of ® is quite unknown, and we must use the observa- 
tions comprising the sample in order to infer it. 
In development of the criteria of Chapter 1, we say (by 
way of a priori assertion) that the "best" value of 8 is pro- 
vided by a statistic 7"( a function of the 
observations - which has the following properties : 
(a) It is a symmetric function of its n arments 
(b) It is an unbiassed estimate of the parameter 9. 
That is, its expectation, over all possible samples of n, 
must equal ®, or 
E ' (7-) - J-r fE LA' = 
(the integral being taken over all n variables). 
Sincej 4 ' = / for all 9, the-equation of 
unbiassedness may be rewritten 
.rcr--,, 
(c) It has a smaller sampling variance than any other 
- D)2iolx' minimum 
3.0.1. Condition of Unbiassedness: Consider first the 
question of obtaining an unbiassed statistic. All our 
information about is comprised in the total probability 
condition 
f?01-A = I , or fic,141 _ ¡ 
Since these equations hold for all values of ®, we have 
or 
J J ° ' 6 ' for all . 
(Differentiation under the integral sign is legitimate since 
is a continuous function of both x and 0 ) 
Similarly 
,j 
o = O for all J ' 
O for. all ` ° 
[ T - i, a, 3, . 3 (1) 
If, now, a function T(x'e) exists satisfying 
,jlT -9) 1 C (2) 
it follows that(T-9)f must equal a linear combination 
of terms inv &l.vinr, the VW) and B " = ì z . 
with coeffinients which may depend on 9 but which must not 
depend on , Suppose, then, that there exists a set of 
numbers A,, A , . , Ak a 4/.4, ° . (involving 9 
but not '; zero members of the set are permissible) such 
that 
T 9 ÷ [ ef )if 
Dg Bi X83 
Tpta X af( f. xile) 
a 
E 33f (x1/8) .. 
r 1(x114 De d =, Sp(x119) ße3 (3) 
1 
is a function of oG' alone. We at once see that 
(i) T is symmetrical in its n arguments c. 
(ii) T is an unbiassed estimate of 0 in consequence 
of (i). It may be noted in passing that we do not need to 
add terms of the form 
ors L 
Dr r(xi le) Pip( x.1 Is) T_ 
f (xi( (xi I ® r der 
(which retain the property of unbiassedness), for by 
suitable adjustment of the ' And ì. .. these can be in- 
cluded in the scope of (3) 
(iii) If a function of .,c' is not expressible in this 
form, it is not unbiassed; since any integral of value 
zero, for all values of can only arise from combinations 
of expressions such as (a). 
We have defined the compound probability density 
as 
x t 77 (/' ( P j (4) 
This relation is, in fact, a statement of the law of mul- 
tiplication of independent probabilities. It will now 
be shown that, unless A,, - =c in equation (3), 
will not obey this fundamental law. In other words, 
we shall show that in the general expression (3) of an un- 
biassed statistic, we must omit the terms in 
o. I _ .,3,__ 
Suppose that the statement just made is untrue, and 




is dependent on .x.` alone, Rewrite this as 
Ax, + (e -.r)f 
)e e 
and regard it - T being a given function of x.; independent 
of 4 - as an ordinary differential equation for f, 
Solving, as is always possible, by the method of Frobenius, 
we obtain a solution 
.11: 0 
- a,` 9 * a, , -Q. # aÌ 
where t', áq, 41,` -- are independent of ®g but may 
involve * This will be stressed by writing .c4 ,x1) 
(x'), (x9 A - - . - and the solution becomes 
,e'(x) 
40 ( 1 t 4/(4 9 a1 ( Ì 
ao (x') ad (s9 
Denoting the terms within the bracket by F( x `. 9) we have 
. P e ! ,, (s) Q pp 
Now is a product of n similar factors Ç (equation (4)4, 
so that each of its three factors in (5) must be factorrisable. 
That is, there must exist functions ¢. (x) (x), /(x. d) 
such that 
rr. 
d.a ( x2 %! .41 () ; F x. f 
i 
. (4.1 i _, 
TM 
whence we have 
Id) (x) (x- 9 
We now use this expression to derive Di/ ?0, ; j/ 8 t 
Substituting these iri the differential equation from which 
we started, we examine whether our solution is compatible 
with T w a function of x alone. Thus 
and 
afx) -r- z(x) Leg 0 t 4T fr' 19 
aÿß _ f tx) + (x'd) whereµ -ix yf is written for a B 
r (x) +,u.(x 01 
+ 
f 
= -1f ? - 9° ( x4 / e) ,1 
(=4 
= I f ( xe d 
b 0 z, 
)21_ irrE 







Substitute these last three expressions into the equation 
C-- 0)i = X, ?--k -._ Xx. )4-4 
and replace 3 D 2 by their values as noted above. 
We obtain, on simplifying and dividing by f , which is D 
X, 
4(x) + >%, 41-(x- - A) + ! - 
- {ß.,(x.0) +Ay ?--it; _ - 1 ,c( .70] Z u( 
. T - G) 
i.e., left hand side = (a function of 
an identity which must hold for all values of and 
of (xb D xAr _' 
First Case; Suppose is genuinely a function 
of both and 
(i) If is a function of and not merely a 
constant or zero, then in order that (6) be of the required . 
form, we would have, first, to choose 
or both simultaneously, in order to obtain a function of 
alone; and we would be left with one of the following: 
-íl4 E.(x.'jy i- Aa. á: t .1e s ? z t(x) E se,(x -6) 
e= 
Z.4..(x)fZt(x) E -e 
(x) - AA fi x 0-. \,, & t. x' $í x) 2_,4c 27 (x) 
3- 
A, 44.(x -67)- AA. `_ (d) /+ $ T 'a +- : z (xl é :4) 
The only term which may equal -61 is that in 7 11-4 
If so, we also have 
and, inspecting the foregoing relations, we see that in 
each case this can only be satisfied if 
If is not a function of alone, none of the 
above identities is ever satisfied. 
(ii) If is a constant, we might hope to choose, 
and /or such that the first and/or third terms on the 
left hand side of (6) equalled If we so chose, 
we would require one of the following identities: 
G`y 
ñ.Eu.(x69+ñ=LL 0)J2+x:E ag + 2Krµ(x.d) +),K g 
? fu.neFien. of , 2 
fr.t.,(x.9)1a , /,r.,,. (x9J + ñ,, -i- N.1-?b-1-;÷ K I,u, (,,' g) K 
dt 
i.on. o( x. 
Z 
2 
A, u(x e1 2 E(x1 + ó %/14. K Lµ(xe9 mpur.Ctiaw, e, x. 
Here K .c i x, constant. 
We observe that none of these identities can subsist 
(since u is by hypothesis a function of and ) however 
we may restrict ó u. /10 
(iii) If .e.(x) is identically zero, (6) becomes 
ti i L u. {x 69 -i- 2A1 ,u (xd)t +- %1 x Z (f.t4,,t c E i o n. of x) .. !y 
which, again, cannot hold if u is a function of both x, e . 
We conclude that when .L. d function 
of both x a 6 there never exist functions A,(0), i \x (69 
which make T = 8 4 ( D -..i D' ¢ dependent on ac f r e 
alone. 
Second Case: Suppose u ( .e) degenerates into a 
function of i9 alone, say into .a, (d) Identity becomes 
-IA 
1 A, 
4,li + 613' 
(x) f f (X) /J 4- 1L2 
+ Tl. +. 
0 
.4x) = f u. n c L i 01a of xi) - 
Obviously, unless «x) is genuinely a function of x, and 
not a mere constant or zero, this identity cannot be satis- 
fied. Again, even when .t(x) is a function of _ we also 
require t n A 41 .c (x) 
The solution Lit= O is unacceptable, on referring back 
to (6) . Therefore k= o,which we see by inspection is an 
acceptable solution of (6') 
Third Case: Suppose that L(x°4) degenerates into a 
function of x alone. Then, by inspection, we can never 
satisfy (6) . 
The foregoing enumerates completely the different 
possible ways in which the identity (6) might be satisfied. 
We have thus established that there is no probability dis- 
tribution 
I 
for which there exist non -zero functions 
Xi (0), À; (69 which make 




We next investigate whether, for a distribution' 
satisfying the multiplication law of probabilities, there 
could exist three or more functions A, (6t),) (9), 1\3 (8), . _ - . 
which would make 
= 8 %L I + -- ,X 3 )3` C - - °- 
L t t9 ? 9 " 06,7 
dependent on . .' alone. By repeating the foregoing analysis 
step by step, it is found no such distribution y exists 
unless 
We have thus demonstrated the following - while the 
general unbiassed statistic is of the form (3), the multipli- 
cation law of independent probabilities forces us to reject 
all cases where A., are not zero. We are 
therefore left with the cases where some or all of A /43,. - 
exist, such that 
T e+ z ¿_,cf(xc VtxeIO) J 
is a function of oc , alone. It is clear that such a 
function (however many of the ñ,, )4 , /43 _ R exist) 
is compatible with equation (4) - for, in fact, it is 
built up from the original 
99 
and its derivatives. 
3.0.2 Minimum Variance : - We turn to consider the 
condition that 
be a minimum. Suppose that -7--( xi) is altered by a small 
amount to T(x') -- j (x) where 
arbitrary function of x' and e 
is an 
is a small 
arbitrary cons tant. The corresponding variance is 
S' T' 4- 
Subtracting, and taking E so small that terms in e 
are negligible, we have 
n4 x ¡(Cx) T- ez . 
In order that T may be a statistic which makes the 
variance stationary, we require é V= ©, or 
f _-6(x2(-r_ Of cL ` _ 
It is apparent that, if IF is a (compound) probability 
distribution, there is no function 
_- 
which satisfies the 
last equation for every possible arbitrary function 
some 
We must therefore, to progress at all, define /class of 
arbitrary functions and, with this restriction, try to 
satisfy iff V= 
The class of arbitrary functions which we shall 
consider is 
where 3r¢ 
C' f 86r 
value of the parameter 
is evaluated for the actual population 
In practice, we may not know 
this particular value; but for a theoretical investigation this 
is immaterial. Such a value exists by hypothesis, and we 
consider those functions of which can be built up 
from 11-7. /, 2, - -s when ti assumes 
this value' 
(ii) ae.. is any solution of the integral equation 
¡¡ /0)44( (x2 . l x 
We shall prove shortly that this equation has an infinite 
number of solutions. 
(iii) the terms r are arbitrary numerical 
constants. 
(iv) the summations cover as many terms 
as one pleases 
Since our statistic is to be unbiassed, it can 
be expressed in the form 
 í i D 2f(a`` 18) 3 (x /a) (r- i - .._._, 
De i=, I(xt 18. B; fiyì-, Al to) Jo 3 
Substituting in ó V, we obtain 
AI V 
- H- --- - 
zb ; (xt 
=- .Le%%'(x` jA,a +- Ma/ 3 - J 
D 
6 1,` x d 8 ( > > 
r r 
where 
Jé(xÌc'; va, f 
ö6 




crv, f 1 
? .a t r - ¿-fLt,fotc' 
r 
a r f oi.x 1 - ? , 
26 or d E 
dx / s 3 i, n C ?...71 ' s B u e D8°. 
Again 
CV, _ 
o 4LI6Ce, j,L1s,ffNy f 
(S IQ x B' r 7 6 r a - cl x d) De; " 
Clearly this does not in general reduce to zero. 
Similarly 
Hence referring to (8), the necessary and sufficient 
condition for l 
type 
Finally, then, for variations of the 
, an unbiassed statistic exists, which makes 
the variance stationary, if a function 
found such that 
can be 
(9) 




Nature of The Stationary Value of the Variance :- 
is changed by an arbitrary amount 
is changed to 
when is given by (9) , the first variation is zero, and 
the second variation is 
4- j 2 Ce2" x' 
Since everywhere (being a probability distribution), 
Our value of therefore makes the variance a minimum. 
3.0.4 Comments ;- Our problem at first sight may have 
seemed one which might be tackled by the calculus of 
variations in a straightforward way. We have had, however, 
to proceed by a reute very different from that normally 
followed in this branch of analysis. For instance, we had 
to minimise an integral (the variance) subject to a condition 
(unbiassedness); we might therefore have expected the 
concept of the Lagrangian multiplier to be of service. 
While a term àa;r '` enters into our final solution, 
its mode of introduction suggests that it would be some- 
what artificial to describe it as a Lagrangian coefficient. 
A more important point concerns the restriction imposed 
on our arbitrary function In the normal proce- 
dure of the variational calculus, one finds that the first 
variation can be expressed in the form 
where is a completely arbitrary function. This in- 
tegral is always zero if everywhere; and 
generally represents a differential equation from which 
the unknown function is determined. In our problem, 
however, is replacéd by 7 (x') -r 0 and the 
equating of this to zero does not lead to any solution; 
it would, in fact, give a quite meaningless relation, 
since we wish to find as a function of the ob- 
servations ñ. s In other words, in the 
ordinary calculus of variations one determines a curve 
along which the integran o- of the expression for is 
everywhere zero. This was not, however, possible in 
our problem, and we had, accordingly, first to restrict 
the permissible forms of the arbitrary ,, (.1L' and then 
to make zero the integral which expresses ,IV; not the 
integrand of this integral. 
From a practical point of view, it might be feared 
that the restriction on .(x) might limit the scope of the 
present method of estimation. Such a fear is, however, 
groundless. It will be shown in later Sections (3and 3.8) 
that an unbiassed statistic of minimum variance exists 
for a wide and very important class of distributions, and 
that this statistic is identical with that yielded by the 
method of Maximum Likelihood. For this class of distribu- 
tions, we find that the first part of the expression for 
viz., 
ae 
(evaluated for the population value of ) represents any 
function of the unbiassed statistic of minimum variance 
which is capable of expansion in a Maclaurin series. 
3.1 bon- Uniqueness of The Unbiassed Statistic of 
Minimum Variance:- Consider a distribution 9'0 x i & :° 
for which an unbiassed statistic of minimum variance 
exists. Then there is a function " , (V)not involving 
the observations X , such that 
Let us enquire whether any other statistic could have 
the same properties. If a second such statistic does 
exist, we have the following relations: 
76 
JdvA' j fsy cc, _ 
f(-7-: B);fdx.' _ ,;,, ( 8) : f s - e) t,,' = V ,w,:,. C a) , 
Hence f T f a(,x ` - .: (e) e 
.f s' f 614' =' 110,4;,, ( 8) -i- 8 ' 
and f fTa- 5a) dx' C (for a4l values of 63 ) 
Writing 1(x) 7-a 
, 
our question can be put - 
has the integral equation I - (x) f (x' / (7) J -x' 0 
a non -zero continuous solution or solutions j, ? The 
answer is that this equation does have an infinite number 
of continuous solutions . 
Let f x (x` l 6r) deno to a continuous, finite function 
of c' (x, x n- )1 and Of.. (O. , ea,- - 8 .) such that, 
when the parameters 8' are all equal to a value 8, fx 
assumes the value (x, /8> . We denote this condition by 
fr x B . 
Since is a product of 41- factors O(xi / 69 , it is 
x 
reasonable to stipulate that yi should be a similar 
product. We may therefore, with little real loss of 
generality, take 
x`x1 2 (x,/ °I) =1117 
This satisfies the above mentioned condition. 




= V (e) + e z . ,,_ e, - =en 
Even for our present statistical application, this 
condition does not uniquely determine our function , x, 
It might, for instance, be taken as 
Arx(6/2 1,14- (9i)/ 4- 
or v x 042 L ) 4J ¿ col) 
-- + -' 11- T L 
and so on. 
( ®i) + a.(®a,-. .,-í-- wA ®x., 
Choose any two of the possible functions /0-x(-99, 
say aT,x (9) N`ÿ (0) and consider the homogeneous linear 
integral equations 
1,(x) J l r x'/ 9) 01-x' _ .vx 
(x, (xi l 0) fix' _ 17,"` (o) 
where 4, L. are the limits of the variates xn, . 
We know that such equations have each a unique solution 
of class L..$, and we know how to obtain it. If the range 
( a., ) is infinite, we transform the variables so that 
it becomes finite. The kernel being a probability dis- 
tribution, the transformed kernel has no singularities). 
We "syzmnetrise" the kernel, and, as explained in Chapter 
Two, proceed to determine the complete set of characteristic 
numbers and of characteristic functions of the symmetrised 
kernel. Let these be { A J and fr(x9J respectively. Then 
we find the respective solutions of class L of the two 
equations are 
where 
I A C x[i ( x) 
Gs. ' (x) x / = - %\i, ; (xl 
pi 
41trP 
f£-F) J:,rP (e2 ¡- (cl 0') 4e' 
P 
Assume that the series xf c P ( = i, z) are convergent, 
so that the solutions written above are valid. Since 
these solutions satisfy the original integral equations 
for all values of O ' = ( O,,9., - - -- Am)they satisfy them in 
particular when 01 = 612.= -- - =o7z a (say) . That is 
BI 




4, -3, (x/ bc ' /0) - V.,.,.,;. ( + 62- 
-f 4 3 1 ( x) ( x' / e) clx.' ( 9) -Fe: 
Subtracting, 
.. (1,(x) _ y z -3e> } f ( xI l 6"i 
and this holds for any value of ®. As 4, 4 we 
24,0 
have obtained a non -zero solution, of class Lam, of the 
equation J .1 (x) f (x' l e) d ac. l o. Corresponding to 
the infinite number of functions Ip` which can be 
chosen, there is an infinite number of solutions, of 
class of this equation. By a suitable selection of 
the we can, moreover, obtain a sub -set of solutions 
which are not only of class but are also continuous. 
Thus there is an infinite number of statistics S which have 
the same second moment about the origin as has Ì,, the 
unbiassed statistic of minimum variance P. a' . 
S; =fry. Vim (a) 
We now examine whether any of these statistics `S7 
also have the same first moment about the origin as hasT i 
whether 
where is any function satisfying JÌ,,S 2j4' - 
V.v 
(9) ,- 
This question is most readily answered by considera- 
tion of two sets of algebraic equations whose limits are 
the integral equations we are studying. Let the range 
4) of the variate xi: be sub -divided into i- /portions 
by the values 
Subdivide the range of variation of O into .° /portions by 
the values Ow B (z) . - '" 9 (k) 
Consider now the ,t equations 
S(x / ¿, x.23," - x p)f (c xaJ _._x 1,I 641Cw, _ 0 
and the ..t equations 
t ( ÿ ß 'I z c,`,Xj,. -- Xu.p)l (x,;. txzJ, xta.y 1 0w)Il. = (Co)t6L) 
These two sets represent a, i algebraic equations in .t 
unknowh quantities 5(.z, . x z7,p). r, - k; . p -- 
j 
In general, therefore, there is an infinite number of 
values of each unknown which satisfies the foregoing 
equations. As t tends to infinity, the two sets of 
equations tend respectively to 
fs obic° o f s'' 4? - V, (8) +- e , 
There is therefore an infinite number of functions that 
satisfy this pair of equations. Hence, in addition to 
T = a A,(9) Di 
0 
there are other statistics with 
the same variance and mean. 
3.1.1. ü'ie have relied, just now, on the fact that a result, 
which holds for a set of algebraic equations, remains valid 
as the number of equations increases indefinitely (the set 
tending to a single integral equation). This is of course 
true, as is fully proved in the Theory of Functionals. 
3.1.2 In discussing in Section 3.G.2 the nature of 
the arbitrary variation, it was asserted that the equation 
Jì.i(x') xvo o1-xi 
possessed an infinite number of solutions. This we have 
now proved. To obtain one of the solutions f (x ̀ f O) 
is replaced by (x' /0') and any continuous function 
of a variables is chosen, with the property 
[ .vX(A')i 
Corresponding to each such v- (0) there is a linear integral 
equation which has one solution of class L22 
3.2 A Generalisation of The Problem of Estimation: - 
The non -uniqueness of the unbiassed statistic of minimum 
variance might be awkward, were it not that a simple gener- 
alisation of the initial problem may be made, which does 
lead to a unique solution. 
Thus far, our population has been specified by a co- 
efficient 0e of unknown but fixed value. Suppose, however, 
that 0 is liable to vary, ih some unknown manner, between 
one observation and the next. The probability that the 
t. 
observation lies between -xi t á. c is tir( xi 1 BL) Ot4Ci 
where 9 may, for all we know, differ from 9s_, and Oit, . 
Consider the problem of estimating the mean of the 
parameters 
4 s i Of +- ®A t - -- t 9 ,z J 
from a random sample of ti. observations x' _ x x; - - x1 
The criteria to be applied are, as before, those of un- 
biassedness and minimum. variance. We therefore seek to 
determine a function of the observations TL J, ,which is 
symmetric in its n.arguments, and is such that 
f(r_ e) f(x'j0906' 
= f(T+ ift -1' l9')61' _. 
Here 1(.x.'/9) =.`17 cf /eO 
minimum 
and we have, in addition, the total probability condition. 
.% 
f(t/O)cL,c' 9 j fY Lor a.4 ® -(®,,8 : . 
The analysis of Section 3.0 may be applied with only 
minor modifications. Thus the condition of unbiassedness 
is satisfied, subject to the total probability condition, 
if there exist functions A1090, í\4(00)). ; u$ /09.....which make 
àti 
T 9-t - %s, ( &) af(x'10 -f- > ; f 7) ) $i `x!g" 
.,L ¡ + - .. .. ,(e,;) f 9> af (xi l Bi) . _ - 
=A f(xia0 aeia. 
dependent on . alone. (The .ñ',0 and etc ' .o are functions 
of 'á alone, not of .x::'. 
In order that Ç should obey the multiplicative law, 
1(x/fit) = 99 ( l0i) 
ï=a 
it is necessary that Ax = A*? m 
By altering by a small arbitrary amount e 
we derive the first variation of the value of the variance as 
(x) (Tx - e :' f( x'/ 67') 









Here, (i) the terms in the sum are to be evaluated for the 
4ctual population values of the (9,, 04, - - - &n. assumed in 
the course of the observations. 
) ti is solution of f , .' ' ' = /f(x') 
(iii) the and are arbitrary numerical con- 
stants, and the summation: coversas many terms 
as one pleases. 
As in Section 3.0.2, we find that, with1(00 thus 
restricted, the necessary and sufficient condition for 
is ',r., C) , 
Hence, provided that we can find a function (of 
only) A, ( 6, ) such that 
YL 
® 
T _ ® -I- 1- t 
Cx'I0'J °J ô (lo) 
is dependent on x.° alone, an unbiassed estimate of 
exists for which the variance is stationary. It is readily 
seen that the stationary value is a minimum, and that T 
is the estimate in question. 
3.2.1 The distribution just considered, in which the 
parameter is liable to vary from one observation to the 
next, bears to the usual distribution (specified by a 
single fixed value of the coefficient 8 ), the same relation 
as does Poisson's binomial distribution to Bernouillis' 
binomial distribution. We shall find it a convenienbe 
to attach the adjectives Poissonian and Bernouillian to 
the sample, rather than to the distribution. Let a 
population be specified by the probability distribution 
If, in the course of making 1- observations 
at random, the value of 0 is known not to vary, we 
shall say that we have a Bernouillian sample. If, during 
the observations, the value of 9 is liable to alter, we 
describe the sample as a Poissonian sample. 
3.2.2 Uniqueness of The Unbiassed Statistic of Minimum 
Variance in a Poissonian Sample:- Suppose that, in a 
Poissonian sample, there exists another unbiassed statistic 
{ estimating 0,, which has the same variance as 
+ a (00' (,,) ° x 
we then have 
fTRx'f F Xx' ; ,1 ¡ SST (xi l824-xf 
j tT' gJa7 1x(f8>kz, LP) a f (S'- 6:92f(x'/0)ci-x' 
It follows that 
18')01,x' = 
j S21 (x' Je) d(4c' 
s >f(x'/lf)ci-x` whence 
(. D ) -f- 
( B) + 
CO for all 
values of B ' - (t9,, 02. , - - ) 
Now, from Chapter Two, we know that the only continuous 
solution of this integral equation is 
C) r 4.7 , 
Hence is the only continuous function which estimates 
8 without bias and which has minimum sampling variance. 
We may express this result by saying that an unbiassed 
statistic of minimum variance is unique for Poissonian 
samples, but not for Bernouillian samples. 
3.2.3 This property of uniqueness justified. a certain 
step in the foregoing analysis. Using the total 
probability condition, it was stated that the general form 





a f (xia® i 
a r 1 r ; '1l,( : ä ° POI e . 
,.., 
n 
µ; ) (xe lot) 
+ p (x e /e4 a et, 2. 
While this is certainly sufficient, we refrained from any 
attempt to show that it was the most general form. Such 
an attempt is unnecessary, however, since the statistic we 
have obtained (in equation (10)) is the only one possessing 
the required properties in a Poissonian sample. 
3.3 Variance of The Unbiassed Statistic of Minimum 
Variance:- 
3.3.1 In Poissonian Samples : - The actual variance of 
our statistic 
21 
ñ, (ei) p .,111 
R is f ¡x,le ,] 
V (6J =f(r_ ,(B0 4ix`I99/2- O¡¡ o C i 
doe ¡(x78, 
r 
2 = E _ il a¿ " 1 ) ` ' - ,,, r ),,, J ay c?_ cAr`f 
f (x'IB} adc 







=d are omitted. 
o6 - fj('.z'/b'9cix'Oor tal 
aei 0Aj 
'.7J (x1f91 = 
) #(J;'/82 
;01 




Substituting these resrults into the expression for 
we obtain 
On writing this n-fold integral in full, we. see that the 
coefficient of is 
-j 7 t t Zi a 
.o. C,/ 
L 
jy(xi J0t) -I: 
'Doi 4. 
Hence V(611) ,c, _ il Ni1(0,01-99(xe 1 pc) dl-ftV(xii411)cirt. (11) 
We shall obtain another expression for the variance. 
Differentiate 
oe) p154 frx-702 
with respect to el: 
a 1- ei 
00C ¿ d e 
Remembering that rk. E 0; we have 




L r-#, a 72:7 
Multiply by (f)(xe 0) and integrate with respect to x 
We obtain, on simplifying by means of the total probability 
condition 
z 
)\ (00 %cxi ! L> 9¿ 
Substitution ih (11) gives at once 
(12) 
3.3.2 In Bernouillian Samples : - All the formulae 
developed for Poissonian samples in Section 3.2 reduce, 
when Ot -492.= - - 9r, = d to the corresponding formulae 
for Bernouillian samples. This must hold good, too, for 
the results (11) and (12), so that we have 
9) d (.x °I8) 
a t 4Ji (x',9) c 013 ) 
or (14) 
where denotes the variance, in a Bernou.illiam,. sample, 
of th4 unbiassea statistic " of 
minimum variance. 
The expressions (13) and (14) can of course be obtained 
directly, by following the analysis of Section 3.3.1 step 
by step. 
3.3.3 Comparison of Variance in Poissonian and Bernouillian 
Samples:- Let us compare the variance of our statistic-7 
in a Poissonian sample of,, with the variance of the 
corresponding statistic in a Bernouillian sample from a 
population specified by the coefficient & 
If the function A, possesses first and second 
derivatives, we have 
= h91¡ e,f- (rei e?1 
on it- (ec ..0).,t 
where O é ,/o t: < 
Hence, from (12) 




vcry¡ 41. T(0/ -3) t 04-#) zrz 
-r% 
Since the variance in the Bernouillian sample 





3,1 ° hr (6 ) 
-e 4 A f ai 
di 
Three special cases may be noted 
(i) trA, i for all the variance is greater 
(iii ) .. ñ, 
Ld 
in a Poissonian sample than in a 
Bernouillian sample from a population 
specified by parameter 
for all the variance is less in 
a Poissonian sample. 
everywhere; the variance is the same in 
the two kinds of sample. 
Example: Choose A,0)) _ 0(1- 8) , (This is the well 
known expression for the variance in the binomial distri- 
bution. It can be shown that, though the preceding 
analysis deals with continuous distributions, the results 
remain valid for discrete probability distributions) 
''ache have LtA.i ' 
ti 
: 4 The variance is therefore 
less in a Poissonian sample than in a Bernouillian sample, 
(whose parameter is the mean of the parameters in the 
Poissonian case). Moreover the general expression for 
- 8 (û) shows that the variance is less by an amount 
71. 
E (01-c-59 (2 t) 
6s, L'ae 
These results are well known in statistical theory (See, 
for example, Aitken, "Statistical Mathematics" p.52). 
3.4 Distributions which Admit An Unbiassed Statistic 
of Minimum Variance : - An unbiassed statistic 1, of minimum 
variance, in a Bernouillian sample, has the form 
.X.(0) 
or r- 9 
We may regard this ( being given) as a differential 
equation in f, By solving it, we shall find the form of 
distributions f3 (and hence of ) which admit an unbiassed 
statistic of minimum variance. 
Write 
k 
Integrating the differential equation above, we have 
T F' `0) ` jecLO/A(0) 
= ,-F-,(8) -6 F-,( ®1 + ,(9)+- c'(x). 
F (9). 
where ( is a constant of integration, independent of 
but possibly involving .- , Put 
- ® F7, (B) _ Fa_ ( ®) 
whence 
F1 ( 67) t 14. F.z. ( ® ) -a- ( 
Because is a product of similar factors, 
, 
i 
-- f(% 1®) = Ln Cx4 r61) 
functions /(4, t.(x) 
7-= Z_L (x¿` 
1*r 
can be determined such that 
C. (x9 = 
i 
The expression for is consequently equivalent to 
14:10 4 (30 F 6) #- Fa (8) . x)J (15) 
For this distribution, then, T_ If (xi) is an 
unbiassed estimate of 4, and has minimum sampling variance. 
The fact that obeys the total probability condition 
enables us, as we shall show in Section 3.6, to fix the 
hitherto arbitrary "constant of integration" L(.y> 
3.5 Sufficient Statistics:- Equation (15) belongs to 
an important class of distributions which has been studied 
by B. 0. Koopman, in his paper "Distributions Admitting a 
Sufficient Statistic" (Transactions of The American 
Mathematical Society, vol. 39 (1936) pp. 399 -409). The 
concept of the "sufficiency" of a statistic was first 
formulated by R. A. Fisher, and the intuitive idea of 
such a statistic is that it is one which contains all 
the information given by the sample. Koopman asserts 
that this intuitive idea is expressed in the following 
definition. 
Let, _ { ' < P ' : be a probability distribution 
specified by parameters. The statistics r¿ (x,, xx - xw) ( i, 
or 7¿ x' 
--}- 
are sufficient if the equations 
imply the identity 
f' j Or B) . 18,X.__ 9,o 
1pl' 6'v) (y'I û,x ay' 
?l. 
where (x' j y,_-- 9v) - v( dv) 
The vectors x', y' denote any two possible samples of 
observations, and e1° s ice° - are any two possible 
sets of values of the parameters. 
From this definition, it is possible to deduce the form 
of distributions which admit a system of sufficient statistics. 
Koopman gives a very general statement of the appropriate 
theorems, designed to cover those cases where has discon- 
tinuities. We are concerned only with continuous probability 
distributions, however, and the following enunciations will be 
adequate for our purpose. 
Koopman's First Theorem : -T (x'),% (x), . T, (x')exdsi,« 
form a system of sufficient statistics for the distribution,0, 
if 
lk i ®, --d,) +- Fß(`9,.- O) -cool 
where (i) i9 ( = - z, . - - 0-) and F are real, 
single- valued, analytic functions of 6 %, 
(ii) ® /7, are real, r,. single -valued, 
analytic functions of 
(iii) ,td- ` - C implies that all the 
are lacking) 
(iv) satisfies the total probability condition 
ever the whole range of the variate X. 
Further, 
(7'4 = Vik (-7-1) , Try) 
where Vk is a single- valued function of its V` 
arguments. 
Koopmans Second Theorem:- Given the distribution 
r 
a 
-e4er L it ( x ) ( 6 7 1 - 6 ) 1 ) -._ 9v) +- G( ,c)J ÿ _, 
(where the pa, f 4 and r are as above) ; then a set of 




y hi (tee) - Vk Cri -- 
where V1 k is a real, single- valued function of its V 
arguments. 
Koopman's Third Theorem -states if a distribution admits 
a system of sufficient statistics, the system will be 
obtained by the Maximum Likelihood method of estimation. 
3.5.1 Properties of Koopman's Distributions: - 
(a) Koopman's distribution 
c/J 
f . i E (x) Fk C '`_ ov) + F' d,. -- ey) -I-- 4. (x) k., - 
is invariant under a transformation of the variate. 
If, in fact, we transform the variate X by means of 
aC = ( the probability distribution of), is f10 ,--' (9nd) 
where 
fi (li 8,--- 6)11)11 
= f Cy) Fk (`s,--- e) +F'(W, --- Y) t .,. 
Writing 
4.0.1(`c'03 = k CY) 





( , ( d i ev )- F [f. ¡Ik (F(9-v1- F'(8. - û r ( 0 . - - - + ( p /l) 
which is of Koopman's form. This form is invariant, 
therefore, under any transformation of the variate. 
(b) Koopman's distribution is invariant under 
any 
transformation of the parametric coefficients. 
This 
property is obvious, on considering, say, the transformation 
. 
, 1, 
and on substituting in the distribution 
above. 
It follows that we lose nothing in generality by 
always taking a particular form of Koopman's distribution, 
viz., that obtained by putting 
F¡t e, - -- 
eve, ( = , A, 




V, --- when expressed in terms of the y/%4 
by V14---- lv) Koopman's distribution is then written in 
what we may call "canonical" form, 
µ 
s 
- iit(x) °vk +- t 5i - 
- - - Vv) -1- -c (x) j 
3.5.2 Non- Uniqueness of Sufficient Statistics:- We 
are now in a position to recognise whether a given distribu- 
tion admits sufficient statistics, and to ascertain whether 
any suggested set of estimates is sufficient. (For the 
latter, we apply the test of the original definition, or 
invoke Koopman's Second Theorem). But even though a par- 
ticular set does satisfy the test of sufficiency, it is not 
the only set which does so. This is apparent from the 
Second Theorem, in which the Vk represent ány real, single - 
valued functions. The criterion of sufficiency does not 
therefore provide an unambiguous solution to the problem 
of estimation. We are still faced with the queries - 
are all sufficient statistics equally "good "? If so - why? 
If not - which should be chosen? 
Example: We illustrate the non -uniqueness of 
sufficient statistics by considering the normal distribution 
94. 
cf f[ 
or 90 met, ,c4 
air 




This is of Koopman's form (with = -;e1 ; 
v 
20" -A / F -( 
.2. 
r ; 
,c = 41 R,V 
A 
Accordingly, it admits a pair of sufficient statistics. 
Are T', = SE '; 11= I-:(x.--x) sufficient? 




is true if 
- 
("7) 4' 4."- -'24113 
f (xi )it x rxy/ r4-A, 6-2 
- f}' ri, _ ev. 
(2.. 77) a 0- " f [--"--.EN-m-)t,1 ar (2 -v) 4 02..76 .C.Xti -arit 
i ,e . , if ( taking logs ) 
= (..x.4- .zrtvx.x., - y 2 + A. /Yo:Vly 
i.e., if 
i + LE -x-). - (_____ yr) 2. j 
( - 2.0-2" ' ZS-J(2.)f TC-x--;)z- z'_ 6-5)' 11. 2' 
-I- ( --. 
- - 
o 
\ ;14- X. E jc E 'i) ....- 0-- 
7111110 
Now this is implied by 
= UjJ 
It is also 
(as we see from the penultimate identity above( implied by 
X- = 
By definition, therefore, 
and are a pair of sufficient stat- 
istics for the normal distribution; while y- and rt.,, Z.i 
6 l 
are a second such pgir. We notice that and 
are also sufficient. The decision which of these three pairs 
is the "best's for estimating purposes, would require the 
formulation of some criterion additional to that of sufficiency. 
3.6 Koopman's Distributions and The Unbiassed Statistic 
of Minimum Variance:- Distributions which admit an unbiassed 
statistic of minimum variance are of the form (equation (15), 
Section 3.4) 
Ref) 4- F1(61) 4- Ac c x) 
and the statistic in question is 7 = L ( 
í -P 
distribution is of Koopman's form, it admits a sufficient 
As this 
statistic. Moreover, by Koopman's Second Theorem, our unbiassed 
statistic 'r of minimum variance is sufficient. 
In the foregoing expression Fa. (0) and 'Th 
.not wholly independent. Let us therefore take the general 
Koopman distribution of one parameter 
and ascertain whether an unbiassed statistic of minimum 
variance can always be found. 
are 
Suppose such a statistic Ì- exists for the estimation 
f, 
of 6 ( . We have 
= 'e/rf 
L 





( xi) 4- 
D ` . dyi ddy 
Choose 8 = -- d.F/di so that this relation becomes - 
2- ( (.x0 ) d ad 
which is of the form ( 9 ) . Therefore ' ¿ (x¡) 
is an unbiassed estimate of - _t.F /ct and has minimum vari- 
ance. The actual value of the variance is (equation (14)) 
d$F 
7,1, 4. 
3.6.1. Poissonian Sample:- When a sample of 
observations of the general Koopman distribution of one 
parameter is Poissonian, 
9 
¡ ie lx ,) _ 
Hence i 
(xi) f sr d v ̀  
( dyr cCdr; 




tyxt ! B 1. , 
Then 
This is of the form (l0). Therefore T 
4 P= i 1(x4) 
is an unbiassed estimate of - ' `, and has le i 
minimum variance, of value (equation (12)) t 7: d'F( il) 
n dyvL 
We note the result that, for Kooprian's one parameter 
distribution, the unbiassed statistic of minimum variance 
(which always exists) is the same for both Bernouillian and 
a 
Poissonian samples, viz., t- ( x`f IT I 
3.6.2 Basic Parametric Coefficients:- An unbiassed 
statistic Jr. of minimum variance (in Bernouillian samples) 
exists if 
1ti° ° + 1101. 
The Koopman distribution, we have seen, can be cast into 
this form by taking 3 -- . It is, moreover, 
apparent from Section 3.6 that (apart from multiples of 4 ) 
no other function of y:- exists which leads to this requisite 
form. This particular function of the parameter `y.' will 
be termed the "basic parametric coefficient." We may define 
it formally as a coefficient which permits of estimation by 
an unbiassed statistic of minimum variance. 
The theory of estimation by Moments, and the theory of 
Tsiaximum Likelihood, both fail to indicate the phenomenon of 
the basic parametric coefficient. Whild these methods of 
estimation lead to the "best" statistic - according to their 
own standards - for a prescribed coefficient, neither of them 
tells which coefficient we should seek to estimate. They do 
not suggest, either, whether or not it is "desirable" to estimate 
one parameter rather than some function thereof. The 
method of "unbiassed minimum variance," which leads 
not only 
to a particular statistic, but also to a particular 
coefficient, thus sheds light on a new, perhaps unsuspected, 
aspect of the theory of estimation. 
In Section 3.5.2., we showed how the criterion of suffi- 
ciency failed to solve unambiguously the problem of estima- 
tion. By adopting the properties of unbiassedness and of 
minimum variance as criteria, we obviate this difficulty; 
for these postulates provide a rational basis on which to 
make a unique selection from among the possible sufficient 
statistics. 
3.7 The Total Probability Condition and The Unbiassed 
Statistic of Minimum Variance:- Given T (the unbiassed 
statistic of minimum variance) and )\,( ')) j integration 
of the equation 
= ( 61) 
leads, as in Section 3.4, to 
= f VS' (x) F (v) -t- ,-c (x) 
where L F7 is and where R known in terms 
of Al , The terns -c (x) is, however, arbitrary, and arises as 
a constant in the integration with respect to If 
represents an actual probability distribution, it obeys the 
total probability condition, viz., Ja V < ä 
for all values of Y ( "7 , 1) ; where 4t, are the limits of the 
variate . The questions may now be posed - does this 
condition serve to determine the hitherto arbitrary 
Does it determine (x) uniquely? Is it possible to 
specify and X (8) in such a way that no function .. ( 
can be determined? 
Consider, in the first instance, that the range of 
is 'u° : We wish to determine .c(xf such that 
f1( x/ -f-F y!) ,c x) 01i3C l 
for all valued. of yi; or writing nice ,c(x) = C (x) 
4/i(x) -Ffr) 
Now introduce a change of variable, and put (x) 
and let x = ` Assume that the limits of remain 
denote the inverse transformation. We have 
4-Pì , 1 `.f Y 
'e . " 41,1 
or, writing [ - 1( (y) Íail) 
. 
c 
tN e - - 
which holds for all We may therefore replace ` .v" by 
and our equation becomes 
Thus our unknown C () has a known Laplace transform, viz., 
4.649p _ Fr ( -'j j . At least formally, we may invert by Mellin's 
Theorem, whereupon we obtain 
a0- f. v° 
} i ! `', t j. _ ) _e 
is any real number lying to the right of all singu- 
larities of exp 
.. 
in the complex plane. By the 
general theory of Laplace transforms, is unique. 
Its validity in any particular case can be tested either 
by the relevant theorems in transform theory, or by actual 
substitution in 
When the limits of are the function and 
hence the original can again be found uniquely by means 
of a Mellin transform. When the limits of (or of ) 
are finite - say (4, ¿) - we have the linear integral 
equation (& 
This can always be solved for C.,( x) by the method of 
Chapter Two, the solution so obtained being unique of 
class 
Hence (i) if ../ (x) , F(9,), and the range of are 
given, we can determine uniquely the remaining element 
of the Koopman distribution; 
or, an alternative statement of the same result, 
(ii) there is a unique distribution, over a 
given range, for which a prescribed function is an 
unbiassed statistic of minimum variance of prescribed 
magnitude 
(The range must of course be independent of the 
parameter, a stipulation made at the beginning of this 
chapter) 
3.7.1 Examples: - 
(a) In the equation 
let us choose the variance A, (,a as independent of 9 
and equal to say, where is a real constant. 
Choose for é the mean of the sample, 2. E., x,; Integration 
err 
of the equation gives 
.n. 
-4J f = - it e a 
where the last term represents a constant of integration, 
independent of but possibly involving the 3' -0 . Hence 
= 
or 
Let us furthermore fix the range of x as (- 
We must now determine ¿ (X) so that 
t ). 
t for all values of 9. 
Writing -c(x) = L (x) , this equation may be rewritten as 
H x¡ - 9 2 y a- . t 
y 
1_0.0 L- (x) 
or ( putting e/ - 5v ) 
r 
Cx) e Y"4- 
O® 
Inverting by l+°ie llin' s Theorem, 
t 
,.ni 
à ( 1- 
-äao 
or (writing .- m A. 4-i. j,) 
d 
xi 
T. x+ 6'i a, z - j 
We evaluate this integral as follows: Consider the contour 
integral where is real and and where 
denotes the rectangle (in the Argand diagram) with vertices 




Along the line R + Lc(, R t C the contribution is 
_)(xt (:á)Z 




-4 _At it- ) = 
¢-XRaj J, 
4 / 
_hR _A 4->s,41. ,e 
cw R-4 for all finite values of o 
since A> o , Similarly the contribution from the final 
limb of the rectangle tends to zero as 
The integrand has no singularities within the contour. 
In the limit, therefore, as R / cc 
#- 4 e C"' -00 oa 
Now choose r z i 
(which is real) ; then 
Jpe - -oo' 
(which is) C ) and _. t 0- 0. 
Cr. 
cix 
z 4 r 
a 
Returning to our last expression for C-(x), we insert 
this value of the integral, to obtain 
r 
p C °' Consequently 
= c (x) .24c-fa L -1-- 0 .b(,. 
4 77 a or 
As we know that this satisfies the total probability con- 
dition, the formal use of Mellin's Theorem is justified. 
Thus, for the normal distribution (with given variance T-1 ) 
the mean is an unbiassed statistic of minimum variance. 
The mean is therefore, by Section 3.6, sufficient, and 
(remembering that the function was unique) we 
state the following: 
Theorem : - The only one -parameter distribution, over 
the range ( -r,f0-),for whic4 the mean of the sample is a 
sufficient statistic, with sampling variance independent 
of the parameter estimated, is the normal distribution. 
The two -parameter analogue of this theorem has been given 
as "the only Pearsonian distribution for which the mean is 
a sufficient statistic is the normal distribution." We 
shall discuss this later, in Chapter Five, but we may here 
note that, for the one -parametric case at any rate 
(i) The adjective "Perasonian" may be removed. 
(ii) the proviso regarding the sampling variance of 
the mean is necessary. This necessity is further illus- 
trated in the next example. 
Example (b):- In the equation 
r - e = A, j` 0) 
a8 
let us choose the variance r, (9) as Take again 
as the mean of the sample. Integrating, 
it 
where is the constant of integration. 
Hence 
+- (X) 
Choose the range of the variate this time as C ®co) 
so that 
_ / 
Putting -- ( z) (a) 
_® 
foc..° C (x = c .: 3 
too _ hp,_ 









Considering this integral, we note that, when 
the lintegrantl tends to zero, as 
uniformly with respect to So the integral is equal to 
where r denotes the contour formed by the line .41 - 
AL+L4100 (400),and the infinite semi-circle in the third and 
fourth quadrants. The only singularity within r--" is at 










Therefore q' which actually satisfies the 
total probability condition over provided 
is positive. This condition is fulfilled, since 0 
the mean value, over all possible samples of i . 
and 




6) is estimated without bias by IL, xz , which stat- 
istic has minimum variance, of value dzfri- The mean is 
consequently a sufficient statistic. 
3.8 Comparison With Maximum Likelihood:- Let us 
tackle by Maximum Likelihood the problem of estimation for 
the one -parameter Koopman distribution. The likelihood 
function, corresponding to 
àl/ t- d x) + F (5v) + .t 
is, in a sample of a a., 
L z é , "' áß£r -í-- F -s-- L c l )1. i) 
To estimate a coefficient 9 (i.e., some function 
of yl) the precept is to equate ' to zero. The solu -- 
tion of this equation gives the required estimate d say. 
Since 
3 
L x> 4- ol F á. y 
` ` °I ̀ í/ d 
the rule d = o gives 
ad 
ay/ 
a4 `-% o (i.e., since is not a mere constant) 
¿o 
Therefore 
That is, jj (34) is an estimate of - otF /o(yi 
To follow out our original purpose, we solve this last 
equation so as to obtain, not -(dFf dt /) but d, in terms 
of the .rd Of course, if e is chosen as - cFilyi, we 
arrive at exactly the same statistic as was yielded by 
the criteria of unbiassedness and minimum vatiance . 
We notice, too, that the method of Maximum Likelihood 
leads to the equation 
. (xi) + 41, ól,F' o d/ 
whatever coefficient t3 we are estimating for - a result 
which is geometrically obvious. This does not mean that 
Iúaximum Likelihood leads to a basic parametric coefficient, 
since this theory gives no indication that - d Fo l 
should be estimated, rather than or any other function 
of 9/ 
That the two methods of estimation yield the same 
statistic for the Koopman distribution is not surprising. 
We have seen that the unbiassed statistic of minimum 
variance is sufficient; and we recall (Koopman's Third 
Theorem, Section 3.5) that if a sufficient statistic ex- 
ists, it is found by the method of Maximum Likelihood. 
3.8.1. Variance : - One of the striking results of 
Likelihood theory is the simple expression, valid in 
indefinitely large samples, for the variance of the esti- 
mates. Denoting by the sampling variance of 





Applying this to the calculation of the variance of 
i(x) in the Koopman distribution, we have 
= t,/ (x) + F C4 -t- -c (x) 
4 
= ( x 
ol, F a yl j 1 +- 
= frif fPx) 1-4F, ) 014 t 
Idowó ff el4e e /tier fri(x) F4 + e(x44 I for 
Differentiating with respect to , 
f(#(4-1-4,-)90614 
Accordingly 
Since 1.4 (xi) estimates 
_i 
ci_ y/ 4,1F) 
. 






= - d 
and 
- 
p 2 / i 2* 11- 
cGx 
all values of 9/. 
., 
for the sampling variance of L '(xz) . `fhe general 
theory of Likelihood asserts merely that this value is 
valid in indefinitely large samples. In point of fact, 
it is correct whatever the size of the sample (Section 3.6) 
This last remark draws attention to a feature worthy 
of emphasis - that all our results thus far hold irrespective 
of the number of observations in the sample, be they few or 
many. Furthermore, we have made no assumptions whatsoever 
regarding the distributioh of statistics, whether in large 
or small samples. Our conclusions have been founded on 
the two initial postulates - that a statistic should be 
unbiassed and should have minimum variance - without quali- 
fication. 
Chapter Four 
The Estimation of Two Parameters by Unbiassed Statistics 
of Minimum Variance. 
4.0 The problem of the simultaneous estimation of several 
parameters not unnaturally presents greater difficulty than does 
the corresponding case of only one coefficient. Trouble arises 
most acutely, perhaps, on a practical level. It is comparatively 
straightforward to formulate criteria by which statistics may be 
judged; but, given some particular distribution, it is often im- 
possible to obtain any estimates at all which satisfy the chosen 
tests. Our criteria, in short, tend to become too exclusive. 
We shall meet this especial difficulty in due course. 
Meanwhile, let us proceed to the estimation of the two coeff i- 
cients in the distribution v2( xI great) by means of statistics 
which shall 
(i) be symmetrical functions of the 11 observations 
of the sample. 
(ii) be unbiassed estimates of Op and 0,, respectively 
(iii) have respectively ,a small sampling variance than 
any other unbiassed estimate of O, , or of ea. 
The usual restrictions will be imposed on q (x / 8e 494 ; 
that is, it is assumed to be continuous in all three variables, 
and to have co ntinuouS partial derivatives of all orders. 
The range of the variate ae will be taken as independent 
of the coefficients 9,, ez it may, however, be either 
finite or infinite. 





o , f (7'z - oz )f . = p 
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for all values of 8, and of - . t, 
for all values of 9, and of 
T,_ are found by a method identical with that 
n 
developed in Chapter Three. Thus, to consider the case of 7, 
in detail: let there exist some or all of the set of quantities 
1 " S ,(,,,) ,3), 
1/',.,1 µ¡¿,. ALI (aa) ; 
,(' 2.°a) ; 
i21(,.1-4..) a ~ /Cry j.o 14°1'4' R" a 
which are functions of 8, 
, 





V, t , 2 +I( 
9A, 
I 
_, 99(xi lee ea. 
41. 





Ç.;. (ft«.) /A, 
(, -f. 




+ ,C, /(x'a'.) 
ó 6, c i. a 
a (xi¡o ® a) , s } , , .a 
? p ¡ 
-d- u, ¡ _ I ̀7 é ) t x` 9, 8) ] - . ( 2 ) 
depends on A 'alone, and not on 0, 8x . Such a function 
is symmetric in its arguments , and it 
satisfies the conditions of unbiassedness 
- e, } - o . 
This last statement is a consequence of the total probability 
condition which implies 





for all values oF ®, , 01. 
Differentiation under the integral 
sign is legimate since , and its derivatives, are by 
hypothesis continuous functions of all their variables. 
obeys the multiplicative law of independent 
probabilities expressed by equation (1) . Repeating the 
analysis of Section 3.0.1, we find that the necessary and 
sufficient condition for the compatibility of (1) and (2) 
is 
Suppose next, that , is changed by a small 
arbitrary amount to . The variance is 
correspondingly altered to 
When is so small that terms in are negligible, 
n_1 
the first variation of ,, is 
In order that T1 should make the variance stationary, we 
require 'log =e:1 . As in Chapter Three, it is obviously 
necessary to restrict the choice of the afibitrary .6, Crud . We 
accordingly stipulate that 
tt r 
must be of the form 
where (4) 
(i) r - 
' o 
hr is to be evaluated for the actual values of O 
0 w. which specify the population. The terms 4. r. -j . 
are arbitrary numerical constants . Thus A., is a function 
of .Y alone 





the right hand side denoting any 4bitrary continuous 
function of This equation has an infinite 
number of solutions, provided F and we have seen how 
to obtain as many as may be required. 
(iii) the ,ç are arbitrary numerical'_ constants 
(iv) the summations 
terms as one pleases 
cover as many 
Substitute as given by (4), and 
as given by (2) and (3), into the expression for 
Clearly a necessary condition for 
F. ., /"_r 
á y°^9 s ° a}: 






ä A +" ïrz. 1 fx 01/ ! If 1 611 
B 
(1F ( 
E r 1 Aix fir . E / -- X 
ax 
(.29f c ' - - 4- j . J 
PO, J ,1 r z --. s / t' s 
since each term in the first (double) sum is zero. 
Therefore 
, (x) i (Ix o ; , (x ) 4 ' -- Ií- (-t9) 
and 
Since the are a set of arbitEary functions of the 
necessary and sufficient condition for is 
To sum up - if there exists a function 
a function of but not of such 
/15' 
that 
f ) 0a (s) 
depends on alone, then T, is an unbiassed estimate 
of and makes the variance, for small variations of the 
type permitted by (4), stationary. 
From the change in variance when 
1-1 e, .i, t%) viz 
itrr +E, 69 Lc - (r'- (94' f 6i4c 
we obtain the second variation, or the term in E2 It 
is 
is changed to 
since the probability distribution, is 
everywhere -Consequently 
minimum. 
makes the variance a 
Similarly, it can be shown that if a function 
'A Z. t C;1, 0:) 
depends on 
estimate of 
exists, such that 
7- - e t X Di _
64 
(6) 
alone, then is an unbiassed 
and has minimum variance. This conclusion 
is reached by comparing the variance of with that of 
where is small and where 
is an arbitrary function of the form 
is as before, and is any solution of the -fold 
integral equation 
j tf-( / o, eN 01,x: = ' 
denotes any continuous function of 0, , 
4.0.1. Uniqueness. The question whether , 
are unique can be investigated preaisely along the lines 
developed in Sections 3,1 and 3.2. We find that they are 
not unique in Bernouillian samples. In Poissonian samples, 
however, there is no other statistic which has the same 
variance 
same variance 
as has , and no other statistic has the 
as has 
and here denote functions of variables, where 
is the number in the sample.: 
The uniqueness property justifies the absence of a 
rigProus proof that (2) represents the most general form of 
an unbiassed estimate of 
4.1 Variances of the Unbiassed Statistics of Minimum Variance 
Let be unbiassed estimates, of and 




where are each functions of 4, ß.,..e1. d2 
The sampling variance of .% is 
II 
(, foLl x41(-43-0--) 
D61, 
2 012 O, z. ("3 e 
z. 
,) ®, / 
and, by virtue of the total probability condition, 
¡ 2 
oic J ; H, 
Consequently 
c 
= m A _.0- 
(7) 
Another expression for the variance is obtained on differentiating 
the equation 
with respect to O, which gives 
. (Je, ,N 
Multiply by t and integrate with respect 
variates z , 
There results 
e 
-11 f4 f- 1(T- 
1 
i/ X,t 
since satisfies the total probability condition, and since 
is an unbiassed estimate of 
Substitution in (7) yields, finally, 
(8) 
In like manner, the variance of is 
(9). 
or a a. z 1 (10 ) 




v,2. f(7,- 69(' T ._ yoz) , otx , 
D4,7 X , 0 
De, Delz 
D 61/ a ?koli aIn". 
Doe DO,- f r? +9, r7 ei d, e B ; 
v» A,, A,z. f a2-411 J44c.' 
D D8s 
To simplify, differentiate 
with respect to 81, obtaining 
):: az (r.- o.) {L ,ae 
Multiplying by fand integrating with respect to the 
variables x 
z 
)1(-7-2_ _ Bt) 
ae,. ! , 
Accordingly 
That is, P, 
U, z = 0 
4,.al- 7-2_ are uncorrelated. 
4.1.2 A Property of The Functions :- We have 
seen that 
a10s1 T, - ®, . ).,41 I L- ez 
, 
aer >+rl 1 
He nc e 
1 
-r 
(-rs- ea,) À12. _ CFI _ 6,,, 
r)ör D82_, 
which implies either 
(A) X:, a, = ® 
ar (B) if these quantities are not zero 
- 
/(À; 
! dL óg, 
¡y iZ 
function of e, (92.. independent of 
Alternative (B) is unacceptable, because 'T,, 72, are 
functions of the olt, random observations x = <. °_ 
Therefore alternative (A) must hold. That is , A,, must 
be a function, not of ®, a.4.4 ®,2 but of 6, alone; and 
must be a function of e alone. 
4.2 The Class of Distributions Admitting Two Unäassed Statistics 
of Minimum Variance:- Let us regard 
(15F -, - ®I a. . ; Bz 
qq !^ d - ` t/, If Vy, ^2.2 
as two simultaneous partial differential equations inafunction 
all the other quantities being given . 
Write f 48, 
0 
ie s t9, 
G 
12 
- F, (dr) 












F,, ( 0Z ) 
The functions Rf R involve G, 
e, only by Section 
only f F; F involve 
Integrating the first partial differential equation, we 
obtain log _ T, F, (9,) .f_ % 9 ' . aCB 
J AO, 
= Cr, -00F,(81) + F3 ( 8) f 
where is a constant of integration, independent of 
but possibly involving 
Similarly, the second partial differential equation 
gives log ' = ''A -- a) Fx (0z) + F44 (8z) -f- t' (x'. e,) 
where is independent of 6i . 
These two expressions for log 
only if 
' X.'. 04) = (71- o) s (Oz) + FL, ( ) f- 
are the same if and 
- 0,) F, 0,) 4-- ( 9,) -f- 
where denotes an arbitrary function of J..' Hence 
log r-, - A (0,) 4- CT-, - B z) Fi( A 4 ) -1- Fl ( A O + != ti (82.) -/- 4 ' ( 341). 
is a product of -rt, similar factors 
d 
T? 
a, 2. 1! 
We can consequently determine functions 









3 ( ' ) ° F, g I fir 
v(da) _ 71, Oh) - Fa_ (ax)3 
we have 
_ ( Of) -,(+ t®;) (x) + ,a(e,)- 1/(80 + (x 
or 
-rAff f F--, (9) , (4 4- 
Fa (02) (x) 'it (69 f- 1404* PO) 
The functions Fs , F"2. , AA, V are known in terms of the 
original7,,a Aga ;and 4,, ix are known in terms of the 
The condition that y, should represent a probability 
distribution over some given range t., 4-) (independent of 
n_. : _. 
which makes 
is that a real function ,,e - should exist 
for all values of 6, c..A.g . If this is so, is a 
particular case of Ko:c;pmants two parameter distribution. In 
other words, if two unbiassed statistics of minimum variance 
can exist for a given distribution, the distribution 
admits a pair of sufficient statistics. By application of 





é ^P would themselves be sufficient. 
4.3 The General Koopman Distribution of Two Parameters and The 
Unbiassed Statistics of Minimum Variance Under what 
conditions can we obtain unbiassed statistics of minimum variance f 
for in 
1 It If ., l x/ + 9/1. /2. i * 4-- FN. Va < (x d.. 
,We assume that jr ,X I for all values of yv,, yfz J 
In a Bernouillian sample of observations, J 
,. t , x, yo L z ( F-(oii° grs.) t L t(r 
re Z 
Let 43.F 1 6z, be functions of y, an.d y4 for which unbiassed 
statistics of minimum variance can be found. Since 
f- , (x1 ' . ''` 89¿ r J. a O - 
[b !, 2i must be of the form 
ß(x) -O 
it is necessary that 
)/ ;N.%¿, 
-a- el8 D 6; 
Alternatively, it is necessary that )34/;.),/q, j'yaJ 
but this is merely equivalent to pointing out that 
might have been labelled ,6 , and vice $ersa 
Now differentiate B, awd ®z ,which are functions 






) Dy/ = ae, 
DV, _9= i 
8'94 ae, 834 ()el 




That is, it is necessary that A , (or 2) be a 
function of fr/, only, (or p' only) say 
Then 
o%Bs AL_ = ¿ 
(LA: ) 6 e n 
®, Vi) ; yi=i 
d (L,2) á e 




-µ yJi 3 F t - - ` y / ' 
y/ a. 
U(yì,) -1- 1/(9/4,) ,say 
This is the necessary condition that the Koopman two- parameter 
distribution admit two unbiassed statistics of minimum 
variance. The statistics in question are I -I/ (xj) 
and - 2- (x, which estimate - , Fl 7 , _ .- C411 41 , 
and - 01-1// c(,ífiz respectively, without bias. The 
dC6c" 
variances by equations do, /0 are ,t, di ( . ) , that is 
3_ 
-- and - d respectively. The 9/, 
former quantity is a function of +1, , (or 9, d!i /d9ì) only; 
the latter of alone - as is required by Section 4.1.2. 
4.3.1. Basic Parametric Coefficients t- From the preceding 
paragraph it is clear that unbiassed statistics of minimum 
variance can be found only for the coefficients - á-u. (y!,)/ d.yì, 
and - ) or for linear combinations thereof . 
These may therefore be teirned the basic parametric coefficients 
for the distribution. 
4.3.2. It may be interpolated here. that the actual existence 
of unbiassed statistics of minimum variance for a two parameter 
distribution has not been proved. All that we have proved is 
that if there is a distribution 
( ;x-) .+- e/2. 12, ( x) +. d,l. ( y/, ) t V (v3)-14-e.(4) 
(11) 
then it admits two such statistics. Whether such a distribution 
is compatible with the total probability condition has not yet 
been investigated. We shall revert to this subject in the 
next chapter. 
4.4. Comparison With Maximum Likelihood : - Assuming the 
existence of probability distributions .. of the form (ii) 
their two coefficients can be estimated by Maximum Likelihood. 
One readily finds that 
I 
(i) this methos leads to ji( ) and . E 
as estimates of - ('N.) / ¿ì, and of - d. V( 9/2) / d ß/2- 
respectively. ( These particular coefficients being chosen 
arbitrarily, there being no apparent reason, apart from 
algebraic simplicity, for preferring them to 
or any other functions of p, ) 
(ii) in indefinitely large samples of size 
variancesof these two statistics are - t'" 




respectively: and their covariance is 
zero. As we know, these values are also valid in finite 
samples. 
In the next chapter, we shall derive some general 
results, of which the to1egoing are merely special cases. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
THE ESTIMATION OF TWO PARAMETERS BY UNBIASSED STATISTICS 
OF MINIMIUM GENERALISED VARIANCE 
5.0 We found in the last chapter that a distribution 
which admits two unbiassed statistics f minimum variance - 
if it exists at all - must be of a very special form; so 
special, it is disconcerting to realise, that it covers none 
of the common frequency distributions. Why, then, are the 
criteria, which proved eminently reasonable for estimating 
one parameter, so exclusive when two coefficients are involved? 
Partly, at least, the reason is that statistics which satisfy 
them are uncorrelated. This severe restriction was imposed 
in the course of minimising the variance of each statistic. 
A possible way of modifying our standards may therefore lie 
in seeking to minimise not several, but a single, quantity. 
For consistency with our preceding work, we should choose a 
quantity which is in some sense an extensionoof the notion 
of variance, and which reduces to the variance itself when 
only one parameter has to be estimated. Experience in 
other branches of statistics suggests that the "generalised 
variance" might possess the requisite properties. 
Generalised variance - the concept is due to Frisch and 
to Wilks - is defined thus: letTI,T., - - -- Tv be estimates 
of coefficients B 8;, Of respectively, with variances 
Vier Vt.a r- - - -- vy,/ respectively. Denote the covariance 
of T-4 andT by Vij ( = 1/4.1: of course) . Then the general- 
ised variance of the statistics {T 
J. 
is the determinant of 
order V 
Armed with this definition, we tentatively formulate our 
new requirements for the estimation of several parameters: 
we want statistics which 
(i) are unbiassed 
(ii) make the generalised variance a minimum. 
We proceed to the application of these criteria, and note 
that, when only one parameter has to be estimated, they are 
precisely those studied in Chapter Three. 
5.1 Unbiassed Statistics of Minimum Generalised 
Variance : - Specify the population, from which a sample is 
to be drawn, by 9 9 ( f , . û ) a probability function con - 
tinuous in all three variables, possessing continuous partial 
derivatives of all orders. The range of the variate x is 
independent of O,, 62. though it may be finite or infinite. 
We wish to determine statistics T,, 7-2- which 
(i) are unbiassed estimates of 9, and O respectively,i.e., 
8Of ̀ l&I = o ; f(ra.-19z)i- o 
(ii) minimise the generalised variance i.e make 
V- VI, Y,z 
V a, v a. z . 
minimum 
where V = % T - `y f 1, .z ] 
d,)(r e,.) 




(xi or 00 C l 
Y1 being the number of observations x ¿ f 
comprising the sample. 
By the total probability condition 
and =1 
for all value:soof a, and 8x 
for all values of 0, and ex. 
As in Section 4.0, an unbiassed statistic, for a dis- 
tribution subject to the multiplicative law (1), is of the form 
Á , ¿ 8i + -`-- ° a 
aer 




4',l-- f- /uct) )2" o,..- i Ixl°' 8; ° J' z) , a e, a e, ae. a B=z 
(( f(xj1er°xr''/'j f c`,,.4) 
$r78 
- r 8, 
a )q'(xJ1osoa) 
- 
[ 2, , i, x J The B and p°4 are functions of 9, and 8x_ 
only, and T depends on _c..' alone. 
Let T be changed by a small arbitrary amount to 
3 
i ( a. r) ? 8, 
l (x) C i= ', Z This changes the generalised 
variance from tif to 
° 
, 
y1' _ Vr° Via! 
V r 
Vr V;, a 
where 
o 
V 1 - f f-r; * 
(2) 
and so on. 
pl'ioNctx, 
Consequently, 
f c f ' `d ̀  ' ' x1 e' 2 x f `. ® 
X T ' E_ + ;=(11)-BzjLt'I.2A) z 
, . 
--, (x) r E, e ,1x')- ,i{rx(x') + e: j')- 6: f(x'/e,el` - 
e,rir or. 16, 194 ct`11 L.Ì f-r., ( y')- ez3tt(y7e,. e4) `J1 
BI.V ra.(x,l- ea) 04] z J (3) 
{.7; (x9 . 
Vihen t are so small that terms in E;,Q, Ea', 
and in higher powers are negligible, (3) reduces to 
E Li LT (x')Y (x' j67,. 84. 





B.,} `1)T (y'/Ri BaJ J, 
X LJLí'J Z dz) 
E, C f fr) -8x11'(x,f( ea) ot-xl 
X [Jr') , , £ (y) - et j f tyI B,. g) dyy 
_ Ea Ff((x 9 j (x9f1xf le Bs) cticl 






T (x) -b,jL ~rx-6 x(e,Bi)a%G7 
-E titrao')--91iiziyi)f(7'iordaTh'i 
e ' x T,(x')-B,ljTxixÌ-Bz3 (x' 8, Ì ` J ] 
or, remembering the definition of V , V, , V, 
CI, = l 
Ü , ¡( fj t i xI; C 
Xi t To x - e, V22, 4.x.,)- ea.] V, z, 
- . f i x/61' e1x (x94' 
Y 
XL !LTA ix')' Ozi V,r - 
We restrict the arbitrary variations 64, 













and is evaluated for the actual population values of O, 
and b . The . are arbitrary constants 
(ii) aL,s is any solution of 
i Or 1304 tx,, = 
and any solution of 
J f (x', 1(x' l o,- 9i)ß ° ' = fi ,s, (ei) 
.. ,., denoting any continuous functions of 02, and 01 
respectively. 
(iii) the and .,.-are arbitrary numerical constants, 
and the various summations cover as many terms as we please. 
When 371 are given by (2), it is readily seen that 
a necessary condition for stationary generalised variance, 
or for J ,,; is 
` i) 4;0,0 0 Ai ( ,) 41:0.14) 
Accordingly, we need only consider whether unbiassed statistics 




Anticipating somewhat, we can show that 
when the statistics are given by (4), 
V ° n, ; Va. 2 - ; ; V = V,o , _ . . I (5) 
Substitution of (4) and (5) into the expression for cri/ yields 
d V = . zE,ii, (441(7%114 i 7%12-4 +/i.2- a 
da ó 6, 281 l D3, 
tE= f2%9c4rig;%v+Azx ).-(c)sio +,z 
B, lC%2 
()N ` - )[2. E }01 ( x9 cic ' -!- z E sZ. / 
J aa.J 
¡^D 
Now, from the definition of the . A 
fit l (x 9 Ike y_ `° ,ÿ A. (IX Gx L 4 
since f ikc I = 
d,r-,r aBej 
Consequently, 
Similarly g78, J 4 (x') CF = o 
Therefore ? Ri _ to and a pair of unbiassed statistics of 
the form (4),makes the generalised variance stationary. 
5.1.1 Nature of the Stationary Value of the 
Generalised Variance:.- Intuitively, one might expect that 
the stationary value of the generalised variance was a 
minimum. This will be so if our statistics make the second 
variation of always positive. Since this second varia- 
tion is the se't' of quadratic terms in E,, Ea>in (3), we have 
E,J .,2rx'`x'ith Ga) dot' ,! (1';) - ea-r- t -3',e,.49a. 
4- E2-2, I ̀19 l tJ'0, 0al01:3)T, (x9 -BpriCx,r/*8;)4t"x: 
i-A E, eV', (x)(7"; (4- /it fb'd tia) O4GJlfa (.1)(T;(7% -69 ki/B-Bi)ald f 
z - E, ., (x )fra fr9 - 2 I ifr' <Aa=)414 (y)CT=ry'J_ Bx } y.,, d ' 
(x)fT 6c11 ' dil x rx im to ̀ J ', T. ' d d T 1- ` I , 2) , 
/ , ` ' z' z1; x` (xi, oz) eLl r ( '_ (3, ( ' - 0411674-NV C jera ì -E';Ix'(Tf-ex.J'1)f(9(() ,(d9z 
' 8 , 2` 
- 61 6 a /74 (xi) [Tr Ìx') -641(x' JB, e.t)ctilk 6/fra (0-B L% } ) 
^ e' l.l fit Y) s (y)/ly'!Q ß)J{-jfr(9 T, (s'1H, - (x',. B, / 
) 
/3 
E,z Vaxfitz(x/ (xVO''d;)clec, i- E; VII fj(x(xu/tì,.)c&' 
f-J`'t' eiJ , (x)l, (x9- 0,j Rx'fB,da) ria' . ; Tz , -g; ,_ .Ì J } 
f (x9fTx(x9-94 (x'(B, dz)ttx'2-E2rJ l(',)(Trx'j-8, jiix'/eIo.t), 
/¡J 
L 
z ei El. Viz J , tx' .2, ( x) X l x: ) er a a ) dix ' 
-- Qf Ezii (x)tTa(.x9-0;1i(x'/B,N6441./i JLT t,- ' ,s . J . ) 
Inserting the values of T; 7-2 as given by (4), and 
remembering (5) and the relations 




2Y = E,2 L 411 % ^Lx 
(fj ' ; ( J - E5 Ea, a. y )) ,'' i ¡fdz' t %1 ia aa' ,J 
J á 
In special cases, S..1 is .7 O (e.g., when izzo and 
_ g.,r,,the latter implying f 01204),c6'=0) It is con- 
sequently always positive if the discriminant of the fore- 
going quadratic form is negative, i.e., if 
LA/7, d4) Ai,/ 4764c - ,\,;z01.1 dotx)7 
211 
iT /w(>1 - NI 'jfi '/i?c1] (6) 
Assume that the generalised variance of "T; 7' is 
positive, i.e., (equation (5)) that >h, Aa ? h 9 
The Second Variation in Large Samples : - A closer 
inequality than (6) may be derived by means of the following 
Lemma : - For any real, continuous, functions 
f I / L lf/ re j ¡Jr be'/ 62-cx, 0--`x/ cix' 
It, (x') 16'2(4 f l,xI > s``la' f 1;1- ( x'/ f(x') d-x, 
-I. (7') -Ix ` 41 ; x'1 ( otx'. oty 
Obviously, when we have a finite number of terms r 
k !á f: -c. 
6 '' L=e 
fi 
j 2- l tz: 6 z., L=e 
l 
'(¡/4 d - eiJ Jai fi 
, 
where in 1 the terms are omitted. But, when " ¿` 
the term 1-6 ! ï j - 4 e ' r is zero, and can be 
r r 
replaced by Proceeding to the limit, 
a 
°e 
1.- -i r,-- k :, v the sums tend to integrals, and the lemma 
is established. 
Returning to (6), write 
Since 







xu A,. jJ (.9 i ( - 6f, (19 raC9;1(.?¡ r4ez (' 4 eí [4 
L J d 
The inequality (6) can be rearranged thus: 
I k- > "\,t 






ra8 A, J2 
- z/ 2/J í f .f 
, 
The third term on the right hand side is essentially 
negative. Consequently (6) is certainly true if 
2 ff{ ( iz _ 6z t 9 61 ` 1') I zf` x l 6 . 8.0 f(yi {4 82 1 otx' .17 
> (1 ,(x-) p_f ci4c aez 
+- ++ \ (_x') dl z ix } 
+ 
/6. 
f (j) e4 
IÀ' 2 ()rA - .2ñ12 I A11 /2. [ 111 JJJ 
fl (x)I.2 (x)i(x`i d,. da»Vf (y) 
J 
- the notation I denotes absolute value. Now this 
inequality is true in sufficiently large samples. By their 
definition do not necessarily tend to zero as the size 
of the sample i increases. Therefore, when 7,, ,z have 
been specified in any particular case, the left hand side of 
the above inequality has a definite, positive value. On 
the other hand, as we demonstrate in Section 5.3.2, 
C 
as the sample becomes indefinitely large. By choosing 
great enough, we can thus make the right hand side of our 
inequality smaller than any preassigned quantity. It follows 
that, as :,. - - :.- (6) is always valid; that is , 
is always O without any additional restrjsction on the 
functions 1 , In the language of the Calculus of 
Variations, the stationary value of the generalised variance 
is a strong minimum in indefinitely large samples. 
The Second Variation in Finite Samples:- An example will 
illustrate that the inequality (6) is not universally true. 
Choose If, (x') = /Air so that 
.8/0 (i d0;) coil = O and (6) reduces to 
,5 l ++ 7 , i , t . ) 1 j,iitlCJ%\ i1- ?( f > i;f 2p' 2 .J1 ` a 00 
Make now two further restrictions, viz., 
values of e, O .(in the general expression for -Ç we have 




-O when J 4 ) 
and (ii) Gl a solution of 
j4,e, (%') (_' / r8) 4' = (er) 
function of 89 , to be more closely defined 
.evaluated for the population 
9 
where , is a 
later. These restrictions give 




Ao. r f LI 
é) Bzr 
and the foregoing inequality becomes 






L2 'a) a r 
r D 6,1" 
lÁ x fpf fix\JlGi ctxJ. 0 . 
or, since the variances err and 
positive, 
ñi and,,/ 2fx'are all 
i ,- I ' 1 J.44)(di1)01J4c,r- 
i. cat.` ( 6),)/ cte, r (7) 
To prove that this is not necessarily true, consider the 
following :Lemma: If é 1(` (84 <j (a conttant) for all 
values of 0,) then !tit (x')J </V for all values of .x' s. x, :, ) 
' P 
where f 4r(x9 Ç ix'/0/ .0 fix' ° 4;/,4and , . is continuous. 
Since IF, 0 everywhere, the Iviean Value Theorem for 
integrals gives 
r 
Os) ',.w 0 ( f ix' f t . 02) S' - ( f'i f(x'l or ew cict = 4,71'f ) 
. 
is a vector 
. 8 
l,l,)such that - ,, z..- 
where 0, & are the limits of the variate x. , The parti- 
cular value of depends on the particular value of (9,,a 
point which we stress by writing the last equation as 
t O,) - .w Êta ) 




d x)-147 (E. a4 ¡ ur(e)i(x e x 04)o.x' - j(444 (x'lÓ04Áx 
= fJ(xl)fj(?/OX) - (x or 84) o(,.x, 
1 f(xi)(,X_,) a,tx'l 8, t(1X"')` el3 4' L oc 
®x9, 28,. JJ 
( since is continuous in 0, ) 
= (e,".- ) ¡ ¡ x, Del J ` ll / 1-4.(6111- 6)r). 6045 / r 
Sk' (e,) .., l d,X z: 0 . 
Consequently 4.r( t'; 9) assumes every value between 
and 4 
ft '. !) 
;-w as 0, assumes every value between its extremes 
3,°iä (Whittaker and Watson, 4th Edition, p.42); and 
Air 
7 
( '; 9,)/ m j (9,)/ 
for all values of CI which proves the lemma. 
If 
J 
ii.'(ì0 j 4( i< always, (7) implies, by our lemma, 
< 1_ 'w_(O I eLX ' (by the mean value theorem) 
However, as is well known, continuous functions exist which 
are arbitrarily small, but whose gradients are as large as 
we please. That is, the last quoted inequality is contradicted 
by 'certain continuous functions 10/1), Thus, unless 0 
is small enough, the statistics 7-d , 7- may not have a gener- 
alised variance less than that of other permitted statistics 
"- D e e P" 67; ' 
S 
will be) C always, provided we restrict d 
in such a way that (u ' or w 3 fi,; is always valid. If the size 
of the sample (and hence the , \ ) is fixed, (u ̀ ) will be true 
so long as the gradients of the arbitrary ,(t.), -( s)are suf 
ficiently small. We therefore say that the statistics 
make the generalised variance a weak minimum in finite samples. 
The analogy with a similar result in the ordinary calculus of 
variations is noteworthy. 
5.1.2 Summary:- Given a distribution tiqxl Or Oa) 
let there exist functions /1 ( 0102.) A !X. l X7,6)4) 1,, (o, dz ,), 
such that 
if r a. - 
r t / 
are functions of 
4 
Then T ;; are unbiassed 
(8) 
estimates of °. respectively which make the generalised 
variance a minimum. The minimum is strong in indefinitely 
large samples, but weak in finite samples. 
5.1.3 Uniqueness : - Define the "generalised' second 
moment about the origin" as 
2J = 141 t B, z 
x +d dA. 
in which the element is the , bivariate second 
moment about the origin, or 
It is readily found that, when the statistics (8) exist 
for a Bernouillian sample, the same functions . enjoy 
the properties of unbiassedness and minimum generalised 
variance in a Poissonian sample, and are then given by 
' o 4 (.x' 10,' dal) )190i ! (3c'/í1á B.7 a 04 
( b ; t, g. are the values assumed by in the 
course of the observations;.< ) 
Let the generalised second moment about the origin of 
z in a Poiss onian sample be of (' d, 84 , That is 
°1;;(x1 ix'id,' d.11 j 
7-, (I`) T.z (x`) (x'1 44;1 ` t f 7-.12ix , '- 
-_,-(dJ': 
or 
ff fT 2 (x') Txy (1,19 - r, (y') 7`x (Y9 ra ( jf(xi/e8.11)07-vo,'- 64 9 Axwg. 
t ' 6',/ 
Consider now the Zn-fold linear integral equation 
with kernel ¢ (x' / O+'' 6A-' l j' / Os'- 
f 4k(xt 'f')j(x'i 'b ?)j('/ .' 04') ( tr'0 .0 
which has only one solution of class L' for A,L (x' 39 
We know that the continuous function 
. S br f TZ ') ,. 
satisfies this equation; therefore it is the only continuous 
solution. That is, no other statistics give the same gener- 
alised second moment about the origin as in a Poissonian 
sample. It follows that no other estimates of d,, 02 have 
the same generalised variance as `,I z_ 
5.1.4 A Relation Between The >''.o :- Solving (8) 
as linear equations in a o e, á fit P 82 yields 
fLerj I _ dz2. Cr. - 01) °4 rz. (Ti - ea 6! 
o(z) / T,. Of) } a ( 1 %2 
l 
where o& L J 
= E z,j F'z-J 
Differentiating with respect to 8, and 6a, 
` _ 
6,a 
r f - (T, - B °l z r 
B.t2 B 
















- ( i---2 DI. 
a eZ 
+- (T,,- 62) 'e,, 
a Or 
- .Multiply each equation by 15.- and integrate with respect 







From the last line, it follows that 
\1, MOON 
501.5 Variances and Covariance of the Unbiassed 





= J C%', - p, 
t 4- Oa/ 





ß, 2 d , t j . --- N4 G,Y2 
- Di z f 
for all values of 6, Ba. 
Therefore 
, 2 
4- /1;1 ol D, 
or, from (9), 
IB 
... 
°< $ .... ei. Ail >4ti2. 
r7d,d 0x. 
+A,a 04. /0 
Hence, since c(i j ) /( mal A ;2- )t Az) and since 
t1,1 = h 
Similarly, the variance of T is 
1Jx 













variance has the value 
5.2 Example of The Normal Distribution : - We exem- 
plify the general results by considering the distribution 
a y 
rt ff i 
whence 
(x' n4.ß - (2n) { 6 `(- . xt f 2 o.i. -1Lw+li2ei 
Unbiassed estimates of minimum generalised variance 
Jj 
exist for l and c x if we can 
, a L such that 
a-0.7 f a - 
r+ a.. 
Alti ?'413OrplazDieg _a 
2 1 




















0-y 6- 46 
The former is satisfied by \if = 0-4¡11,, > iz = O. Then 
also, and no suitable , exists. It lbs 
readily seen that no other values of 2\,, ever lead to the 
mutual satisfaction of this pair of identities. We conclude 
that the coefficients and rZ do not admit of estimation by 
unbiassed statistics of minimum generalised variance. 
Let us now try to estimate the alternative coefficients 
m- and( 4% . p writing ®, . n , t-, = ` 4- g--- we obtain 
- Y.:242" B x - ®, i- a -1 - 1 - 4 tC 9,- 0, 9 Z. i_. e z(0.2.- 42) ßx - e,2. 
Consider the expressions 
!'u '473ri 1- %, ír x ,i X - x .¡. d,: _ n. B,3 
a e, a612 e z ; 4 d3 b3 da 
.r.. 
z f I Z x , b', 
2 B d3? Z 6/3 
/ L-e' x 2 
3 
a el. 8 6 8 3 z 
81 ?L 19 - i' . - 
Z 632' e 3 d,7 
where e E has be en' written in place of(_ (9/$) 
By choosing 
= (0.t - fí,a, f yt 
i\ i e , (6,- e, 1 
` .z9, (Ba_ - d,9/. 
; X 3. a, ('e: 4-6,1)(6,- B, 
z) I -,,l, 
these forms reduce to 
n 
-1c-VI 
respectively. Consequently :- ..;- is an unbiassed estimate 
of 617.= Erin is an unbiassed estimate of 
and these statistics make the generalised variance a minimum. 
The actual variance of i,xt-ri.imoreover, is 
Yt 
That of Ix - is 
( xi-0,9(t4- / : 
The covariance of the pair of estimates if 
Hence the generalised vgriance is 
yt r a 
rxa Yi- 2 6-h/ -f.)C / 3,1'1/6.-2) I 
5.2.1 Verification:- 
.2 ú "A'"Z 
6-x 
2 rr.- 4-- V'71- 
Fra 
The last results can be 
checked by first principles. In a Bernouillian sample of 
the bivariate moment generating function of xbt and : . ,: is 
o$ 
H 





where 45- _ (A./7./ L - x` vs) zJ'' 
So 
,\1 3) j _ x P, - pc° yK X n_ ra y 
(V ' ' ` (ot 
'ß/ 
., ' s at - Yw y. d t , ] t (i_r2) t - gr z 7,. C - ,e 4-;) / d 
0,0 
-041)_ x ` 714.7%.+do-4 7 LL, Ira ryt. 1 .j3ri 
_n 
-t3: 
a- 0,- z z +- m.n- (o( .... Í 
71- - ( -n - z 3 4--2") 
We are interested in the reans and variances of the two 
statistics, i.e., in the linear and quadratic terms in the 
expansion of Iii (0c. 3). Choosing 3 < h a C- 2' as we 
legitimately may - we find, after slight reduction, 
fri (Ali) = i i- eg r11, t 3 (,,,,2" + e_a) f C m z 714) 
4. 22 1132 1L4 2.rwa cr..z d h+a +. 4 d $1. f 3 -m r2 n. 
From the theory of generating functions 
(i) The mean of ) xt-n is . 
(ii) The variance of `Lx ¡n is (As rte/ ) -° 2' 
(iii) The mean of Eacz1n is »+` 2'+ v°a. . 
(iv) The variance of /x2172, is 
2 r a s -f- 1r - rm. 
a. 6-4 Z rn z 
n. 
( v) The covariance of and xn is 
)12 d- Z 3 + '°^. 
._.. .rn --1 -rt . 
- l »L. fi 6"ai 
x 
These results agree completely with those already 
obtained. In particular, (i) and (iii) verify that 2_,, 
>....x.2171, are unbiassed. estimates of r2,s *:i° respectively. 
It is not surprising that our present method of estimation 
does not admit ex -x) ya as a statistic, since this is 
biassed, its mean being not ,r1 but G"(t - ñ) it is more 
z 
unexpected at first sight that .s'n, 42c-x/ /71-/ which are 
both unbiassed, should not qualify. However, the sampling 
variance of the latter is found (by application of the moment 
generating function technique, or otherwise) to be ), ;I - Ä° 
while the covariance with L.Icia is zero. Hence this pair 
has a generalised variance of 
0670 
which exceeds that of L, /it, )_x4 /1t in the ratio 
The phenomenon of the basic parametric coefficients has 
been forcibly brought out in this example. Thus we were 
able to estimate - and means of unbiassed statistics 
of minimum generalised variance; but it was impossible to 
estimate r- and by such statistics. 
5.3 Unbiassed Statistics of Minimum Generalised 
Variance and Koopman Distributions: - As we found in Section 
5.1.4, two unbiassed statistics,,, 7;of minimum generalised 
variance satisfy 
lgrsipe, = d,z (Ti`e,) _°c,x (772.- e2) (14) 
LI' ad; _ -d at ("r ._ 61,) t- d s i ( T - 192, ) w 
where ` = ¿Ja, a 4 ;41\ ) . Regarding the ti 
(and hence the 4/ ) and a , . as given functions, we may 
solve this pair of simultaneous partial differential equa- 
tions for 
1' 1 
and thus find the type of probability distri- 
bution which admits a pair of unbiassed statistics of 




,¡ aci d8, =C,) F f31 fi:) ;C¿J dB= (z.) je,. 191 ) 
0 
ex 
ro Fc j 4191= r,? 4 1:i (e9,()') J (2) F, a%Bz - ( 2) 4 ( B, ez ) 
Ci13 - -,2.] 
Integration of the first equation with respect to 6, 
gives 4479 ( -7"...N(1) 17. -fr. (I) 'f.2,2 
`.pi d3)co, "-Z, x'/ 
where is a constant of integration, independent of 6,. 
Similarly, the integral of the second equation is 
d 
_ CT*, 62)() Frz -(-r )(z) F I *(z) ,nn 1- C2 (b', 
where C.,, does not involve 0 2 
Adding 
i(T; £4(1) F _(2J F:2) qr3.- e4X c z) r¡, (,) 1) IM) f z 2 t2I j , 
C(6 6)4x') 
where [ (d,, d2. x` _ C, (& . x`Ì t , (e,. x..), 
The necessary and sufficient condition that this be 
the solution of the original pair of differential equations 
is C (O,. ( x'1 = function of lc : alone. Differentiating 
the proposed form of A4717we obtain 
r 
-- - L z es -0412,(T.2.-192) -(r, -e dz dex 




,;-a,) -4,2.0 +°(iB (T2.-e2 )J 
whence, integrating both sides with respect to 0 
21 (Ti -Os) 7' 2.' 0a 
Substituting in (15), 
b),) -4BZCTa-94 
6), )f &p / 7d, 
i-(a) Ft) 1. (Alt-7; a- 
u - 
+°` .b, D 
which agrees with the first equation of (14) provided 
r 
i.e provided is independent of 
Similarly, to satisfy the second equation of (14), 
independent of 
must be 
Thus - is necessarily a function of . ..' 
only; and this condition is clearly sufficient. A distri- 
bution admitting two unbiassed statistics of minimum gener- 




g'' F - 2 ' z --(V F - 1 2 1 l-( (z)(1.71-1 
- 
C, F I z ) 
ÿ® +- ti) 41- ( ., ,F- .. (-4. 
1' writing ,(6dJ = ,r,,F$æ, _aa.,FB 
-(.6,.®;) x (ò - c,J 
F3 i61' 2) 
L to) z + (z) - ° r 8,9,) - c5i;i'a (a,.a.1 
-'°°'3 
çx'),(r) t-A(x') F( op. i) -t-nl`=;(r8,-04) -t-zc(x). 
or,  
Since iris the sum of ,lL similar terms 





E 'c (`Xj) = 1 C C x 
d -' 
whence, finally, 
f4,(x) F, 09,dx1+ (x) F; 8:) -t- F3 ( 671 8z) -t. "c ( x)] .v 
a distribution of Koopman's form, admitting two sufficient 
statistics. By Koopman's Second Theorem,T; 7z are them- 
selves sufficient. 
In (14), it was assumed that T; , 7- and the í1g a 
were all prescribed. The only unknown element in is 
therefore e(x) which muse, however, be such that y obeys the 
total probability condition over a given range. We shall 
study the implications of this statement in Section 5.4. 
5.3.1 The Converse Problem to the foregoing is - 
given the general Koopman two -parameter distribution, does it 
admit a pair of unbiassed, statistics of minimum generalised 
variance? If so, what are they and what coefficients do 
they estimate? 
For the "canonical" form of Koopman distribution 
we have, in a Bernouillian sample of n., 
.1- A. l -1- 'yl. F +-- <. (xi 
J 
where Tj has been written for 
(xJ11- 
Suppose that statistics l,L L(x exist, unbiassed esti- 
mates of &,, OO respectively, which minimise the generalised 





°') can be found such that 
(Ì 
a t z ear 
&a. 
i.e., such that 
tr - ` n.T, 6,1 a +A'a + n,2 16f áF- é aeA a .z z Je 
?..E' t'7tT2. (A;, dZ1- 
' D B: '()9, 
Consider the former identity. In order that it be 
of the requisite form, it is necessary 
of l0T. should be constants, i.e., 
s s >s á Y! 
while it is necessary that 
N 
Solving 
f , F.7 
e 
Op °1 
)Ftñ ,F 5.4 
ae 
that the coefficients 
the first two of these necessary 
>1 
X,z, 
where ; - 
n g, 
j e`P L/ ^! 
_ `, .-s - - 
ea íìe2 )/ 
ä / A, 








J,/4Jx =*O aiintheusual 
)0a, DID, í%(B, 9a) 
Substituting these values in the third 
14 
' 
Lt.' c')._91-2- d -_ ?Va. 
_ 
4(afí 
( t,Z D 02 del', D192 ) e, 
or ,,j ú ( 2) -- 4 " F) 
. l ) ( g,. 8a ) (t1, B2,j` 
or, utilising the property of Jacobians 
k 
. 47) t S. t) 
Dyi 






That is, on expanding the 









In other words, the parameter a, is a linear combination of 
-OF and .Similarly, the second parameter r. is a 
linear combination of these same basic coefficients, say 
corresponding to which we have 
f/2.1 3 a 
J+/ 
Z 
= (14 Z 4114 )/j 08, 
.. r 
x ( 
:)67, 8, /1 






4x ) 1 - , u `s d ? V! _ `vi ;d, D®, ae, ,d1. 
Differentiate both (18) and (19) with respect to Os and ®a ; 
4 (D4F-- () y!, 
+ 
a F' D iji a- 4_ ,A (rlF ? tjh c)'t a (JA 




J.1 ry1 ]. 1 
i 
e! 
;+ ; a;r c)9/1 d ;F az 
DO: Ir_3 Jz d y, J yz ñ )y=a ex ('Lì± ?, D6, 
.71 










, Dy ; z da, 
From the first and third of these, we obtain t;;.): I 
and °while come from the second 




. ; 9./2..._ _(..A 24F ___ _ , .0 ,Y .i. ,,. ::i ./,'I g 1/,-- )Y-, , i a 62 dyi 1 c);14 d(da 
where 
D = Cho ?4F/elVi2 . 4- k o aF/,/, 44)(43 a /a,? -i. 'Xi. );F/4i2.1) 
-(k .4, akFI iii, ,)," 1.. 144.4 F91,)(A 3 PF/ d 9/, 4- ,44,)*Fldy,diwa) 
Substitution of these values in ].7) and (20) con- 
firms that A ; 
as required. Consequently, the general Koopman two-parameter 
distribution does admit pairs of unbiassed statistics of 
minimum generalised variance. All these pairs are, however, 
linear combinations of one fundamental, or "basic" pair. 
Thus the statistics 
-ft, 
k, ('xJ)} Ì;, (xj) 
J 
(-t) f-tn. (3`,0 
(the kls being constants) are unbiassed estimates of 
43 F 1 3 
b91 
respectively, and give minimum generalised variance. The 
/574 
coefficients - J F1 D y), , -) Fl a y/3. will be termed the 
basic parametric coefficients of the distribution. 
By inserting the values of ))!,41,z,092 c,G -I,; j in (16), 
(17), (20), (21) we obtain explicitly the variances and 
covariance: 





(ii) Variance of U;issimilarly, 
l 
F 32 tU ,3 !!ij 4 - 
[/ tf/ v1 y% . a. 
(iii) C ovariance of AI and 41-7., is (equation (12 ) and (17)) 
t ,?rLF 
D y/ x 
a +(4A4+ 44) a a x - 
The generalised variance is therefore 
v 
c. k ; . 32 F/O1,2. aF/094.dv, 
k4 F¡DV, ;via. ()TLFla / 
5.3.2 A Special Casez- A case of special importance 
occurs when we choose Ati = ; A = 
results then reduce'to the following: 
T, _ (xj) is an unbiassed estimate of -- 
,j ` 
-n- T " j'_ ¡; (x3) is an unbiassed estimate of - F 
09/2. 
3 = 0. The foregoing 
The variances of 
r 
and r ay, 
respectively are 
, F 
and their covariance is The generalised variance 
Av, 
(which is a minimum) is 




and covariance in large samples of 71 are each 
Examples of Basic Parametric Coefficients:- 
(a) The normal distribution 
7 
can be transformed, on putting VI = e fr 
into the Koopman canonical form 
- - .1E, 13 . x 
Ve 






which is estimated by - L 
rt. J 
(ii) - 
a Va. k y 
which is estimated by ! s 
ig 
These results confirm those in Section 5.2. 
(b) The Pearson curve 
f 
* 
can be transformed, on putting a_ into the Koopman 
canonical form 
r 
The basic parametric coefficients are accordingly 
(i) - 
which is estimated by -& 4_ 
J '" ' 
(ii) 
r 
f(p+01/2 a' - -J rfr 
which is estimated by ,L 
We note that for this distribution the unbiassed stat- 
d- I-i p+) o f 
d. (P +,) r(o+o 
istics of minimum generalised variance are the arithmetic and .
geometric means. 
5.4 Unbiassed Statistics of Minimum Generalised 
Variance and the Total Probability Condition:- In Section 5.3 
we learned that the question "is there a distribution, over 
a given range, (a, J ) for which two prescribed statistics, 
with prescribed variances and covariance, are unbiassed and 
of minimum, generalised variance ?" is synonymous with "can a 
function .c (x, be determined such that 
xier f l x) t yea. f (x) F (y>1. via) °t- r (x) .e a 
for all values of y',, íst/a, ; the 
/.o 
and F being given ?" 
Writing e.(x) r ,u(x) this equation is equivalent to 
Ja u ( %) L s (x) tJfiL .if i l c)J o -e4er {- F (V ° Va) / . 
Now there is in general no function ,µ(x) for which this 
relation is true, as we can show by the "passage to the 
limit" technique of theCalculus of Functionals. Thus, 
subdivide the range of x into t equal parts by the values 
Exc 
Let the ranges of values of 11/, and yé,_ be also divided into t 
parts by the values 
/) -CJ Vje:),. ... y'j (.,), ' 4 +1 
The integral equation above is the limit, as,t -3o0, 4, 
of the system of linear algebraic equations 
E 44(xo 12, f vio ( + v/.2.( k) 12. (xehji = 
_/ 
- - -- k+/; ::41] 
This system consists of( *t/)=equations in ,t-fl unknowns 
41-(30),-- ,u.trxt .There is therefore no set of values 
of the unknowns which satisfies all the equations, in 
general. Passing to the limit (,L--w) it follows that in 
general no function ,u,(x) makes 
JA4x 44Cf {,1,(x) -i- y/.1, il I e 
for all values of y 
In certain special cases, a solution may exist. Let 
us ascertain the relevant circumstances, and the correspond- 
ing solution. Supposing for the moment that the limits 
are t we try to find ,a(x) such that 
uo 
for all values of /, yr/a. . Put j, (x) _ , and denote the 
inverse transformation by X. = -4 j'() If the limits of 
Valso are ± we have 
Ffr/(j)2 Va (10) 
I-''( ,].(2411, y 4-Ya. 6$1- 
e. 
42:1(1) 
- FcY F614- for all valuest of WI; 
or, writing-4; u. L-"'(7)1 ,' Ì- ", ,1 ̀  : . 
i_ ,wx( 1) Y- + 5011 lla (y) + c = E FC9; 4f or 
In particular, when yi2 0, 
mg 11) "AL. d4i ° F(tj,,oq 
all 
Hence, assuming F is bounded, the theory of Laplace trans- 
forms is applicable, and 
Ft °,6 Q 1 
By hypothesis, this value of 447((y)must satisfy the original 
equation for all values of y'á, not merely for ya" O. Accordingly, 
foo 
1.14/4 t tß°Ó, /': (. ty. F( ' o s 2-) 
or, utilising the transformation -i 6), 
If, then 
F64. Z(x - D} L)r(x)°- t,VVV F ' 61,L _ ane 4Y')( 22) 
satisfy this condition - which is both 
necessary and sufficient - a probability distribution does 
exist for which L , 
minimum generalised variance. 
Epc 
a.v c J- o® 
are unbiassed statistics of 
Since al`or 
is determined, we can determine the hitherto unknown element 
i,0 whereupon the distribution is completely specified. 
By the uniqueness property of Laplace transforms there is 
at most one Koopman distribution corresponding to functions 
If the range of the variate is not t o4. (or if the trans- 
formations employed do not preserve the range), the fore- 
going general statements remain true; but instead of em- 
ploying Laplace transforms, we must invert the integrals 
by the general theory of integral equations. 
5.4.1 The form of F:- The total probability condi- 
tion for _>ur distribution may be put in the form 
F(1 i 
r 
Thus, given merely 4., (,x) 
fa 
(x) there is an infinite 
number of Koopman distributions over a prescribed range - 
one to each function -( which may be chosen arbitrarily. 
Equation (23) should, in fact, be considered as defining 
the class of functions F for which two- parameter probability 
distributions, admitting sufficient statistics, exist. When 
(23) is satisfied, (22) is also valid; the dintinction 
between these two formulae is that t_e latter contains no 
explicit mention of .`x :p which we originally encountered as 
an arbitrary "constant" of integration. 
5.4.2 The Non -Existence of a Pair of Unbiassed 
Statistics of Minimum Variance: - In Chapter Four we 
deferred consideration of the question whether a distribution 
exists which admits two unbiassed statistics of minimum 
variance. Equation (23) now presents us with the means of 
tackling the problem. 
We recall that, for unbiassed statistics of minimum 
variance, the Ft .J ep2 of Koopmant s distribution degenerated 
into the form 
41-1, 
yA 
( , are arbitrary functions of one variable) . Cor- 
responding to this F, we must try to determine a function 
(x) such that (23) is observed, i.e., such that 
( dfri, - .e,,er V, 6) (x) + ' - (x) -t- e (x ÿ f 01.x . 
If a t.a exists, we have (on differentiating partially 
with respect to and then fit% ) 
'OA* (I) l4ibc)a-é<l ï} +}4( a(4t6,()J e 
(x . (x) ! a () 
for all values of 9/, and y ),L . 
Regard the terms within the bracket [ J as the kernel K 
of an integral equation, 
wl (x ) j ( x y. Y, Y/a) dux r = 
This equation has only one continuous solution, .cam = o 
Therefore, when,tJ is replaced by -_.{ F x:x which is 
positive for finite c the foregoing double integral is not 
identically zero, unless indeed the kernel itself is,. 
The latter occurs only if 
t x = s (4) for all values of A_ and 
i.e., if 
- ,: (x) r constant, say 
The distribution consequently reduces to 
,r,/Xf 
® , ' 
By the total probability condition, 
í%lx + V t ylsfs .ï . ,y i b ( 96 ) t 
That is, 
(a function of ) r, (a function of 
for all values of 
a constant, and 
.. 
Each factor is accordingly 
There is therefore no probability distribution which 
admits two unbiassed statisUoz of iiiiniiaua vn iance, and the 
criteria of Chppter Four are completely sterile. 
5.4.3 A Property of the Arithmetic Mean. We have 
already shown that the only one -parameter distribution, 
over fr.,- for which the mean, with variance independent of 
the coefficient estimated, is sufficient, is the normal curve. 
The two -parameter analogue will now be considered. 
If two sufficient statistics exist, the parent distribu- 
tion must be of Koopman's form; if one of the statistics i$ 
the arithmetic mean, this form is 
t- 
By Section 5.4.1 we can choose 
arbitrarily, and determine F such that 
1, 
and the range, 
obeys the total 
probability condition. Therefore there is an infinite 
number of distributions for which the mean is sufficient. 
Suppose we investigate now the distributions for which 
the mean is a sufficient and unbiassed statistic, with 
variance of given form. Thus let'e' be an unbiassed 
estimate of a coefficient with variance of, say, 
`B 
/it I Ya, /L 
We have, for the F of the Koopman distribution sought for 
,a 
0'* F = - ._ '4- j. l Va.) + VI '" (Y's) 
where are arbitrary functions. The distribution itself is 
3,4 c tJ/ijs(x) ` y t Vis..) Yi (Y/s) +.^cI( 
and the total probability condition demands (for a doubly - 
infinite range of ) that 
174069/0:-+Vait().)^1-4:0101,X=- f - 3(y/4-V11(940 j (24) 
for all values of s1,, í/tls . Giving íßl, the particular value / 
and writing 
we can solve 
y/, x + (x) + e<-(X)) a%ac - A ,d ,, ' g y/, j 
for the unknown 4. i 412 (x,+ and the result obtained 
is unique. Thus, corresponding to anys(x,we determine one 
function of . say ; ;., (x a which satisfies the last equation. 
Moreover, this function z, (x) must also satisfy (24) for all 
values of y/, , i/s ; 
x-°yC - s [ + , x J s P T ' + - 610} 
Since 'C,Cx) is known in terms of. and the constants 
s this represents a (non -linear) integral equation in a 
function of one variable, which must hold for all values of 
two other variables yJt, t// By the method of Section 5.4, we 
can show that such an equation has in general no solution; but 
that if, in a particular case, a solution does exist, it is 
unique. Now in the present instance we know a solution of 





. driy° a .. 7/ . 
(i.e., in (24), ! , 
$ w 
< 
The Koopman distribution possessing these elements is 
the normal distribution (Section (5.3.3). Since, as we 
have seen, no other expressions forx. :.satisfy (24), we have 
the theorem: 
The only distribution, with range t , for which the 
mean is a sufficient and unbiassed estimate of 
with variance 
A similar theorem has been enunciated by R. A. Fisher - 
"the only Pearsonian distribution for which the mean is a 
sufficient statistic of location is the normal distribution." 
At the cost of particularising both the coefficient to be 
estimated and the variance of the estimate, we have been 
able to remove the adjective " Pearsonian." 
is the normal curve. 
In Section 5.3.3, we encountered a second Pearson curve - 
the Gamma Type - for which the arithmetic mean was a suffi- 
cient statistic. It may be of interest, therefore, to carry 
out a census of this family. 
5.4.4 Sufficient Statistics Admitted by Pearson 
Curves:- The members of Pearson's family of distributions, 
defined by 
c* °w x. 
are classified according to the nature of the coefficients of 
the denominator. 
(A) Denominator possessing real, unequal roots, 
say, , . 
We have 
' (;x - cc ) r..x. 
- 42_ 
) ( se r =4 ) 
ct_ 
a ' (x-44.) -i- !9 
where A is a constant. Sincerrctx / we can determine A, if 
it exists, in terms of the four parameters 4, d, , °(x 
denote it therefore by A( e, g, Q4,) 
Comparing with Koopman's form, it is evident that 
neither = , nor ' admits of estimation by sufficient statis- 
tics. If, however, the population values of these parameters 
are known, we may estimate the other two by sufficient 
statistics; thus, since 
- 
P 
± V-- a) s' 2- ri - 4z K_ 
= 




(i) ñ -a= is an unbiassed estimate of -- 
1 
(ii)_' E .x._d$ i `4,-44 is an unbiassed estimate Of* _ß n 
.1E- lei )(41/t4) 
in samples of .,/ and these statistics have minimum gener- 
alised variance. 
(B) Denominator Possessing Equal Roots, say Then 
o 
a 
f' y._ 1¡cz.oC ,.. 
.... ,A-. . 
... ... - 
where A, the constant of integration, is determined in terms 
of < 
; 
by the total probability condition. By in- 
spection, no sufficient statistic exists for the estimation 
of . 
When the population value of ° . is known 
(i) E is an unbiassed and sufficient 
estimate of !4 i D ( *k¡ -cx 
(11)1271, [2: x 
estimate of D ft' 4 rj 42., 
x_d * .}Jis an unbiassed and sufficient 
(C) Constant : Suppose first that fi,po 4 -i/ c.. 
We have 
7 




® v-1131 4- ( - 
.1 ) -I-. / ` 
(A has the usual significance). 
No sufficient statistic exists for estimating b. 
where r = - 
) 
When the population value of b is known, two sufficient 
statistics can be obtained, e.g., 
an unbiassed estimate of 
an unbiassed estimate of 
In this case, the mean emerges as sufficient. If the 





Consequently (choosing 41,,,tj and i;-4.1,t, as independent variables 
/ ) the mean estimates 4 i +4) 
If, in the original distribution, ?ca.= o, 
we have 
a case of no interest. 
(D) Constants = ° ; Here 
4.: , 
"tt * o but c, i -- .,.....,-- 
c_ a 0 
or con.st,A.7.,L 
/ 
If the range of x is tco the constant if) -7,- (zn "co) a and 
the distribution is normal. As we have seen, two suffi- 
cient statistics exist; moreover, the mean is a sufficient 
estimate of a, which 'locatest the curve. 








(x -4- e a. -C t a. , 
/., 
a t a 9r ,r- s / f° .Ci. a Va [ w°r°' _ i ° 40 ̀ e' a c, J t,, c _ c,Z) "- 
No sufficient statistics exist for the estimation of 
>ti 
any of ,'0 When the population valuew of the 
4t's are given, there is á sufficient statistic for the 
estimation of a. In particular, 
E J Q..c'x + <' is an unbiassed estimate of 
A `,Co,tA_ -Cs -co _ -Caf ` 
Do- 
and has minimum variance. 
To sum up the Pearson curves admit sufficient stat- 
istics for only two of the four parameters (if the denom- 
inator of d/: has real roots) or for only one parameter 
(if the denominator has complex roots) - the other two, or 
three, coefficients being regarded as known. For only two 
distributions (normal and Gamma) is the mean sufficient; and 
in only the former case does it estimate the parameter of 
location. 
5.5 Koopman's Two -Parameter Distribution and 
Maximum Likelihood:- In applying the method of Maximum 
Likelihood to the distribution 
we must first decide what coefficients we wish to estimate. 
16 
Let these be 01(9/1. y/a) and Fig (`, . y4t) , The 
likelihood function, for a Bernouillian sample of n, is 
7= ¡:. i ( xï; y,/.7=4 
e 







X: f- . a 
O therefore yields 
tg 1 
L-6 a x 1) # .. ¡a- t ï D----F- D 
V 
L ¿ / 
or, since úF a 2y,..... 
Dee 
+ --- , a f'x. D 0: 
d ` 1' 1 ' -- ,- F ' ,.._ i ®, a., 
'()' 
ét.. 
*° -f-- " 
g 
° 
Hence the 'maximum likelihood equations 9re 
(1) n. _ Q Y *. (xi.) 4- 1- N1 
which are independent of the parameters &, 9L , If we 
choose 91 m a FJ a y/, , BL ) F /Oy z we obtain precisely 
the same statistics as in Section 5.3.2. Thus Maximuj 
Likelihood can be made - by suitably selecting the 
coefficients to be estimated - to yield unbiassed stat- 
istics of minimum generalised variance. This result is 
not surprising, in view of the theorem discovered by Geary 
( "The Estimation of I!`any Parameters," Journal of The 
Royal Statistical Society, Vol. 55, Part 3, 1942), 
"in indefinitely large random samples, the maximum likelihood 
estimates of the parameters give minimum generalised 
variance." 
5.5.1 Unbiassed Maximum Likelihood Statistics: - 
9,, 0,4 could have been chosen as functions other than 
- 9 F/D V, , -- a F DYA. respectively. If 0, were, say, 
a given function 1c)Fpy -OF /)V/s)we would have to 
solve the foregoing maximum likelihood equations accordingly, 
whereupon we would obtain 3 
C 
4, if, (,) , i. 2- ii, (x`)) 
ao the required statistic. 
Let us determine what functions G can be estimated by 
maximum likelihood statistics which are unbiassed. 
i 
Writ ingT for .1.i, /(x<) Ljä/.,2.3 we have 
..- Y ,,,. â F 
Therefore 
-i T /a s , 
aF aF 
n l T y '!t. aY2 
When G possesses partial derivatives up to the third order 
n ., 
4-(7-1- ) 
.4( ) JF 01-- 2 ) a v, Dv/a, a/- a 7 ' D T D 1(/2 i`2 n i i, 
L. 
a: +-z L ?_1_-. _+ _.a. Dy; 1-- s í7 y/, ?,da, ) T, o TZ ê 3 T; [7 1 . . 
DL 3 D) (D/..)2 ?L. )3 3 L J 3 f3 z,} áT 3 t 3 av- T,; 7Ti tD T 7' z 1 i ()Lar ` ' ''" 
+ L 3 J-3-- _?F g ,L. _c3Jt 9' 7L ( 3 VA - ó 7r-; 3 í7 /, - ,.à , 7y/y .n.. yla.) ( 25 ) ` 
where o r ` ®, < I . The circumflex denotes 
that, after differentiation, the arguments are given the 
values , _ - F 
The expectation, over all possible samples of n, of 




Now, differentiating the equation 








= Z.] (26) 
Differentiating again with respect to y/ gives 
);L- 
ets : -t- C' 
or 
,A, x _ 3 2- r L 2, / (27 ) 
Df D % ,J 
Multiply (25) by ; integrate, and simplify by means of 
the relations just derived. Ne find 
E'(4) 




Dy; V: di, drz 02 Dri1 
4- 0 ( (28) 
dD F 
s an estimate of this 
statistic is biassed unless the second and subsequent.terms 







the most general solution of which is 
71) = Ft 7-/ 4- 7-1 4- 
(A, B, C constants). Thus the only unbiassed statistics 
yielded by maximum likelihood for the Koopman distribution are 
( 
and linear .combinations thereof. 





This proves that any maximum likelihood statistic for the 
Koopman distribution is consistent. 
5.5.2 Variances and Covariance by Likelihood Theoby:- 
The general theory of Maximum Likelihood gives the following 
precept for calculating the variances and covariance, in 
large samples of the estimates of e,! ®, :calculate the 
expectation, over all samples of n, of 











of d ) 
and the covariance of the two estimates, in large samples, 
is 
cofactor of 
We apply this rule for the choices 
0,! 







r:6V,39/; a4. dO,' jL fr' 






Multiply ,> y- by 
By (26) , there results 






azL¡aV, dv/;, 321-Pe by 
D 'F )2'L 
09),ft be,= 
- x (D2 F 
),Y2 
D2 F" L 
Ul y byf(JÌz 
9%,a U 0, O: 
-- d 'F d°F 
L a s 3 ,J d ! ys/y f°i / ú J, J z 
D2 F-7 Da- L 
(-jfi 
- 2 )1D'IL + zzr aiF 
asr, 4/i B, } 4,, ay/.,. 0, 14.a a e4 d s: 




0y)12 ivs 2- Y,, a Va.1 
The Hessian determinant can now be written down; 






Y ' - LZ )cfJ 19/a- 
.n 
x 
similarity - as well as an instructive analogy with the 
theory of linear estimation by Least Squares - has been dis- 
cussed elsewhere ( "On the Estimation of Statistical Para- 
meters," A. C. Aitken and H. Silverstone, Proceedings of the 
Royal Society of Edinburgh, Sectioñ A, Vol. 61). Despite the 
final agreement, however, it msy be worth while to dwell for 
a moment on some points of difference, both in method and in 
conclusions. 
5.6.1 Two important features of estimation by 
unbiassed statistics of minimum generalised variance concern 
(i) the distribution of the estimates and (ii) the treatment 
of the size of sample. As regards (i), no assumption what- 
soever was made. The distribution of the estimate, be it 
normal or not, symmetrical or skew, is immaterial to the 
development of our theory. In Maximum Likelihood, on the 
other hand, the requirement of normally distributed stat- 
istics is fundamental. The precept for obtaining variances 
and covariances, for instance, is inextricably bound up with 
this assumption. (See, e.g., R. A. Fisher's paper, "The 
Logic of Inductive Inference," Journal of the Royal 
Statistical Society, Vol. 98, wherein he says - p.42 - "if 
T be an estimate of an unknown parameter 0, normally dis- 
tributed with variance V, then the limit of a ------ "} 
Because of the necessity for having normally distributed 
statistics, Maximum Likelihood distinguishes between large 
and small samples, and many of its theoremPare valid only 
for the former. To quote Fisher again (loc. cit. p.41) 
"this.....naturally requires that our edifice shall be built 
in two stories. In the first we are concerned with the theory 
of large samples In the second story, where the real 
problem of finite samples is considered. Estimation by unt 
biassed statistics of minimum generalised variance, in contrast, 
necessitates no qualification regarding sample size. This 
quantity, we recall, only affects the analysis by fixing the 
number of integrations to be performed. 
5.6.2 By handling expressions which are true for any 
size of sample, we detected (Section 5.1.1) the presence of a 
weak minimum. By following the usual Maximum Likelihood 
technique, and studying only "indefinitely large random 
samples," Geary was unable to state whether the resulting stat- 
istics made the generalised variance a strong or a weak minimum. 
He said merely that it was a "minimum" - unqualified - as, of 
course, is correct for the limiting case considered. 
5.6.3 The phenomenon of basic parametric coefficients - 
which. emerges clearly from the methods of estimation here 
developed - is not brought out either by °aximum Likelihood, 
or by the criterion of sufficiency; yet it is an aspect of the 
theory which demands consideration, and which may modify 
previously accepted views - even, as we noted in Section 5.2, 
on such a well -worn subject as the normal curve of error. 
The virtue, in this connection, of our two postulates is 
that they automatically reveal the coefficient to be esti- 
mated, without the introduction of any additional criterion. 
5.6.4 The proponent of Maximum Likelihood might 
point out that unbiassed statistics of minimum generalised 
variance only exist for certain distributions - Koopmants 
type - whereas his method produces a result in many more 
cases. This is true, and a legitimate criticism. It 
would seem that the advantages adumbrated above are ob- 
tained at the expense of a limitation of applicability. 
From one point of view, indeed, our criteria determine not so 
much statistics, as distributions admitting certain species 
of estimates. (See Section 5.3, in which the equations (14) 
were treated as differential equations obeyed by 
"acceptable" probability distributions). This does 
however show - a partial reply to the foregoing criticism - 
that for non -Koopman forms there are no statistics possess- 
ing the desired attributes. Maximum Likelihood always 
yields sufficient statistics when they exist (Koopmants 
Third Theorem) but does not in itself tell whether a par- 
ticular estimate is sufficient or not. 
5.6.5 Another criticism which can be levelled 
against the present method is the restriction imposed on 
the arbitrary functions ,px) 
Di(,c 
of Section 5.1. The 
restriction 
is however formal rather than real. Menthe expression 
,LL,. (Section 5.1) is evaluated for Koopman's distribution, 
it is found to be a polynomial in T; = 1. , (c ) and 
moi= L L. .4; (x1) i.e., one part of (1% any arbitrary func- 
tion of 7"1 ,--7-,. capable of expansion in a Maclaurin series. 
The other part, involving as it does the solutions of a 
certain integral equation, represents a double infinity of 
functions. In any event, restrictions of this nature are 
not new in statistical analysis. Maximum Likelihood theory 
itself, for instance, contains such a feature. Thus Fisher 
(loc. cit. p.45) proves that "of the methods of estimation 
based oh linear functions of the frequencies, that with 
smallest limiting variance is the method of maximum likeli- 
hood." Similarly, in his paper we have referred to, Geary 
compares the generalised variance of maximum likelihood stat- 
istics with that of others based -n linear functions of the 
frequencies. 
5.6.6 A final point. In Maximum Likelihood the 
emphasis rests on estimating a coefficient by solving an 
equation. One arrives at a relation ur fr' 1 t) =o say, which 
must be manipulated by ordinary algebraic or analytic 
technique, so that e is obtained in terms of the observations 
X' . In distinction, the method of unbiassed minimum 
generalised variance leads, not to an equation, but to a 
functional form. If a certain operation gives a function 
of '` alone, we have the desired statistic; if it does not 
yield such a form, the statistic does not exist. 
CHAPTER SIX 
THE SAMPLING DISTRIBUTION OF CERTAIN STATISTICS 
6.0 While a formal distinction is drawn between the 
problems of distribution and of estimation, no clear boundary 
can be traced in practice, and the solution of the former may 
be a necessary preliminary to the study of the latter. For 
instance, the test of the significance of an estimate - or 
more commonly of the difference of two estimates - requires 
a knowledge of the distribution of the statistic in question. 
6.1 The Sampling Distribution of an Unbiassed Statistic 
of Ivíinimum Variance:- The one-parameter distribution 
tr- x) F- C `!! '{"' ' c ( .x)-1 
admits the statistic 1-,= °t l 1(x=) as an unbiassed L., 
estimate of -Aficty/1 possessing minimum variance. 
The moment generating function (M.G.F.) of Yin 
Bernouillian samples of4t is 
M(cc) 
ffpf: (x) Y jrx) fi ?I-F(50) <.(9 
[ f .e-zr Ffr) i- c- ( x ) } 
el; 
By the total probability condition 
,J 4Ì { r - `' -r- (x) } off`. 
for all values of zy/. This relation consequently holds when 
is replaced by 4 whence 
M ( ) _ 1. t F(rt )- 1-10i (. + f + 2f3)} 
The 
L 4 
f F (9,) - F (y, 
seminvariant generating function (S.G.F.) of 




601.1 Moments and Seminvariants of The r moment 
about the origin oflf, say1 r is the coefficient of .0 r1r! 
in the .G .F That is, 
olr / ( «) t 
d. 4 r 
on expanding Id as a Maclaurin Series in powers of o . 
By (1), g it F(yr) p 
r - n. (' á 
t 





Similarly, the 7 °< seminvariant of Y say )4 is the 
coefficient of c.k. in the S.G.F. Provided F is capable of 
expansion in a Maclaurin series (terminating or infinite), 




The first two seminvariants of T are its mean and 
variance respectively. Formula (4), for r = and r = . 
is therefore in agreement with the results of Chapter Three. 
The simple statistical interpretation of the successive 
derivatives of 1, which (4) provides, is noteworthy. 
Example : - The normal distribution with unit variance 
is 
p (x. - lx 7 TZ F7 _ 1 ° 
By choos ing F(, _ --. in formula (3 ), we obtain 
2. 
the moments of ,1 about the origin. The r moment is 
'va 
tot_ t. !/ 2/ 
or, writing yzil z _ _ 
i 
t; r _ t, '1St r - (--L r2-.)' e . e' ) 
= la) fá,. ( i sq ,-21) , 
r z, Hr ,tJ 
where denotes Hermites Polynomial of degree r. 
6.1.2 The Sampling Distribution of T :- Let the sampling' 
distribution of r ri (Iv be (r) The 
M.G.F. is accordingly 
T- 
(7-) T- 
and, comparing with (1), we have the integral equation 
(r) dT = Z n F(ì) - F -- )) 
holding for all values of "( . 
(5) 
Suppose the limits of -r- are tW `r. Replacing aC by - , (5) 
becomes 
(T) -P F( cUi 
whence, inverting by Mellin's theorem, 
®: 
e B ï 
( ̀ ) °` J ,.424, 7-/- < IL (y)) /Td t-¿o ^ At y/ - 7 , c-100 ,ri, JJ (6) 
where is any real number which exceeds the real part of 
any pole of the integrand. By the general theory of 
transforms , 4 i) is unique. 
When the range of is finite, we must solve (5) by the 
general methods of Chapter Two. The function 
eg (i) 
s o obtained 
is the only possible function of class L , in particular, if 
a continuous solution exists, it is the uñique continuous 
solution. 
Let us, in (5), put , = o. There results 
jtj(r)tY p J 
Therefore (T) satisfies the total probability condition - 
as, of course, it must do. 
6.1.3 Non- Normality of the Distribution of T :- The 
M.G.F. of a normal variate T whose mean is m and whose 
variance is 72- is 
(a- ° rra.) a 
da-77 V- 
= ..44-rn_) 
Suppose that our statistic T has range 7'. We know 
that its mean is 4,17- and that its variance is 
1 
G°' . From (1), the condition that T be a 
normal variate is thus 
71- y)) - rt. F( )1 .e4cf(_ 61' F 
ciic- 
Assume that F possesses derivates up to the third order, 
so that 
2 3 á3F(. !LP 
rt.7/7" $ 01y 3./71.3 6( 
L° ?9 Ij Substituting in the preceding equation, we 
see that the necessary and sufficient condition that T be 
normally distributed is d3 = C for all values of y'. 
F = A °i'- 8 z 
where ßáa 
, '.v are arbitrary constants. Unless the F 
of Koopman's distribution is of this particular form, the 
statistic T is not a normal variate. 
We observe that 
M iced C.4c.f fit F (y9, nF(Vt 1 
v _43 d.3F(y/t J 
a 
d y , d yid! tes° 
i.e., in indefinitely large samples, the M.G.F. of T tends 
to the M.G.F. of the normal variate with the same mean and 
variance. 
6.1.4 The Order of Magnitude of the Moments of T :- The 
result of the last paragraph may be put: in indefinitely 
large samples, the distribution of T tends to be normal. 
We now derive a more precise statement of this property, by 
comparing the magnitudes of the moments of T and those of 
normal variate with the same mean and variance. 
The M.G.F. about the mean of a normal variate with 
variance@ is (see Section 6.1.3) 
2- 6.4 F 
= 
The moments about the mean of this variate are 
accordingly 
X 
AL ' $n 









r while is 
(7) 
The M.G.F. of T about its mean- is (see equation (V) 
trv, Ft- 
yi) - n Ffr + rt. 
,13F a44 
-2,, cy; --T t 3!/t2 al y 3 k ! at 3 
= M, (°4) - jr _ .(3 p(, 3, á ti Ai, k 4` 3! dv 3 iv"! e( 4 
= M; C4/ 1 
!' cel GI- F cif c1,4 = 
-- A d3 I3 
` e(,'F " 
34t. 3 6-1 a - 
} 
r 
Consider the term in say, which consists of 
a sum of products involving 4r from the factor r10 and 
2.0--0 4.# 
from the second factor (p = /,$," ) 
The latter contains contributions 
of order O Ç "rt - 2 °' ^ P) 1 from the first bracket( 
J 
of order ® 
-p) " from the second bracket 
-(i-t _ r:. 
of order Of 
-p) r 
from the , "bracket, 
where 3 ( +P) ) 2. ( 4° 
The lowest order of magnitude (in indefinitely large 
samples) which arises from the product involving . in , 
and n, in the second factor, is therefore - 
remembering (7) - 
- 
- zr P - r -$- e 
or, putting (r -p) _ ;3.,k t 1 ( ° 0, B, as the case may be) 
it is Q n. 
The negative exponent is least when p is as large as 
possible, viz., t ® r- I, and when «a O The term is then 
That is, the order of magnitude of the 
odd moment about the mean of T, is 
__ p 
in indefinitely large samples. 
We recall (7), which shows that the corresponding moment 
of the normal variate is accurately zero. 
In like manner, we deduce that 
f,e, . . = O . - r ) in indefinitely large samples, 
which is of the same order of magnitude as , 
6.1.5 Skewness and Kurtosis of the Distribution of T:- 
Since the odd moments of T are not in general zero, the 
distribution of this variate is unsymmetrical. The skewness 
is given by 
/a 1 - 
Frone equation (8), it is found that 




/9 = n (4-3F d 3 d 
-: 
if/ (9) 
Since, in practice,,C -F/ ì L -it/Lis negative, we see 
that the distribution of T is positively or negatively 
3 skew ( i.e.,+ 07. ) according as < Q 
d 
The kurtosis is given by 
P-1 .1 
014F- 3 44z F , ol lf 







,ñ a d.y 
The distribution of T is thus platykurtic or lepto- 
kurtic (^ d,.- 3 C)) accard-ing as cL 4 F` 
t 7 
(10) 
We note from (9) and. (10) that the skewness and excess 
(31_3) are each 0 - in indefinitely large samples. 
6.1.6 The Sampling Distribution of T is of Koopman's 
Form:- Since X is by hypothesis distributed in a Koopman 
form, so :i:s ¡fr,). This follows from Section 3.5.1, where it 
was proved that Koopman's form is invariant under a trans- 
formation of the variate. Thus if the distribution of f(x) 




l( if) _ M. F. of j(x) 
= f F., - F-(" 
and we know that the solution is a Koopman distribution. 
n. 
Consider now the variate _ L (-xi) L.1 
Let its sampling distribution be j, (T,, ['no. c -rt. ¡LI 
so that we have 
r./f,1. +,C Irr,) 017; f 014c' 
I f e 
#o) i (4 + F(9) t )atici 11" 
- F(y/t ) f 
( .c, C-, or if e 1 CT, n) = .x- , F ( y/) - rti F ( %/ 7(- 4) ] 
This is the same integral equation as that given above, 
with F replaced by A. r. Therefore 1,9 ('.7 )is of the same form 
as viz., of Koopman's form, which is, moreover, preserved 
by the transformation = ' . Hence the distribution of 
,.., 
admits a sufficient statistic. 
6.2 The Sanpling Distributions of Two Unbiassed Statistics 
of Minimum Generalised Variance:- 
tribution 
admits the statistics T, 
The two- parameter dis- 
r3(4 íTi- 
unbiassed estimates of - á - ûE 
y/I Z3/2. 
they give minimum generalised variance. 
The bivariate M.G.F. of the simultaneous 
tribution of T, and T is 
i 4- 
, 






by the total probability 
The bivariate S.G.F. 
x/ t 
sampling dis- 
; UUU (.0 f y/J. (x l $ ifa. Ilk (x ) 
9 + - y i ) * IE <-1- x11 dlc' 
J 42.xP t } ,,)iJsx) ..0(Y4), 1) 14 Ìx? t Fy;1) 
.e 4371 
x. F ( í f J , 4 ) i 1- (11) 
condition. 
is (12) 
L Cd a) _ M tQv3) _ F (sa,- 9/.0 - F(sd, . 
Assuming that F can be expanded in a Maclaurin series, 
the ['I'', S) seminvariant A rid, or the coefficient of ,° P,' "I 
r 4 s e 
(13) 
Since A l o, )ob, are the means ofir: and 7j respectively; 
sincefia® and ?\ are the respective variances; and since 
%! i a is their covariance, formula (13) is consistent with 
the results of Chapter Five. 
6.2.1 Non- Normality of the Simultaneous Distribution of 
- ande. :- We know the means, variances and covariance 
of T and T (equation (13). If the simultaneous dis- 
tribution of these statistics were normal, the bivariate 
M.G.F. about the origin would be 
M)4 
aF F ..et xF r F 2 a ;F 
(01,9) z - -p -- - ?4,4 2 az 41,2' *t 9 vidy/a z`.+- ?WI 
(See Aitken, "Statistical Mathematics," p.85)., The actual 
bivariate M.G.F. is formula (11). Expanding F in a 
Maclaurin series as far as the third partial derivatives, 
we note that the necessary and sufficient condition for 
( (4.0) = ( , 
.)3 3 
^ 
1 3 ¡, a d CJ fy d via, 





= A 13,Y, + Bk c-,50 +- C; V: f- C3 y, ..t 
where the A, RIA, and ('.4 are arbitrary constants. 
Consequently, unless the F of Koopman's distribution is of 
this special form, and are not normal variates. 
In general 
(where O 9,'c s; 9,a C) 
MC = (e_ " Mx(43) in indefinitely large samples 
A, á 11. 4 g*,°.'.xr- T 
Therefore, the simultaneous distribution of T, 
tends to be normal in infinitely large samples. 
6.2.2 Uncorrelated Statistics: - The statistics 7;,` 1 




= (yl, ) -r- V ( 9/z 
( far,! are arbitrary functions). As we have seen, no 
Koopman distribution of this form exists, so that the 
unbiassed statistics of minimum generalised variance are 
always correlated. 
6.2.3 Statistically Independent Estimates:- Let the 
S.G.Fts. of Ti alone, and of '7 alone, be denoted by L (ec o) 
and L(0/ii respectively. They are found by putting Ai =o 
in (12) in the first case, andc(= in the second. By 
definition, T,, 7j are statistically independent if 
L...(d , = ( L_(D,) 
i.e., if 
F(y, F(Vs+ .V,.; = F(','y) -F('(f ./4) F {Ky/*) -F(ì,.+r,. -- 
Expanding, with respect to the first variable, by the Mean 
Value Theorem, and dividing by dinn this condition becomes 
F( 
- F(9),. t) = : Fly aLti n. - :tA. - F(y/,t ñ., ;)3 
L C: 6 , <.1J 
That is, a function of 02 = a function of- - and 
Each side is therefore a constant, and this constant 
has the value zero (put, say :ro ° ) . So 
Ft Yi - F y/,-)va-t-A I 
or 994-94) `14) ' F (yí/, = function of and Av only. 
Similarly Fi - F( ty,t yes) â function of yi and ' only. 
It follows that the condition for statistical inde- 
pendence is 
F 049, - Ä (. r, ÿ 
which never subsists. It is interesting, though unimportant, 
that if and _ could ever be uncorrelated, they would 
also be statistically independent. 
6.2.4 Special Parametric Relations:- In_ certain 
cases, special functions of the parameter y1i will be 
independent of yy .t. Thus consider the distribution 
®; 4-4/3 +}', its (x) + yJ, , (x í- .u, y,', j w(ì.)- 
The S.G.F. of r = (JO alone is 
` 
L 1 ( . c ) = L t1 t r tya) ,GC ( 9's) - t (wQ f- ( 
The " seminvariant of 17 is consequently 
i r ( 0,) 
r° 
5v, 
Hence, for any pair of integers r, g, 
,m- r cis wc 
/11,0 
` 
A,. : = ; l s--. d / AV is ( i / 













g, t-r,of -V7,1 
The M.G.F. of x- is (equation (1) with F-)=- 
z 
) 
-Li5c1P 4 'V 
which is the M.G.F. of a normal variate whose mean is yt_ 
and whose variance is The sampling distribution oflr 
' 
is therefore 
6.3.2 The Pearson Curve of Gamma T;vpe:- 
i x, 
1," 
V Xv p o ) 
Y a r034.) ( ,; 
Writing a = we have the canonical form 
= - X. :1-- 4-(pit -4 r(r*1).1 
The MG.F. of Ta. 
mean - is 
i.e., of the geometric 
3) .eicr i'L(P+0 -ej a- "tii r(P+9 -71-(r t 14, t""r3 r(Ff-j; 
/4.-ff IF ( P1-1+ 
r- (p+-1) 
The M.G.F. of the arithmetic mean T", 
Oi 
= 
Let 1 (T,.) be the sampling distribution of T, , which 




cr,) a /Ceti ) 
Change T; to . ̀ ] . Since the probability that - 7°, 
lies between - 7, -r- el. 7; is (T',) d,7 
(TO 0--r; f/( t ) 11-(13") 
By Mel lin t s theorem, we have formally 
-7--( dTi .zn LC1) Q 4. (14) 
We obtain , 
r 
by the following process: 
(i) by evaluating the contour integral in certain 
special circumstances. 
(ii) by proving that the probability function so found 
always has the required M.G.F., not merely under the 
special conditions of (i). 
(iii) by invoking the theorem that two functions possessing 
the same Laplace transform are if_entical, we assure ourselves 
that the function obtained in (i) is the unique distribution 
of ,(For this theorem, see, e.g., Titchmarsh, "Theory of 
Fourier Integrals," p.164). 
Now, when ío70, !at-G 
e ) `P 
o uniformly, 
a. 
with respect to ; . So, when t_ i e 4.1 
r 
41-1-/ F uniformly, as /3/---, o® 
with respect to e . The integral (14) is therefore 
equal to the integral of the same function round a contour !; 
where r is formed by the line e CC and the infinite 
semi- circle in the third and fourth quadrants. The only 
singularity within r is at - . (Note that, as , 
is always negative, its mean value, which is -Oaf Wet 
is negative; since -p is taken ) o, '- is > 0 and the 
singularity is inside the contour). 
Write 1 ; the integrand of (14) becomes 
o 
ci 
Now for the special case q.(p- e = integer, the point 
'=o is a pole of order $a Cp * Ìf where the residue is 
. a n TI Ì P*) F' e (a.) 
(71-1*)! 
Hence, from (14), 
T 
- f P-'Ì x P -a., r ) -` 
(41.p..? 
p integral) 
This suggests that, whatever the value of f, we 




nCp+ e) f K T -- d,T, ,.,,. +d ) provided' 
(15) 
Therefore, (15) represents the unique sampling distribution 
of the arithmetic mean in the Gamma frequency curve. 
6.3.3 The horznal Curve of Error:- 
°' _ x _ ) $ 1 
51.777 R. ®- 2" 




-_ 4 1, x .t , x . A - 
,-. y. 1: All 9/, -4: 47 
which is of Koopinan's form with 
z 
F (`9,- y'a.) _ - L # 
J., 9/ s 
The LI . G. F . o f Y°x = ál z is thus 
jpi 
( 0 ) = ° p±. p --- 
,, A. V/ 
7 
which shows that T. is a normal variate with mean 
d 
2.171 
and variance e A a This merely amplifies the result 72- 
of Section 6.3.1. 
The ï"=.C:.F. of 7- ° -;71. x is, by the usual formula, 
fri (a.- = t f . ` I _ gC , ̀ n, '41? 1,*/,]) 
The range of Ì, is "O to -- ocz . Denoting the distri- 
butian of T by 
d 
( r,' we have J 
® e- ' 1 ( .) d i; = 
Change T, to - T . Since the probability that -ó; lies 
in the range - T, t Â d7 ; is .q T, ) aLT, 
d 
re í -,) dirt = M %c-o, - t wo 
By :Lellin's theorem, we have formally, 
f 
CT')_ ni: (/4. 
z 
.e,gio j.T - 5/a. 




We deal with this by the method of Section 6.3.2. 
First we note that, if we write vils) for the integrand, 
and put A'i tya2/ 02. and j c ( Toi 8 t c " then 





( + I,/'"ì") ,r'fi nY6I 
e k 2ld t (t t n. íld -C473 6;) Ir 3.4 r,y, 4o94/ z T,rtcs 
r n t si./, e-0-4 -t- x (-x 11- 
Consider the behaviour of this expression when r,_,, c,c) 
and when .0 . The index of the third factor is 
essentially negative, as cx. so this factor is 
- 
R %// -r (1- 
,,. i+ a y' ) 
w . 
. R Z `f /r B,t -rt, `J,i a l t x / r 
4``t / riiT.a 
= e d1T 
Hence 
as 12® . 
µ 
1 
n- yr l i- n % ! r -j. .. n fl ]^ ,L l/ ; k 7 j' y, I+rizÿ,; f ` t 
for all values of ® in the range ( `n/4, 3 nia) . 
j44-(3)i 
uniformly, as , with respect to e when 6 tr3n -7, 
This result enables us to replace the integral in (16) 
by ' u where is a contour formed by the line c, 
and by the infinite semi -circle in the third and fourth 
quadrants. real part of any singularity of at)) 
The integrand has a singularity at %' . To investigate 
its nature, we put whence 
I, nAT _ 
u. 
I : 
, 3) - C. ,) 3 j, r 
-, : 
,ti',/1 T f - rt 
(n r+j l e T j 1f/, 
X[ .1fj'T,+- - - 
{' sjy= 2 
x C%, t 3;*1 t-- 
a, 2. % -/- r ' - 
e , 
i,'kl . . .. 
.z le h 
7f8 ; , t ....- 
h n; 
--"/ (17) 
The two infinite series are absolutely convergent, so 
we may multiply them and rearrange the terms. We find, if wt, 




-+ 4 al c R f f A.e +qa t ' (18) 
i.e., we find the Laurent expansion. of of ),which is valid 
everywhere except at j C,, which point is an isolated essential 
singularity. 
We must now prove that the Theorem of Residues applies 
to functions possessing isolated essential singularities. 
(In the text books, attention is usually confined to functions 
with non-essential singularities) . Consider] , ..U. (' ) c 
where r' denotes (i) the contour r, defined already, plus (ii) 
a circle of arbitrarily small radius (3 surrounding 
Within the region bounded by r and f u(j) has no singularities. 
Therefore, by Cauchy's theorem, zi (3) (11 _ r u (3.) dg 
the integrals being taken in the same sense. 
On ,: is everywhere finite; so on this circle 
fc is bounded for all values of 
is uniformly convergent with respect to 
consequently (18) 
on this contour, 
and may be integrated term by term. We find, as in the 
usual theory of contour integration (see e.g., Whittaker 




except when n. - 
,, from (18) 
By (16),also, 
when is even. 
we return to (17); 
coefficient of in (17) 
(where k - rt-/ ) 







..k+' k-i ;- i /a j 
C`§Oal 
r, zk-r (T T / (20) 
4-1+ a. r 
I 
r! (h- ftr)g 
is Bessel is Function with imaginary argument (Whittaker 
and Watson 4th edition, p.372) . Thus k_D 13 1 
in terms of the usual Bessel coefficient). 
Reverting to the usual parameters " =t and instead 
of and y/,, we have, from (19) and (20) 






So far, we know merely that this holds when n is even. 
Let us assume now that it is true for any integral value of 
and calculate the corresponding ,:. U .F . 
In the general case, t ri -2 (.) is defined as 
a.r 
é f2 y 
The T term in this sum is less than the T ̀. term in the 
nom 
expansion of ár `° ) Since the latter is absolutely 
and uniformly convergent for all values of 1, so too 
is T.a ( In evaluating the M. G.F . , it is there- 
.. 
fore permissible to integrate term by term. 
9 o wt T, 
(T0 
x - /12.e112- ° a. a _ -a 71+ 
f x 





.t t n í, jT 
The. integration yields a sum of Gamma-functions, and we 
find, on reduction, 
Ya !; - R o4 2 r J ¡`` (¡ ' (^! I ' ' `1 e l ̀ } 1) a -171 'n 2 -, =a 
L.(Yla3 
( vt t at J r.) 
Consequently (20) is the unique probability distribution 
of -- for all values of 
áY 
We may note in passing that (20) is of Koopman's form, 
e4r-f) t. 
with d 
FP) ya,2 ;1 __ 
-r-, = 4 °'-, f. . F n. - l y c. 




EON- 1V1INIMÊ.L UNBIASSED STATISTICS 
7.0 We may, in certain problems, be interested in the 
estimate of the variance of T = 7it E J() in the 
distribution 
cf -col* {`,, )c)+F`3ya+.(x,. 
This estimate of the variance is of course 
f xG_ d ) 1 $ /, (xi) .9- %° a- °Ç j_,-Q y ` d y, y.Ì 
We may, furthermore, be concerned not merely with the mean 
(which we have studied) but also with the variance, 
or higher moments, of this estimate. We are thus obliged 
n, 
to consider functions such as z(xe> 1 3(xß), 
Let us denote these 
respectively. 
and, in general g,, (t ) 
functions by 1(1), 3), (1) 
7.1 The I\ïean and Variance of T-( r) : 
is 
The Piï.G .F. of -77,) 




4. d ;riL) 
-#- 
rrY, 











(i) the mean of ' is 





er rt -t i ,,' r 
The expressions (2) and (3) can be evaluated explicitly in 
terms of the elements of the original distribution by means 
of (1). In fact, ! is the coefficient of/JP/Jr? in the 
expansion of 
f ¡3 s- J j j c (¡ e 





, : ; 
{ i- (/,' - f- (4) 
(by the total probability condition). This last formula is, 
of bourse, merely a special case of equation (1) of Chapter 
Six. It follows, from the last Chapter or directly, that 
F (Y/) á p e - F.(.4 e 
The terms 
the origin. 
d ep P 
may be named the "natural moments" of about 
Clearly, the mean of (t. is independent of the number 
in the sample. Therefore is an unbiassed estimate of 
F" r _ ÿ - 
the coefficient L. (cL e f AV ). We thus have found a whole 
family of unbiassed statistics for the Koopman distribution, 
since we can choose 1- = r; ñ, . Also, functions of 
these statistics, say 
are unbiassed. 
7.1.1 
( t arbitrary constants) 
It is instructive to consider how, can be 
expressed in terms of f and of operations m For ex- 
ample, when r L we have 
(icL = 
{ .10 _.. 





which gives, on simplification, 
.ri a 
T2) ' x Ogle - dye `ftxiiw) aso (5) 
We recognise that (5) is a particular case of the 
general form of unbiassed statistic studied in Chapter Three. 
In that chapter, we learned that the necessary and sufficient 
condition for the stationary variance of the statistic was 
the vanishing of the terms into 
In other words, ÿ though unbiassed, does not possess 
minimum variance except when r ° I Similarly, , Tj r 
is a non -minimal unbiassed statistic unless 4, r O , T" O 
7.1.2 Covariance of and 




in terms of the natural moments. 
The covariance of 
(coefficient of 
and is 
) - (coefficient of '.)(coefficient of ) 
(s) 
Since (6) is not in general zero, and are 
correlated. We can of course attempt to find, by means of 
this equation, the Koopman distribution for which is 
uncorrelated with - for some particular value of 
For instance, and - are uncorrelated if 
The natural moments are given by 
so that our equation for zero covariance becomes 
the integral of which is 
where are constants. Consequently, for the 
digtribution 
the statistics = 1(xi)and 
are uncorrelated in samples of 
( tC ,aec. .a ) t c (x,),T 
Tra) = 1- / 2( Á' 
7.2 Example:- Consider the Koopman distribution 
for which, in the usual notation, i(x) r:- X ; 
The M.G.F. of the natural moments about the origin is 
P { F r tr) - F ( yi +d ) 
The fi natural moment about the origin is therefore 
is 
i 
By formulae (1) and (2) , the mean of 17-T) = 
and the variance of is 
/ 
We note that the variance of exceeds that of 
provided 
V(r) y( r - o 
e- 
i.e., provided _ (r.!)s 
(1 r -2 )1 IT!) 2 
Hence eventually increases steadily with ', whatever the 
value of ,,' . However, if is known to have some particular 
value, it may be possible to determine a value of for 
which the foregoing inequality is untrue. In this case, we 
14 
should obtain a smaller absolute variance by choosing the rm 
natural moment as an estimator, rather than the lower 
natural moments it The result is of no 
importance in practice, of course, since r® depends on the 
population value of `, which is unknown. 
Although the variance !?,y of`0 1 may not always increase 
monotonically withrr for small values of the latter, the 
coefficient of variation, say : /(r) does increase steadily with 





i.e., provided ;' 41-i j 
mea r o f t 
_ (r i) i F& 
provided Zr ( r - ) r a` 
which is true L _ /, A, 3, 
7.2.1 For the special case of r_,,the last Section shows 
that _ x is an unbiassed estimate of ..,' , with n 
4 
variance 2 a r . Let us now apply the method of Maximum 
Likelihood to the estimation of this same coefficient. 
we have Wr ng 
e 
whence the likelihood function, in a sample of 42, is 
gives 
or 
vhich differs from our previous statistic r-,. 
A 




fPQa 16'3 06 Oa' a e 
r:, 
, _ 3 ? x f- 
+ o 4+ 9 414 a. 9'. 
- ^ _ :z 
et 
Therefore G 2 = 1-c n- or in terms of ) 
d 
-'6 = 161-71.9/ 
4 
The variance of the maximum likelihood estimate of 
is thus less, in large samples, than that of the 
alternative estimate ,)- a result which was to be anti- 
cipated, since we know that the latter is non -minimal. 
Does the maximum likelihood statistic 4Z/n,)ossess 
a smaller variance than T,,) in small samples, we may ask: 
The M.0 .F. of the former is 
e 
= 74 n ).z 
a 
= 1t a.c 1 + zµ4' 
6° 
wheregail are the second and fourth moments about 
the origin ()f r.': -1t.(Formulae (1) and (3) of Chapter Six). 
For our distribution, in which Ftyli? )V, the M.G.F. of T 
is simply 
Henc e / 1, 2 7tfi t ).[:/t* kL 
3 
and we have the accurate results 
(i) the mean of is A4 ,4 
(ii) the variance of this statistic is 
Y 
11' M id - " 
' / 17%. 
tkd 
1,7 »t 
which agrees with our previous expressionL only when ì. 
is so large that T is negligible. Comparing this accurate 








we see that the latter is 
+ 
For samples comprising I or fewer observations, 
therefore, the non-minimal unbiassed statistic has a 
smaller variance than the maximum likelihood estimate of 
the same parameter. 
From the mean value quoted above, we see that 
is a biassed statistic in finite samples/in agreement with 
the theorem of Chapter Five (SectionS-Si), which in this 
instance tells us that ¡'41 is the only unbiassed statistic 
yielded by maximum likelihood. 
F4 
Covariance of -3,,and _ The covariance of 
P 
the alternative estimates 7 and u of 1, fis 
1100 c0 
i 1 : ! . ' - S - T f 1 I 611'3C. ' " (1 .. i 7';'2') 1 44'X' A i j d 
Since, as we know f, 




.IJ e .f otX- 
r 
To evaluate this n.-fold integral,. we proceed as follows:- 
., , .o , x j Z . ., yr .. xì 
_ ./, =J e v A R t` ^ ' 
211 f°?.. `'® 21. x` f 
x; z + l , x j , t ,xt 1: , x j - x c - y. r' , 
d ac 
71- 
a J 1 r -Pt, ri y° 
A 
(where ).- ' A - L. xj ' .x. ) 
J r. 
5 : } ,a 44 
.'f 4 n a -Yx -ÿ .4j d 64' lief - 
+17 > -1/X 
'tie" ckAj 
+ ¡ x t-s)z- í', 
71- 
. p x e " 
e 
A-, 
- t .°' h 
n s 
The single integrals in this ex;:,ression are Gamma-functions. 
The - fold integrals are the moments about the origin, 
of order 0, 1, 2 respectively, of the statistic 7 
in samples of _ and are consequently given by the first 
three terms in the M.G.F. 
I - (#1±0-7) 
n. 
i.e., they are i; // jd ; y/x respectively. 
Hence, evaluating, 
and the covariance of 
/6 
7.3 The Variance of Biassed Maximum Likelihood 
rx +- ZO d-- --- 
A 
;and 0 is 
Statistics:- In Section 7.2.1 we had occasion to verify 
the "maximum likelihood" expression for the variance of a 
particular biassed statistic yielded by this method of 
estimation. Let us digress for a moment to obtain the 
general verification of this result for the Koopman dis- 
tribution. 
We have seen that for 
` 
6 ,,) F CY) <(x) 
Maximum Likelihood gives n 4(.4)as an estimate of 
and, say, as an estimate - biassed - of 
G can be expanded in 1.Iaclaurin series 
The mean of G is (t 
where the f. are the moments of about the origin, i.e., 
(We know of course that it 





The notation 2' signifies that in the double summation, the 
terms '4, are omitted. 
To obtain V explicitly in terms of F-(Yli and its deriva- 
tives, we use equation (7). For (lar purpose, it suffices 
to prove by induction that 
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4 3 , z J F ( j (ot 4 
yj )4( k 
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( 8 ) 
(expression on right of (8)) 
on performing the differentiation and simplifying. 
expression (8) with replaced by 
Since (8) can be verified at once for it is true 
in general. We utilise it to obtain the leading terms in 
and find: 
J 
Denoting the coefficient ofit by X we have 
, AY/ 
-- 
- i---- -fr A 11 
"i 
Consider, now, the approximation to - provided by the formula 
where 
and 
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This verifies the maximum likelihood rule for calcu 
lating the variance, since it gives a result differing 
from the true value V by an amount which is 0(A:49in 
large samples. 
7.4 Yon-Minimal Unbiassed Statistics for the Two- 
Parameter Distribution:- Relative to the Koopman dis- 
tribution 
= +- F (o.) ÷,4003 
let us calculate the mean and variance of the statistic 
I (X4.1, a PC ) 
Write 




f co< .141 
1° 
(i) the mean of Si is 4,1- 
(ii) the variance of a'..J is 
tt4" - 411 
L 
a 







Suppose that G is capable of expansion in a Maclaurin 
series, say 
= 21 A 
r. 
( t constants ) 
We can now evaluate /11,, 4.1.,1_ in terms of the "bivariate 
natural moments" of the dis tribution. The(rs .bivariate 
natural moment is defined as 
V' r.s 1;1 a:5 (-%) J i4 
and is, consequently, the coefficient 
s/r/ s./ 
ri) ,i. (3 4- Vs) la F (..x) j 
F(YV.t) F- /- *(' 
In fact t 
and 
eiejc 
("4 c r.tJi riasfila a V;$ (12) r S 
Ct r. s L 2- 
I 
r. s qrs. cti-k 41-4i h 
(t 3) 
where .,, denotes that the terms for which , 
simultaneously are omitted. 
Substituting (12) and (13) into equations (9) and (10) 
respectively, we obtain the mean and variance of It is 
clear that (9) is independent of the size of the sample 
ï .e ¡is an unbiassed statistic. By expressing 
`Y- 
in terms 
of :, and derivatives of .; ,it is readily appreciated that 
it is of the general form of unbiassed statistic considered 
in Chapter Five. It is therefore non -minimal, unless all 
the constants Ï , are zero except ,e and ,,, i.e., apart 
from this case, 'is never one of a pair of statistics 
which have minimum generalised variance. 
7.4.1 Covariance of 0.4 and One of the Unbiassed Statistics 
of Minimum Generalised Variance:- The bivariate M.G.F. of 
y F.. 
and, say, T1 ^ n4. A (ze ) is 
1404.0) = J... f e S fi Tr fcL x; 
= ` -= .¡- 7-1" 
s 
C 
fi r + "( 4. +_ °(.` ) f i i' ore)] `. -rt. 
i- f aI,c f n i, . 
= -! t- d.1 t d t, o-+- d,_ , (fax. +- r r ,n)t . 
The covariance is thus 
= V;13 ) 
Now, since 
r ;. e 
Hence, remembering (12), 
7.4.2 Examples 





i.e., we choose 
(14) 
and all the other" are zero. Equation (14) 
then gives the covariance of 6 i and as 
The V p are the successive ternis in the expansion of 
..442 ÇFï.,?.1 F[ , i d i't t 3) 
x 
= I .A F -fi t .°< Z é)4r + )f- a y/, 8x. zk 4-4 
4.42- _ ` .I. z .+ (3 _ __!F I ._ +- DF pr l . t 




> - - r +' ' 
0 
Consequently 
the correct result. 
(b) Choose 
3 ' - .. f- F 
á, Q' .- i 
a=k7 which is, of cour'se, , )y/4, 
and all the other ox°o zero. 
i.e., ta e ., .,, _ /P 
The covariance of 4: and is 
in this instance merely the variance of 7. Formula (14) gives 
i , i 
ID 
and, from the preceding expansion, 
which, again, is correct. 
7.5 Sufficient Statistics in Koopman's Sense and in 
Fisher's Sense : - On the numerous occasions of reference 
to sufficient statistics, we have always used the term in 
the sense of Koopman's definition, as quoted in Chapter 
Three. Koopman, we recall, claimed that he was making 
precise "the intuitive ides of such a statistic" - viz., a 
statistic which utilises all the information provided by 
the sample. However, other definitions of sufficiency 
have been given. R. A. 2isher himself propounded one in 
his original paper on Maximum Likelihood ("The Foundations 
of Theoretical Statistics," Philsophical Transactions A, 
Vol. 222, 1922) in the following terms. 
Let be a statistic which estimates a coefficient "9, 
and let T be any other estimate of 0. is sufficient 
if the joint sampling distribution of 'and an T/N is of the form 
Cr) 7"ßd8/ _ 17-) ' .L(1- /T) (15) 
where 
r 
is the probability distribution of --in a population 
specified by the parameter ; and where f, is the probability 
distribution of " in a population specified by the 
JD 
parameter 
From an example in the paper referred to, it is possible 
that this definition was intended to apply only to 
statistics , ' whose simultaneous distribution is normal, 
or - virtually the same restriction - only to indefinitely 
large samples. We shall now show by an example that, in 
finite samples at least, Fisher's and Koopman's definitions 
are not equivalent. 
7.5.1 Suppose thati are jointly distributed in the 
foregoing form, and consider the distribution w ` of and 
where °°Pis some function of say T'- 
V 
' " - thus 
o 
is an estimate of /r (®), 





which is of the form (15), even though T and are estimates 





both vary between ë' , the 
bivariate M.G.F. of these two statistics is 
re 
Now in a population 
specified by the parameter 
whence ' . La( 
P,(- -/B} Mo(p ¡T) LT 
p, and 2, being probability distributions, are bounded 
functions. Therefore the coefficient of ., in the fore- 
going integrand is bounded, and inversion of the integral 
by means of Fourier transform theory is permissible. This 
gives 




0( 3 ) 
This equation serves as a test, in the following manner. 
Let two statistics estimates of respectively, 
be given. We calculate the sampling distribution of 7-, say 
p, r We further calculate the bivariate M.G.F. of 7- 
and -7."' say Li 8 .. Now if the Fourier transform of Mfr -3 
divided by f z , ( / 6); , is a function of 3, then T is cer- 
tainly not sufficient in Fisher's sense. 
7.5.2 Fundamentally, the proposed test involves the 
finding of a joint probability distribution from a given 
bivariate M.G.F., and the validity of the argument depends 
on whether the distribution so obtained is unique. When 
the range of both 1- and ° ~ 
' 
is t e this condition is 
fulfilled; we merely invoke the uniqueness theorem of 
Fourier transforms of several variables (see e.g., Bochner, 
" Vorlesungen über Fouriersche Integrale"). For other 
ranges, the same result holds, so far as functions of class 




Example:- For the distribution ` 
the statistic T= ® . 6 (re is sufficient, in 
Koopman's sense, for the estimation of _ - 5 
As the r'ofSection 7.5.1, we choose the unbiassed, non- 
minimal, statistic : -- A. (zd I 
The bivaria.te M.G.F. of -r and is 
= 
¿. 4 3T r 
e [ 
z . 
= + i t f , 
oo 
Z r , r /r(fr)/*F#4je1rJtJ 
frLfr3! rn )11 t -t ^G j c ' - CF-(v) -F-()) 
in consequence of the total probability condition/9'4c = /for 
all values of / 
Differentiating r times with respect to c(, 
Jr- fey M1 - i 
!° . --- --P (r4)- C t ̀ 






T r P a ( ) 
r.' A.( 1 
To apply our test, we ascertain whether, for all values 
of a for which the foregoing expansion is valid, 
oda 
e M .470 ) I p, ( 1- I V) 
224 
is independent of y. (We assume that the limits of 
are i ). Our expeession for ivi(r is a power series in 
Hence if the test fails for any term in this expansion, 
it follows that is not sufficient in Fisher's sense. 
The coefficient of 
i 
,Y in M ̀ c /3 is 
.. ï. l Mo (00 ¿ jd,t`) dF7) rr'>-yf @, 
nd2 et 




Therefore f Íu 
{./Y1) rd toLf F t9r) -fi f t 
`°`w a T + Fr-fwj - f7 (9/0. iti) 
d. n oC 
Our test can therefore be put in the form - is 
2 
` ws qv'i I f. toT-- .rY- LrY` t d 
independent of ? Alternatively, is 
and ? 
-416) 
quotient above) for all values of 
Differentiating and simplifying, and writing 
we find that this is untrue unless 
c1- 
Jf ipa 
_njf iy -éw1-`i/ 
y.ia 
le F() .2 4.2 
vC. 3 eitl 
. a1 41.4 P ® 1c't 
'2t[i `t- J
iQV? f+A.Ñ 
for all values of ' and 
Putting . ' { _ ® F'(;) - .f('w; t 2 
dflj) áF 2 f dFl`,y f(w) 
J1 4") H, (17 ) 
r rF_ ,t ôF(s) 
' 4 
611 . 
this condition becomes 
yJ}iw 
Y}i o0 
-¢ zr 1 - 01 ca Ì l,c ( j . w,) di oha a. 
for all values of,/ and The left hand side of this ex- 
pression is the Laplace transform of the function Al of two 
variables, and the condition that this transform be always 
zero is (Bochner, loc. cit.) 
Inspecting (17) we note that this identity implies 
or (integrating) 
t d, 13 
clg 
C(3, t 4.) 
where:, are constants. If F is not of this restricted 
form, the foregoing transform is not identically zero; 
therefore the quotient (16) is dependent on '.. . It follows 
that the statistic which is 
sufficient in Koopman's sense, is not sufficient in Fisher's 
sense. 
